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STEVE TOON, 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Barclays analyst Jeannie Wai asks, “Could 
the privates ruin it for everyone?”

She’s not the only one asking.
Coming off of year-end 2020 reports, pub-

lic E&Ps dusted themselves off from the road 
grime of last year and offered their go-forward 
plans for the new journey that is 2021. Almost 
in unison they promised capital discipline well 
within internally generated cash flows and 
muted growth aspirations to mitigate any risk 
of oversupply as happened in recent years. 
Those sworn covenants were repentance to 
jilted investors and regardless of improve-
ments in commodity pricing.

Private E&Ps, though, are not beholden to 
such promises.

“The consensus view is that this group is 
less disciplined than their public peers as they 
are not subject to the same scrutiny/account-
ability by the market,” said Wai in an April 
research note. “Thus, the fear is that privates 
could accelerate production growth during the 
current goldilocks period of constructive oil 
prices and lower costs, despite oil prices being 
artificially supported by millions of barrels a 
day of production being temporarily held back 
from the market via OPEC+ curtailments.”

With WTI steady near $60/bbl, will privates 
ramp up rigs enough to tamp down prices?

On the question of ramping up, Wai thinks 
the temptation for privates to take advantage 
of near-term cash flow while publics hold 
steady is too much to resist. “Thus we think 
the risk for private oil production is skewed to 
the upside.”

Simmons Energy sell-side analyst Mark 
Lear concurs. In a March report, he said, “As 
we feel confident that the public E&Ps will 
maintain capital discipline to attract investors 
back to the sector, private E&Ps have undoubt-
edly become the ‘wildcard’ in the oil market.”

Since April of last year, when the rig count 
reached historic lows, rigs from public E&Ps 
have increased by 61%, per Barclays. Pri-
vates are up 274%. Private operators currently 
comprise 43% of the horizontal U.S. land rig 
count, compared to 29% a year ago, and ac-
counted for one-third of overall U.S. tight oil 
production in 2020.

Northland Capital Markets analyst Subash 
Chandra observed in a March research note 
that private operators such as DoublePoint 
Energy LLC and Mewbourne Oil Co. are run-
ning more rigs than Chevron Corp. and Exxon 
Mobil Corp. in the Permian Basin. “Private 
E&Ps could drive the rig count higher than we 
expected,” he alerted. Private drillers were on 
pace to spend some $3 billion in the first quar-
ter this year, he said, citing data from industry 
data provider Lium.

Barclays postulated that while private op-
erators are more price sensitive than their 
public peers, they are also not completely im-
mune from the call for capital discipline from 
investors. Thus, the analysts estimated pri-
vate companies would hold to an 85% rein-
vestment rate of capital going forward, much 
lower than their pre-2020 150% average rate. 
That is still more than the 60% reinvestment 
target the bank expects the publics to hold to.

Based on that estimate, Barclays forecasts 
private operators could boost U.S. supply by 
about 500,000 bbl/d at 2021 exit. One caveat: 
If pent-up demand outpaces the bank’s pro-
jections, “prices could exceed our forecast 
and drive a stronger response from privates. 
On the other hand, if the privates reinvest at a 
higher rate, there could be upside to our sup-
ply forecasts, all else being equal.”

Simmons Energy ran a similar model and 
foresees private operators delivering some 
5% to 7% onshore oil growth by year-end.

Given the run in the forward oil curve year-
to-date, much like their public counterparts, 
private E&Ps have the cash flow capacity to 
operate at significantly higher levels of activ-
ity, Simmons’ Lear said. However, “With a 
large number of bankruptcies in 2020, banks 
looking to reduce upstream lending exposure 
and reduced operating capacity, we would 
not expect private operators to rapidly get 
back to pre-pandemic operating levels, but 
wouldn’t be surprised to see the private rig 
count ultimately push toward 200 horizontal 
oil rigs.”

Yet 200 privately deployed oil rigs is about 
the same as were running in 2019, and about 
30 fewer on average than in 2018, accord-
ing to Simmons’ data. So still a bit under 
par from recent years. In March, the privates 
were running 120 oil rigs.

But don’t fear private operators tanking 
world oil prices, said Lear. Not yet.

“We concluded that privates alone would 
not be able to push U.S. onshore supply back 
toward pre-pandemic levels of 10.6 MM-
bbl/d by year-end 2022 and, as a result, don’t 
anticipate a U.S. supply response will have a 
negative impact on the duration of the recov-
ery cycle.”

Privates, you are free to drill.

It’s been too long since we’ve seen each oth-
er, so we’re gathering the gang back together. 
Join Hart Energy Conferences live, in-person, 
first at our DUG Haynesville show in Shreve-
port, La., May 26-27, and then at our Energy 
Capital Conference in Houston June 2. Just 
like old times. Go to HartEnergyConferences.
com to sign up.

THE BEAR CASE PRIVATES
FROM THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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A&D TRENDS

Pioneer Natural Resources Co. is officially 
a lot. Too much? No, probably not. But, 
yeah, a lot.

On April 1, Pioneer agreed to buy Dou-
blePoint Energy LLC for $6.4 billion, or 
roughly half of what Amazon spent last year 
on its streaming music and video content.

A single deal doesn’t tell us whether the 
Permian Basin is past its prime. But this may 
be difficult to see objectively, in the blinding 
camera flash of Pioneer’s huge deal.

Valuations and deal activity, largely made up 
of corporate mergers, once again pushed the 
Permian as a first-among-equals in last year’s 
race to congeal struggling E&Ps. But there’s 
more than one example of Permian deals that 
have proven less than sanguine. Once upon a 
time, RSP Permian Inc. made deals that, in 
contrast, make buying an NFT of Twitter CEO 
Jack Dorsey’s first tweet (for $2.9 million) 
seems like an act of absolute genius.

As Rudyard Kipling’s curious elephant 
would say, “So many questions!” Some 
can be answered immediately: An NFT is a 
non-fungible digital token that can be bought 
and sold like an actual token, but without the 
convenience of being able to drop it in a slot 
and play foosball.

What Pioneer’s purchase tells us is that it’s 
now OK to occasionally feel queasy when a 
huge deal goes down and the reasons aren’t 
entirely clear. Investors reacted to that same 
feeling by dropping Pioneer’s stock price by 
6% after the deal was made public.

Pioneer may have taken control of the core 
of the Midland Basin, but at this cost?

Bernstein’s Bob Brackett regarded the deal 
with skepticism centered on it’s valuation, the 
strategic logic and the “communication strat-
egy” around the transaction. In other words, 
the whole shebang.

Brackett argued in an April 5 report that 
valuing DoublePoint’s production at $25,000 
per flowing barrel of oil equivalent (boe/d) 
was too expensive. “The least valuable flow-
ing barrel is the fastest declining one,” Brack-
ett said.

The deal also gives Pioneer many locations 
that it doesn’t need for more than a decade. 
That “seems punitive to the deal economics, 
especially given [the] plan to drop rigs from 
seven to five,” Bernstein said.

Of course, all companies need runway. But 
usually not so much that refueling is needed 
while still mid-takeoff. 

Then there’s the question of what Pioneer 
really gains, aside from 100,000 boe/d by 
the second quarter, synergies and that elusive 
“scale” all E&Ps covet. Brackett: “Spending 

cash and adding debt in theory reduces the 
FCF [free cash flow] pool for the future vari-
able dividend. If PXD’s goal is to consolidate 
the basin then showing why that’s a good idea 
and how that consolidation balances with FCF 
needs to be explicitly laid out.”

Indeed, some have surmised that Pioneer’s 
move helps stem the prodigious volumes be-
ing pumped out by private companies such 
as DoublePoint.

But that’s an effect, not a cause.
Added to that, Brackett was suspicious 

of the timing of the deal’s news. He rightly 
noted that the deal hit inboxes on a Friday 
before a holiday—otherwise known as the 
place press releases go to die.

Pioneer’s deal was also oddly pricey, 
though much of it is tied to Pioneer stock. 
Fort Worth’s DoublePoint will receive 27.2 
million shares of its buyer, $1 billion in cash 
and forgo $900 million in debt. Analysts val-
ued its costs at a range from $39,000 per acre 
to $42,000. Those prices are comparable to 
the bull land market of 2016 to 2018, Enver-
us’ Andrew Dittmar said.

Notably, Kimbell Royalty Partners pur-
chased Delaware Basin interests last January 
for $44,000 per acre, according to Raymond 
James. But Pioneer’s deal comes at a time 
when the median acreage price in the Perm-
ian is $4,100.

If there’s one thing that can be concrete-
ly understood about the deal, it’s Pioneer 
CEO Scott Sheffield’s faith in the Midland. 
And that he’s bought from DoublePoint’s 
co-CEOs, Cody Campbell and John Sellers, 
before.

Campbell and Sellers, who assembled their 
acreage with personality and incredible hus-
tle, might as well have been working on spec 
for Sheffield. The acreage seems to drop-in 
for the holes Pioneer had like a 920,000-acre 
jigsaw puzzle.

Another thing to note about Sheffield: He 
has a tremendous poker face.

Last year, after Pioneer agreed to acquire 
Parsley Energy Inc. for $7.6 billion, Sheffield 
said that consolidation looked to be waning.

“It seems like the best companies have 
been picked off … with Parsley and Concho 
and the other transactions,” he said. 

Pioneer is now billing itself the Premier 
Permian E&P, and it’s hard to argue with the 
bravura and equally hard to divine the plan.

“If PXD’s goal is to consolidate the ba-
sin,” Brackett said, “then showing why that’s 
a good idea and how that consolidation  
balances with FCF needs to be explicitly  
laid out.”

A WHYDUNNIT

DARREN BARBEE,
SENIOR EDITOR
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ENERGY POLICY

JACK BELCHER, 
CORNERSTONE 
GOVERNMENT 
AFFAIRS

Last month we looked at the looming 
torrent of energy and environmental 
policy initiatives that will be considered 

this year by the administration and in Con-
gress, and the significant impacts that they 
might have on the U.S. oil and gas industry. 
Like every new administration and Congress, 
ambitious plans are being proposed, yet sig-
nificantly altering public policy is rarely easy. 
The system of checks and balances set forth 
in the Constitution makes change hard. Exec-
utive orders and regulations can be litigated 
and altered or reversed by the courts. Legisla-
tion that passes the House can be thwarted or 
significantly altered by the Senate, an insti-
tution designed to instill comprehensive and 
often time-intensive deliberation.

Major energy legislation tends to pass 
Congress every decade or so and usually oc-
curs in reaction to events, generally a crisis 
or perceived crisis. In that context, the last 
Congress established the House Select Com-
mittee on the Climate Crisis and the Senate 
Democrats’ Special Committee on the Cli-
mate Crisis to investigate and develop rec-
ommendations for public policy solutions 
to climate change. Those recommendations 
appeared in House and Senate reports and 
are included in legislation being introduced 
in Congress such as the CLEAN Future Act, 
which recently received a legislative hear-
ing in the House Energy and Commerce 
Subcommittee on Environment and Climate 
Change. The bill sets ambitious net-zero car-
bon emission goals for the electric power 
and transportation sectors, makes changes to 
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
and attempts to accelerate zero-emission ve-
hicles adoption.

During the next few months, we can an-
ticipate many more energy-related bills and 
hearings in Congress and major administra-
tive actions taking place as well. While it is 
hard to predict final outcomes, we do know 
that things will not likely take place in ac-
cordance with preestablished plans. Events 
of the day—geopolitics, economic events, 
supply disruptions, pandemics and natural 
disasters, to name a few—all play a role in 
impacting energy policy.

The February freeze and blackouts in 
Texas are a case in point on how legislative 
and executive agendas can change at a mo-
ment’s notice. The Texas legislature and ex-
ecutive agencies are now laser-focused on 
taking action to prevent a similar event from 
taking place in the future. At the national 
level, natural gas has been falling out of 
favor with environmental non-governmen-

tal organizations and political forces on the 
left for years. In fact, on the campaign trail, 
President Joe Biden endorsed a plan that 
would remove natural gas from U.S. power 
generation in 15 years.

While disagreement remains over the caus-
es of the Texas blackouts and who should 
take the blame, there is consensus that a re-
liable gas supply is essential to preventing 
future blackouts in Texas and elsewhere. In 
fact, President Biden reportedly told union 
leaders in March, “I am all for natural gas.” 
Also in March, Energy Secretary Jennifer 
Granholm acknowledged the role that LNG 
exports can play in reducing greenhouse-gas 
emissions in the emerging world, while em-
phasizing the need for reducing flaring and 
leaks from gas infrastructure. Finally, Secre-
tary of State Antony Blinken stated that the 
Nord Stream 2 Pipeline, which would bring 
gas from Russia to Germany, is a security 
threat to Europe, warning any entity involved 
with the pipeline’s construction “risks U.S. 
sanctions and should immediately abandon 
work on the pipeline.”

While events like the Texas blackouts and 
geopolitical developments appear (for now) 
to have moved the needle for some with re-
spect to natural gas, the potential for harmful 
impacts to oil and gas remains very high as 
proponents seek to push big policy initiatives 
through Washington in the coming months.

With the COVID-19 relief package hav-
ing passed, attention has turned to the infra-
structure bill, a Christmas tree full of billions 
of dollars in shiny decorations in the form 
of financial incentives. A major focus of 
the infrastructure bill will undoubtedly be 
climate change and energy, with the stated 
justification being that climate and environ-
mental protections are needed to ensure the 
resiliency and sustainability of the nation’s 
infrastructure. 

To that end, beyond monetary enticements, 
candidates for inclusion in the legislation 
could include everything from a tax on car-
bon, tax code changes adversely impacting 
oil and gas, federal land leasing and permit-
ting restrictions, and expansion of regula-
tions and restrictions on oil and gas activities 
including hydraulic fracturing.

Ultimately, the infrastructure bill will like-
ly pass the House on a party line vote and 
then pass the Senate through the budget rec-
onciliation, a procedure that allows passage 
with a simple majority. That is what might 
happen, but unexpected events and a closely 
divided Congress could bring about a differ-
ent outcome.

AN INTERESTING  
CONFLUENCE OF EVENTS
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OILFIELD     CHATTER

Shell regional vice president of production Rick Tallant, 
speaking to the Baton Rouge Advocate not long after Shell 
announced it would trim its global production to become 
carbon neutral.

“There were some 
decisions made to  
shut down the oil 

production, which  
they didn’t realize  
we produce about 

16Bcf/d of natural gas a 
day in the Permian Basin, 
so that got shut down. ... 

I’m looking forward to 
some important changes 

by the governor.”

Pioneer Natural Resources Co. CEO Scott Sheffield,, while at CERAWeek 2021, on Texas’ 
decisions ahead of the Great Freeze.

“You had PUC and ERCOT  
say on these phone calls, 
‘We didn’t realize how 
interconnected we really  
were and how important  
you were.’”

Texas Railroad Commissioner Christi Craddick in Hart Energy’s “Energy Policy Watch” on events the week of the Texas Freeze.

“This is the  
Wild West.  

Its early days. 
There are 15-

plus raters 
around ESG. … 
Nobody’s figured 

out exactly  
what the  

metrics are.”
Dan Pickering, founder and chief investment officer, 
Pickering Energy Partners, on quantifying ESG 
achievements, while participating in Hart Energy’s ESG 
Conference.

“We will achieve net 
carbon neutrality in 
2021. We’re the first in 
this basin [Haynesville] 
and one of the first E&Ps 
to announce this. We’ve 
done it by our internal 
actions and by purchasing 
carbon offsets.”

Frank Tsuru, CEO, Indigo Natural Resources 

Fritz Brinkman, CEO, Align Midstream Partners LLC

“I think some other midstream companies could 
come on the market to be merged or consolidated. I 
think consolidation in the midstream and upstream 
is coming. You’ve got to stay tuned into the market 
… and how do you stay 18 months ahead of the 
environment?”

“We still think that we’ll 
be here for decades to 

come. There’s still a lot of 
running room in the Gulf 
of Mexico, the margins are 
very good for our investors 

and the greenhouse gas 
intensity is arguably the 

best in the industry.”
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EVENTS CALENDAR
The following events present investment and networking opportunities for industry executives and financiers. 

EVENT DATE CITY VENUE CONTACT

2021
Williston Basin Petroleum Conference May 11-13 Bismarck, ND Bismarck Event Center ndoil.org

ASA Energy Valuation Conference May 12 Virtual houstonappraisers.org

SPE-GCS 2021 A&D Symposium May 13 Houston Petroleum Club of Houston spegcs.org

Houston Producer’s Forum Golf Tournament May 18 Cypress, TX Blackhorse Golf Club houstonproducersforum.org

Water Management Conference May 19 Virtual hartenergyconferences.com

AGA Financial Forum May 19-20 Virtual aga.org

DUG Haynesville May 26-27 Shreveport, LA Shreveport Conv. Center dughaynesville.com

Louisiana Energy Conference May 26-27 Virtual louisianaenergyconference.com 

Energy Capital Conference June 1-2 Houston Omni Hotel Houston energycapitalconference.com

Western Energy Alliance Golf Tournament June 7 Parker, CO Club at Pradera westernenergyalliance.org

DUG East/Marcellus-Utica Midstream June 8-10 Pittsburgh Lawrence Conv. Center
hartenergyconferences/ 
marcellus-utica-midstream

OOGA Annual Meeting June 21-23 Columbus, OH Hilton at Easton ooga.org
DUG Permian/Eagle Ford/ 
Midstream Texas

July 12-14 Fort Worth, TX Fort Worth Conv. Center dugpermian.com

Carbon Management Forum July 12 Fort Worth, TX Fort Worth Conv. Center hartenergyconferences.com

Unconventional Resources Tech. Con. July 26-28 Houston George R. Brown Convention Center urtec.org/2021

Western Energy Alliance Annual Meeting July 28-30 Tabernash, CO Devil’s Thumb Ranch Resort westernenergyalliance.org

DUG Bakken and Rockies Sept. 8 Virtual dug-rockies.com

Petroleum Alliance of Oklahoma Annual Mtg. Aug. 4-7 Las Calinas, TX Four Seasons thepetroleumalliance.com

OGA Annual Conference Aug. 9-11 Norman, OK Embassy Suites okgas.org

EnerCom Oil & Gas Conference Aug. 15-18 Denver Westin Downtown theoilandgasconference.com

Energy Summit Golf Tournament Aug. 16 Littleton, CO Arrowhead Golf Club coga.org

The Energy Summit Aug. 17-19 Virtual coga.org

Offshore Technology Conference Aug. 16-19 Houston NRG Park 2021.otcnet.org

NAPE Summit Aug. 18-20 Houston George R. Brown Convention Center napeexpo.com/summit

DUG Midcontinent Sept. 22-23 Oklahoma City Oklahoma City Convention Center dugmidcontinent.com

GPA Midstream Convention Sept. 26-29 San Antonio, TX Marriott Rivercenter gpamidstreamconvention.org

A&D Strategies and Opportunities Sept. 28-29 Dallas Fairmont Hotel adstrategiesconference.com

Digitalization In Energy Conference Oct. 6 Virtual hartenergyconferences.com

Monthly
ADAM-Dallas First Thursday Dallas Dallas Petroleum Club adamenergyforum.org

ADAM-Fort Worth Third Thursday, odd mos. Forth Worth Forth Worth Petroleum Club adamenergyfortworth.org

ADAM-Greater East Texas First Wed., even mos. Tyler, Texas Willow Brook Country Club getadam.org

ADAM-Houston Third Friday Houston Brennan’s adamhouston.org

ADAM-OKC Bi-monthly (Feb.-Oct.) Oklahoma City Park House adamokc.com

ADAM-Permian Bi-monthly Midland, Texas Midland Petroleum Club adampermian.org

ADAM-Tulsa Energy Network Bi-monthly Tulsa, Okla. The Tavern On Brady adamtulsa.com

ADAM-Rockies Second Thurs./Quarterly Denver University Club adamrockies.org

Austin Oil & Gas Group Varies Austin Headliners Club coleson.bruce@shearman.com

Houston Association of Professional Landmen Bi-monthly Houston Houston Petroleum Club hapl.org

Houston Energy Finance Group Third Wednesday Houston Houston Center Club sblackhefg@gmail.com

Houston Producers’ Forum Third Tuesday Houston Houston Petroleum Club houstonproducersforum.org

IPAA-Tipro Speaker Series Second Wednesday Houston Houston Petroleum Club tipro.org

Email details of your event to Brandy Fidler at bfidler@hartenergy.com. 
For more, see the calendar of all industry financial, business-building and networking events at HartEnergy.com/events.
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Shale’s dilemma 
persists despite
FCF milestone

Shale oil and gas producers seem 
to have achieved their long-prom-
ised, free-cash-flow goal in spite 
of the obvious turbulence of 
2020. 

Last year marked the first full 
year of positive free cash flows 
generated by shale oil and gas 
producers since the fracking 
boom began, according to a 
report by the Institute for Energy 
Economics and Financial Analy-
sis (IEEFA) published March 24.

“Last year’s positive free cash 
flows were only possible because 
shale companies cut their capital 
spending to the lowest level in 
more than a decade,” said Clark 
Williams-Derry, energy finance 
analyst at IEEFA who co-authored 
the firm’s report examining capital 
spending of a cross-section of 30 
North American shale-focused oil 
and gas producers.

IEEFA’s report found that the 
30 producers generated $1.8 bil-
lion in free cash flows in 2020 
after slashing capital spending 
by $20 billion from the previous 
year. By comparison, the com-
panies the firm examined had 
reported negative free cash flows 
since 2010 totaling $158 billion.

However, Williams-Derry said 
shale producers could still be fac-
ing obstacles ahead despite of this 
milestone for the industry.

“Restraining capital spending 
could help the fracking sector 
generate cash, but low levels of 
investment also undermine the 
industry’s prospects for growth,” 
he added.

The oil and gas industry’s 
financial underperformance 
began long before 2020’s tumul-
tuous year for oil markets. Near 
the end of 2017, investors began 
demanding capital efficiency 
and shareholder returns—a stark 
difference from the production 
volume growth story favored by 

Wall Street during the early years 
of the U.S. shale boom.

The global COVID-19 crisis 
last year only helped to exasper-
ate these woes with falling sales 
volumes, low prices, weak reve-
nues, and a wave of bankruptcies 
for the oil and gas industry.

Still, the 30 producers in 
IEEFA’s report responded 
quickly to the turmoil last year 
by slashing capital spending to 
$28.8 billion, a 41% cut from 
the 2019 figure of $48.9 billion. 
Capex reductions, which started 
in mid-2018, have helped the 
companies report positive free 
cash flows during five of the pre-
ceding seven quarters.

“Despite this turnaround, a 
decade of dismal financial per-
formance casts a shadow over 
the industry,” said Trey Cowan, 
IEEFA oil and gas industry ana-
lyst and report co-author. “The 
positive free cash flows pale in 
comparison to the industry’s 
accumulated debt loads.”

The 30 shale producers owe 
almost $90 billion in long-term 
debt, and the reductions in capex 
are unlikely to ensure that the 
industry grows, according to the 
report.

As a result, oil and gas produc-
ers are now facing a dilemma, 
according to Ashish Solanki, an 
IEEFA fellow and co-author of 
the report.

“Keeping capital spending in 
check could improve the indus-
try’s cash performance,” Solanki 
said. “Yet falling investment will 
also constrain production.”

Falling capital investment 
pares back growth prospects for 
the industry, also sending clear 
signals to investors that North 
America’s oil and gas production 
is poised to shrink.

In the U.S., oil production 
plunged last year by 332 million 
barrels, the largest one-year drop 
in history. The U.S. Energy Infor-
mation Administration now fore-
casts another production decline 
yet again in 2021, the IEEFA 
report said.

The oil and gas sector is also 
currently confronting unprec-
edented global headwinds it 
didn’t face five years ago, such 
as renewables, which IEEFA 
analysts report are now cheaper 
and far more abundant, eating 
into fossil fuel market share. 
New technologies will make 
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some uses of fossil fuels obso-
lete, they added.

Regardless of a recent rebound 
in oil prices, IEEFA said “inves-
tors would be wise to continue to 
view shale-focused companies as 
high-risk enterprises.”

“The potential for improved 
stock performance may tempt 
short-term buyers.  But long-term 
investors should be wary of an 
industry that has produced disap-
pointing results for a decade, and 
that now faces challenges unlike 
any that the industry has ever 
faced,” the IEEFA analysts con-
cluded in the report.

—Emily Patsy

Evercore: Oil demand
outlook looks
up, for now

Global oil demand is forecast to 
recover all that was lost when the 
coronavirus pandemic raged amid 
an oversupply, fully recouping by 
year-end 2022, say analysts with 
Evercore ISI.

However, North American out-
put is expected to stabilize, leav-
ing the Evercore analysts looking 
to other non-OPEC suppliers 
to meet the world’s growing oil 
needs in the near term.

“Demand really did decline 
almost 9 million barrels a day 
in 2020, but we expect about a 6 
million barrels per day increase 
in 2021 and then almost 2 million 
barrels per day increase in global 
oil demand in 2022,” Evercore’s 
Doug Terreson said during the 
company’s Global Energy Out-
look webinar.

“We’re going to recoup almost 
all the demand that we lost, we 
think, by the end of next year,” 
added Terreson, who serves as 
senior managing director and 
head of energy research for Ever-
core but retires in April.

Looking further ahead, the rate 
of change in oil demand growth 
is expected to fall, he warned, 
slowing from about 5 MMbbl/d 
on average for the past five years 
to nearly zero by 2025 and turn-
ing negative by 2030.

One might think that “if the rate 
of change in oil demand growth 
falls this amount, it has to be neg-
ative for the price, but I would say 
that it may not be,” Terreson said. 
That’s because there would likely 
be a substantial supply response 

from OPEC, which has consis-
tently removed supply to help 
improve market conditions.

He, however, noted that just 
about all of the CEOs participat-
ing in Evercore’s conference in 
March suggested they believed 
demand would continue to rise 
through the end of the decade and 
into the next decade. “We’ll have 
to see on that,” he said.

The forecasted slowdown—
based on outlooks from majors 
and organizations like the Inter-
national Energy Agency—would 
unfold during the energy tran-
sition toward low-carbon and 
renewables-based energy systems 
in parts of the world.

Many major oil companies 
have adjusted portfolios—some 
planning to focus more on natu-
ral gas, others adding renewable 
energy projects and some doing 
both while reducing carbon foot-
prints—in response to growing 
pressure from investors and oth-
ers to lower emissions and pro-
duce energy more responsibly.

Prevailing thoughts are that oil 
is and will still be needed, espe-
cially for petroleum products.

Speaking to non-OPEC supply 
today, Terreson said “expectations 
for non-OPEC supply have been 
fairly stable at around a million 
barrels per day of growth in 
2021.” North American output 
will likely stabilize to current lev-
els in 2021 and 2022, he added.

North America is settling into 
a new normal that is smaller, 
according to James West, senior 
managing director and partner, 
oilfield services for Evercore. 
A consolidation wave across 
the U.S., with Frank’s Interna-
tional union with Expro being 
among the latest, has resulted in 
a slimmed down OFS space.

“I can definitively now say the 
much-needed oil service industry 
restructuring is almost complete. 
Certainly, the worst is over and 
the industry has now reinvented 
itself and the industry is now 
investable again,” West said.

He highlighted the sector’s 
massive equipment retirement, 
dramatically reduced cost struc-
tures, exits from certain basins 
and underperforming product 
line as well as quick digitalization 
uptake, oil fields of the future and 
embrace of the energy transition.

Though North American spend-
ing is forecast to rise by 5% in 

2021 after two straight years of 
declines, it is still below the 2014 
peak, the firm’s data show.

As for rigs, analysts see the 
U.S. land rig count crossing the 
400 mark within weeks, eventu-
ally hitting 500 in early 2022.

 “As we’re sitting here in March 
relative to where we thought 
things would be in January, we’re 
about 10% higher on the rig count 
in some of the most productive 
areas of the Lower 48,” said Ste-
phen Richardson, senior manag-
ing director, oil and gas E&P, for 
Evercore. “Our 2021 forecast still 
stands just shy of 9 million barrels 
below the EIA, and we have about 
100,000 barrels of growth in our 
model between the second quarter 
and the fourth quarter.”

Rising oil prices, which have 
climbed from about $42/bbl WTI 
in November to more than $60/bbl 
today, have given some companies 
motivation to pump more.

“Privates are ramping up in 
North America as a result,” West 
said, “although public companies 
and the majors are sticking to dis-
ciplined spending strategy.”

Despite the rebound, private 
E&P activity is more than 25% 
below pre-pandemic levels based 
on Evercore’s data.

While non-OPEC produc-
ers, excluding the U.S., may be 
filling oil demand needs in the 
short term, U.S. tight oil could 
reemerge in the medium term 
around 2022 to 2023 considering 
global underinvestment, accord-
ing to Richardson.

Future growth depends on a 
company’s investor base, Richard-
son said in his presentation, noting 
a one-size-fits-all reinvestment 
approach doesn’t exist.

“Industry behavior has radi-
cally shifted to value over vol-
ume,” according to Richardson. 
“Most have disabused the view of 
growth providing either delever-
aging or sustainable shareholder 
returns. Cohesion on these points 
has been high despite the rise in 
crude prices more rapidly and sig-
nificantly than most expected at 
YE20 [year-end 2020].”

Participants in Evercore’s 
Energy Summit were asked what’s 
driving stock price performance, 
according to Richardson, who 
said, “Oil price is not surprisingly 
No. 1.” Volume, cash flow growth 
and returns were also among the 
top drivers.
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Survey results also showed 
about 50% of investors expect 
second-half 2021 Brent prices 
above $65/bbl, and two-thirds see 
traditional energy outperforming 
alternative energy through the end 
of the year, favoring E&Ps above 
integrated oils and oilfield service 
companies.

—Velda Addison

Macquarie: Return to
robust shale growth
expected in 2022

Robust shale growth is expected 
to return in 2022, following a 
muted 2021 response for U.S. 
tight oil, according to analysts 
at Macquarie in a recent report. 
Even with producers increas-
ing their focus on capital disci-
pline, $50-plus WTI is expected 
to unlock the 2022 growth, the 
report said.

Despite stronger oil prices as 
largely temporal, the analysts 

said they see the alleviated shale 
response driven by:

•  A natural,  behavioral 
response to realized volatil-
ity in 2020 and continued 
fundamental uncertainty in 
oil markets;

• A crescendo of investor 
demands for capital disci-
pline from public producers 
and early re-orientation of 
2021 plans to maintenance 
spending; and

• Hedging for a significant 
proportion of 2021 volumes 
at levels below prevailing 
prices.

The analysts said they forecast 
a diminishing impact from each 
of these factors and re-assertion 
of U.S. growth potential as the 
calendar enters the second half of 
this year into 2022.

“In light of the significant 
deflation in well costs and emer-
gent productivity gains we have 
observed, we believe meaningful 
tight oil growth can resume in 

a $50+ WTI environment, even 
with a continuation of conserva-
tive reinvestment rates,” said the 
analysts. The report highlighted 
Macquarie estimates of Lower 48 
land production growth in a vari-
ety of crude price and cash rein-
vestment scenarios from year-end 
2021 to year-end 2022.

The report also noted that a 
“return to growth (if at a more 
moderate pace) appears to be 
contemplated in the outlooks of 
producers leading the current 
charge for capital discipline.

“Among large, prominent U.S. 
producers, we see ’21 budgets 
implying reinvestment rates of 
~60% in a ~$50 WTI price envi-
ronment. In many cases, however, 
this budgeted reinvestment rate 
falls below long-term frameworks 
that generally anticipate ~70%,” 
the analysts said.

Also adding to the shale 
growth are structural growth 
expectations from supermajors 
in the Permian Basin and smaller 
U.S. producers that already 
appear poised for growth this 
year, the report said.

“All told, we see cash flows 
and tight oil economics sup-
porting a return to more robust 
growth in ’22, should crude 
prices remain above $50 WTI,” 
according to the analysts.

—Brandy Fidler

Occidental CEO 
pushes to incentivize 
carbon capture

A carbon tax system—recently 
gaining approval by several U.S. 
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shale companies—would be bad for 
the oil and gas industry, according 
to Vicki Hollub, CEO of Occidental 
Petroleum Corp., which has been 
working to position itself as a car-
bon management company.

“A carbon tax is not what we’re 
pushing at all,” Hollub said during 
a keynote address at the recently 
held virtual summit of the Texas 
Independent Producers and Roy-
alty Owners Association (TIPRO).

“A carbon tax would be bad for 
a lot of the industry,” she contin-
ued. “A carbon tax would be bad 
for the consumers and especially 
for those consumers who are 
more disadvantaged from an eco-
nomic standpoint.”

Last month, API and oil 
majors, including Exxon Mobil 
Corp., BP Plc, Chevron Corp. and 
ConocoPhillips Co., expressed 
support for a carbon tax which 
President Joe Biden plans to 
include in his infrastructure 
proposal focused on curbing 
greenhouse gas emissions and 
transitioning to clean energy.

However, Hollub is against 
the possible carbon tax and 

instead said she prefers an incen-
tive-based system such as the 
45Q tax structure that gives com-
panies tax credits for developing 
carbon capture, sequestration and 
EOR projects.

She also praised California for 
its low-carbon fuel standards, 
saying they functioned better 
than Europe’s policy of limiting 
emissions and trading allowances.

“We in Texas kind of criti-
cize California a bit, but they’re 
addressing carbon the right way,” 
she said. “They have low fuel 
standards, along with carbon stor-
age tax credit, which is incentiv-
izing the use of technology and 
rewarding the use of technology.”

Occidental has set ambitious 
climate targets and is developing 
several carbon capture projects, 
including the world’s largest 
direct air capture facility to be 
located in the Permian Basin.

During her address at the 
TIPRO summit on April 6, Hol-
lub also applauded Saudi Arabia’s 
energy minister and OPEC+ for 
balancing oil markets during the 
historic oil price crash last year. 

“They’ve been brilliant in the 
way they’ve handled it, the way 
they’ve been doing it. Every U.S. 
oil and gas company is appreciat-
ing their efforts,” she said.

However, she noted that the 
U.S. shale industry needs to be 
“very careful” about balancing 
markets, moving forward. “We 
are not going to have the same 
level of production that we had 
in 2020,” she said. “It’s really 
important that we all recognize 
the demand and supply. We hav-
en’t done that very well, we need 
to start doing it better.”

“Too much investment,” she 
added, would be needed to bring 
U.S. oil production back to the 13 
MMbbl/d achieved in first-quarter 
2020 and that U.S. shale production 
could plateau around 11 MMbbl/d.

With U.S. output falling signifi-
cantly, Hollub expects OPEC to 
bring back its curbed supply but 
not enough to exceed the global 
demand in the second half of 2021.

Hollub said she believes OPEC+ 
isn’t necessarily targeting an oil 
price but rather “trying to get back 
to a supply-demand situation.
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“Many of the countries 
worldwide need $70 or $80 to 
breakeven and so ultimately I 
think in 2022 we’ll get to $70 or 
better,” she said. “But I think it 
will be a result of market-driven 
supply and demand.”

—Faiza Rizvi

Laterals, exports, price
among keys to Haynes-
ville shale success

With natural gas prices forecast 
to rise alongside exports of LNG, 
the outlook appears favorable for 
Haynesville Shale players.

“The economics are really 
exceptional in this play. It’s 
driven by high volumes, very 
low lifting costs [about 5 cents 
per Mcfe],” said Rob Turnham, 
president and COO of Goodrich 
Petroleum Corp. “It’s 100% dry 
gas, very little formation water, 
if any, and therefore the operat-
ing expenses are extremely low. 
We’re getting about 2 1/2 Bcf per 
thousand feet of lateral.”

Speaking during the EnerCom 
Dallas conference, Turnham put 
its Haynesville assets in the spot-
light as production in the gassy 
basin rises. Production is forecast 

by the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) to grow by 
119 MMcf/d to more than 12.1 
Bcf/d in April, rebounding from 
the coronavirus-driven activity 
slowdown, as bullish drillers push 
forward.

The Houston-based indepen-
dent E&P, which also has assets 
in the Tuscaloosa Marine Shale 
and South Texas Eagle Ford 
Shale, has a more than 26,000 net 
acre position in the Haynesville. 
Its sight is set on more bolt-on 
acquisitions, which could add to 
its more than 12 years’ worth of 
inventory. The company’s proved 
reserves have a 1.3 Tcf resource 
potential, he said.

Long laterals appear to be 
sweetening the economics.

“Short laterals typically come 
on at 15- to 20 million cubic feet 
per day,” Turnham said. “7,500s, 
anywhere from 20- to 25  
million cubic feet per day, and 
then 10,000-foot laterals, any-
where from 25- to 35 million 
cubic feet per day. So, extremely  
productive.”

However, proppant loading is 
also making the play.

Goodrich has moved from 
pumping about 2,500 lbs/ft of 
proppant to 5,000 ft but sees the 
best returns generated at 4,000 
lbs/ft, Turnham added. That, 
combined with 100 ft to 125 ft 
per stage, have proven to be ideal 
for Goodrich. He pointed to the 
company’s type curve for 10,000-
ft laterals, with an EUR of 20 Bcf 
(2 Bcf/1,000 ft).

That could bode well for the 
company, considering the EIA 
forecasts Henry Hub spot prices 
will rise to an average of $3.04/
MMBtu this year, up from last 
year’s average of $2.03/MMBtu.

“Even at $2.50 gas on the short 
laterals, we’re generating 89% 
IRR. … When we complete a 
7,500-foot lateral at $8.9 million, 
we’re generating 136% IRR at 
$2.50 gas,” Turnham said. “And 
again, because we’re only per-
forming to the 2 1/2 Bcf curve, 
we’re generating 97% IRRs 
on the 10,000-foot laterals. We 
expect those returns to go up if 
we can prove that our completion 
recipe is working equally well on 
the 10,000-ft laterals, which we 
expect that to happen.”

Goodrich’s 2021 preliminary 
guidance includes plans for 17 
wells (gross) with an average net 

lateral length of about 7,500 ft. 
The company is targeting pro-
duction of between 58.4 Bcfe and 
62.1 Bcfe, with the midpoint of 
average daily production at 165 
MMcfe/d.

Budgeted capex is $75 million 
to $85 million.

Some analysts say prices 
could reach $3.25/MMBtu this 
summer and hit $3.50 by the 
end of the year, buoyed by rising 
LNG exports.

If that happens, watchful eyes 
will be on any capex adjustments 
by E&Ps.

“We’ll just harvest the additional 
cash flow, pay down debt further, 
[and] build a war chest to take 
advantage of opportunities down 
the road,” Turnham said before 
turning to supply and demand. 
“What’s really been a positive is 
LNG export. … It’s far in excess 
of what most people were project-
ing at this point in time.”

Feed gas to LNG terminals was 
at about 11.5 Bcf/d with export 
capacity at 10.5 Bcf/d.

Exports to Mexico at about 6.5 
Bcf/d is also a positive, he added.

The EIA forecasts LNG export 
growth will contribute to the aver-
age Henry Hub spot price increas-
ing to $3.11/MMBtu in 2022.

Plus, “we’re exiting the storage 
withdrawal season at a very good 
number,” Turnham said.

The sector is in the “shoulder 
months,” for now, with comfort-
able outside temperatures. That 
will change moving into summer 
months when cooling demand 
rises. Add to the mix another 
expected active hurricane season.

Some people, he said, are con-
cerned about whether there will 
be enough storage to comfortably 
go into the winter season.

“We hate watching weather. We 
hate relying everything on pricing, 
but I’ll tell you that it’s really a 
margin business,” Turnham said, 
speaking favorably about lower 
service costs. “To think that you 
can generate 100% IRRs at $2.50 
gas is pretty, quite remarkable.”

However, $3.50 gas could 
prompt private E&Ps to ramp up 
activity and service costs could inch 
up, creating a scenario in which 
there are higher gas prices but lower 
margins, Turnham warned.

Maintaining efficiency is crucial.
Drilling multiwell pads, typi-

cally two-well pads for Goodrich, 
comes with built-in efficiencies 

“The economics are 
really exceptional in 

this play. It’s driven by 
high volumes, very 

low lifting costs [about 
5 cents per Mcfe].” 

  
—Rob Turnham, 

president and COO,  
Goodrich Petroleum 

Corp.
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given it’s one service facility with 
shared equipment and pipeline. 
Zipper fracking also has resulted 
in less time per stage, which 
saves on cost.

“What really drives your com-
pleted well costs, though, is your 
frac costs and as long as we have 
excess capacity in the market, 
we just don’t see a dramatic shift 
higher for our frac costs,” Turn-
ham said. “That being said, if 
we’re in a bullish environment 
and commodity prices are higher, 
we’re bound to see a little bit of 
escalation on service costs.”

Goodrich expects to generate 
between $15 million and $30 
million in free cash flow based 
on $2.50 to $3/Mcf gas.

—Velda Addison

Oil and gas CEOs
‘very confident’ about
sector’s growth

Roughly a year after the COVID-
19 pandemic struck the oil and gas 
industry with the biggest crisis in 
decades, energy CEOs are confi-
dent of industry growth, albeit not 
anytime soon.

Top energy executives recently 
told KPMG LLP in the firm’s lat-
est CEO outlook that they believe 
it could take up to three years for 
the industry to return to normalcy. 
KPMG’s 2021 CEO Outlook 
Pulse Survey included 500 top 
executives across several sectors 
from Jan. 29 to March 4.

“The results are quite promis-
ing and the level of confidence 
and optimism that we’re seeing 
is super encouraging,” Regina 
Mayor, global leader of energy at 
KPMG, told Hart Energy. “With 
crude and gasoline prices going 
up, the confidence of executives 
in industry’s growth is increasing. 
… In three years, energy CEOs 
believe 100% that they will be 
back on track.”

Mayor noted that 37% of 
energy CEOs see return to nor-
malcy later this year while 20% 
believe it will come sometime 
next year. A bulk of energy CEOs 
(43%) never expect a normal 
course of business thanks to the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

The CEOs also stated vac-
cine rollout and ease of lock-
down restrictions as key factors 
that will contribute to their 
company’s growth prospects. 

According to 70% of the CEOs, 
the return to normalcy will rely 
on the encouragement of gov-
ernments in key markets to lift 
COVID-19 restrictions as busi-
nesses are asking staff to return 
to the workplace.

Further, 47% said a successful 
COVID-19 vaccine rollout and an 
adoption rate in key markets with 
more than half of the population 
vaccinated, will be significant for 
recovery. Nearly all energy CEOs 
(90%) also said that employees 
will be asked to inform the com-
pany when they are vaccinated.

As the oil and gas industry 
continues making significant 
progress to fight climate change, 
90% of energy CEOs want to 
lock in the sustainability and cli-
mate change gains that they have 
made as a result of the pandemic, 
the study found.

Commenting on the finding, 
Mayor pointed out that even 
though some progress has been 
made by oil companies to reduce 
carbon footprint, the industry still 
has a long way to go.

“What the industry realized 
that even with massive reduction 
in transportation and movement, 
some estimates show that the 
global carbon emissions was only 
down 8% or 9%,” she said.

“It’s a stark observation of 
how much change we really have 
to try to achieve in order to meet 
the goals of the Paris Accord. … 
Although commitments to net-
zero have accelerated and we 
have to lock in what we did but 
we have to be more aggressive in 
what we do,” she continued.

Some industry leaders, how-
ever, view climate challenges as 
an obstacle to growth. The study 
showed almost half of energy 
CEOs identified environmental 
and climate change as the top 
risk to their organization’s growth 
over the next three years.

Energy CEOs agreed that the 
digital transformation of the oil 
and gas industry has accelerated 
as a result of the pandemic.

In the survey, 80% of CEOs 
said, within a matter of months, the 
pandemic accelerated the creation 
of new digital business models 
and revenue streams. Meanwhile, 
another 10% said progress on the 
digital front accelerated sharply, 
putting them light-years ahead of 
where they expected to be.

“Clearly, digital became 
incredibly important during the 
pandemic and those companies 
that already had a strong digital 
foot print were more successful 
than others,” Mayor said.

The significance of digital 
tools for the oil and gas industry 
is different than other sectors, she 
added, because automation in oil 
and gas is applied primarily for 
cost-savings and efficiency. Auto-
mation, artificial intelligence and 
digital communication are the top 
areas of investment in new tech-
nologies for the energy sector, 
according to Mayor.

—Faiza Rizvi

Oil exploration, appraisal 
outlook promising after 
‘savage year’

Following a 64% plunge in drill-
ing spend with less than two 
dozen wells drilled in 2020, ana-
lysts expect operators to ramp up 
high-impact appraisal activity this 
year with a continued focus on oil.

The outlook—centered on 
resources of at least 100 million 
barrels of oil, 1 Tcf of natural 
gas and play-opening frontier 
discoveries—was delivered as 
the oil and gas industry con-
tinued to claw its way from the 

“With crude and 
gasoline prices going 
up, the confidence of 

executives in industry’s 
growth is increasing.” 

—Regina Mayor,  
global leader of energy,  

KPMG
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pandemic-driven drop in oil 
demand that slowed exploration 
and appraisal activity and further 
squeezed spending.

“We expect there to be an 
increase in activity to 32 wells 
with 26 of these clusters firm 
and a further six is probable,” 
Joe Killen, an exploration and 
appraisal analyst for Westwood 
Global Energy Group, said on a 
recent webinar. “We see a contin-
uation of trends that we saw with 
appraisal of oil over gas, with a 
focus on producing basins.”

In all, analysts expect about 4.7 
billion barrels of oil and 30 Tcf 
of gas will be appraised this year.

A dozen of those appraisal 
wells have already spud, he said.

So far, about 15 high-impact 
exploration wells have been 
completed in the first quarter 
with three potential commer-
cial discoveries, according to 
Graeme Bagley, head of global 
exploration and appraisal for 
Westwood.

Analysts forecast about 65 
to 80 high-impact wells will be 
drilled this year.

Among the successes to date 
are the Beacon Offshore Energy 
LLC-operated Winterfell infra-
structure-led exploration well 
in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico’s 
Green Canyon Block 944 and the 
Pemex-operated Dzimpona oil 
discovery in Mexico’s Campeche 
Basin in Tabasco state. The list 
also includes Apache Corp. and 
Total SA’s Keskesi-East offshore 
Suriname, where substantial pres-
sure increases forced the operator 
to stop drilling before reaching 
Neocomian targets.

The year has also brought 
some disappointments, Bagley 
said, pointing out Exxon Mobil 
Corp.’s noncommercial discov-
eries at Bulletwood on the Canje 
Block and Hassa-1 on the Sta-
broek Block offshore Guyana.

Still, there are “plenty of excit-
ing wells to come,” Bagley added.

However, don’t expect to see 
many operators direct more atten-
tion to natural gas, despite the tran-
sition to cleaner energy sources.

More than 80% of high-im-
pact wells planned for 2021 are 
targeting oil to maximize cash 

flow, Bagley said. He added that 
about 80% of the natural gas dis-
covered 10 years ago remains in 
the ground.

Hopes for a promising year 
ahead comes after the oil and 
gas industry saw exploration and 
appraisal drilling activity and 
spending dip last year.

Killen called 2020 a “pretty 
savage year” for drilling activity 
with the oil price crash, pandem-
ic-driven operational restrictions 
and accelerated energy transition 
agendas that put pressure on drill-
ing and development programs.

Average appraisal well costs 
dropped to $39 million, down 
from $53 million. “This lower 
average well cost reflects the sub-
stantial decrease in the number of 
deepwater appraisal programs,” 
Killen said, noting COVID-19 
prompted some companies to 
postpone appraisal programs.

The number of high-impact 
appraisal wells drilled last year 
dropped by 51% to 21, compared 
to 2019, Killen said, as spend fell 
by 64% to about $900 million, 
Westwood data show.
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Exploration drilling spend 
inched up to $3.9 billion from 
$3.8 billion, though the high-im-
pact exploration well count fell 
by 26%.

Killen said it’s likely easier 
for companies to defer appraisal 
drilling, unlike exploration drill-
ing commitments.

For the most part,  the 
appraisal programs focused on 
oil discoveries.

“Despite the narrative of 
increasing the relative propor-
tion of gas in company portfo-
lios, companies remain more 
focused on appraising oil rather 
than gas,” Killen said. Thirteen 
of the programs centered on oil, 
compared to eight on gas or gas 
condensate discoveries.

None were appraised for 
greenfield LNG projects, he said, 
reflecting “the industry’s wariness 
of these long, lengthy projects 
with massive upfront development 
costs in favor of the shorter cycle 
oil and condensate projects.”

There were resource hits and 
misses across the 19 basins 
where exploration and appraisal 

programs were carried out 
in addition to some resource 
upgrades and downgrades fol-
lowing appraisal.

Looking at North America, 
where six high-impact appraisal 
programs were completed, 
appraisal at Pemex’s Quesqui dis-
covery led to a resource upgrade 
from 390 MMboe to up to 500 
million barrels. Positive appraisal 
results were also seen at Royal 
Dutch Shell Plc’s Blacktip dis-
covery in the Perdido area of the 
Gulf of Mexico.

88 Energy Ltd.’s Charlie well 
on Alaska’s North Slope proved 
the presence of condensate gas 
in the Torok Formation. How-
ever, its appraisal of the Mal-
guk discovery failed to prove 
commercial hydrocarbons in 
the upper and lower Cretaceous 
play. Equinor ASA’s appraisal 
sidetrack of the Upper Jurassic 
Cappahayden in the Flemish Pass 
offshore Canada’s Newfoundland 
was also considered noncommer-
cial, Killen said.

South  America’s  three 
high-impact appraisal programs 

added resources. The Exxon-op-
erated Yellowtail discovery 
offshore Guyana leapfrogged 
Hammerhead as the potential 
next development on the Sta-
broek Block, Killen said, while 
all three wells of a Sergipe-Ala-
goas Basin drilling campaign by 
Petrobras appraising discoveries 
in the Moita Bonita area found 
hydrocarbons.

“In the Santos [offshore Brazil], 
Shell praised the Gato do Mato 
discovery,” Killen added. “The 
[appraisal] well was drilled about 
seven kilometers south of the 
discovery well and again success-
fully found hydrocarbons. The JV 
is running a subsea development 
tieback to an FPSO, which was 
actually tendered last year.”

In some instances, appraising 
old discoveries has paid off.

ConocoPhillips Co.’s Willow oil 
discovery in the National Petro-
leum Reserve-Alaska, SOCAR and 
Equinor’s Karabagh oil discovery 
in the Azerbaijan sector of the Cas-
pian Sea and PTTEP’s Lang Lebah 
gas discovery offshore Malaysia 
are among the hits.
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“These are all discoveries 
which were considered noncom-
mercial by the previous opera-
tors, either because economic 
conditions weren’t favorable at 
the time or because upside vol-
ume potential hadn’t been recog-
nized,” Killen said.

In Lang Lebah’s case, new HP/
HT technology was key.

Lang Lebah is a good example 
of how drilling and production 
technology advances can unlock 
resources, said Edwige Zanella, 
senior associate at Westwood. 
The well was first tested by JX 
Nippon in 1994, just peeking at 
the top of the HP/HT Miocene 
carbonate reservoir, she said. It 
was abandoned and re-drilled 
later that year, penetrating only 
48 m into the Miocene carbonate 
and failing to confirm the pres-
ence of gas.

“The discovery was estimated 
at the time to have the resources 
of just 16 Bcf and it was relin-
quished,” Zanella said. “The 
PTTEP-led JV acquired the 
block in 2016 and reassessed 
the discovery and they drilled 
the Lang Lebah-2 in 2019. The 
well found 252 net gas pay in the 
Miocene carbonate. … After the 
well results, PTTEP reported the 
resource range of 2 to 4 Tcf.”

After the Lang Lebah-2 
appraisal well was completed 
in mid-January 2021, PTTEP in 
February heralded the gas discov-
ery as its largest to date. It proved 
more than 600 m of the net gas 
pay, and flowed at a rate of 50 
MMcf/d, accelerating develop-
ment plans. The company’s part-
ners are Kuwait’s KUFPEC and 
Petronas Carigali Sdn Bhd.

In all, 2020 appraisal programs 
added 1.9 Bboe of commercial 
resources to the existing 17 Bbbl of 
high-impact commercial resources 
which were tested, Killen said.

“And importantly, five dis-
coveries were moved into the 
development selection phase 
after receiving a declaration of 
commerciality, while another was 
brought online,” he said, noting 
one downgrade to noncommercial.

Ending on an optimistic note, 
Killen added Westwood expects 
“2021 to be a more active year for 
high-impact appraisal as compa-
nies look to progress oil discov-
eries in producing basins toward 
FID and production.”

—Velda Addison

Tellurian CEO: Natural 
gas must fuel 
energy transition

Success of the energy transition 
will hinge on sufficient investment 
and supply chain reliability of nat-
ural gas, the president and CEO of 
LNG market pioneer Tellurian Inc. 
said March 25. Failure on that front 
will result in emerging economies 
turning to coal, Octávio Simões told 
viewers of the S&P Global Platts 
LNG Virtual Conference.

Aspirations for zero-carbon 
“green” LNG in 30 years don’t 
take into account that the transition 
is not exclusively a U.S. issue and 
that emerging economies around 
the world need energy to grow now.

“We cannot tell the rest of the 
world to put their lives on hold for 
a couple of generations,” Simões 
said.

For example, Bangladesh has 
continued its construction of coal-
fired power plants in accordance 
with its 2016 energy plan, although 
consultancy Rystad noted that the 
country has pared about two-thirds 
of projected capacity since then as 
part of its push toward carbon neu-
trality.

But it’s not just emerging econ-
omies. Post-pandemic U.S. coal 
consumption is expected to rise 
16% in 2021 compared to 2020 and 
another 3% in 2022. Consumption 
in China and India is expected to 
rise, as well.

The shift to cleaner fuels neces-
sitates trust that those fuels will 
be made available, and Simões 
acknowledged that he was encour-
aged by the approach of President 
Joe Biden’s administration toward 
supply chain reliability.

“It’s one thing to do aspira-
tions of 30 years from now that 
can be achieved,” he said. “What 
are we doing tomorrow? What 
are we doing five years down  
the road?”

The near term presents harsh 
challenges in terms of attracting 
capital. This is a growing market 
that needs financing and capex, 
Simões said, but the ESG umbrella 
complicates those efforts. By com-
parison, the coal industry, a mature 
industry, can maintain market share 
or even grow with very little capex.

“[By restricting] capital from 
fossil fuels, in general, then we 
are actually hurting the fossil fuel 
which can actually solve the prob-
lem, which is natural gas,” he said. 

“That’s the kind of debate and dis-
cussion that is missing—this practi-
cal approach to what is rational and 
realistic.”

It’s not only oil and gas execu-
tives but industry observers who 
admit to being stunned at the rapid 
ascension of ESG concerns.

“As a ratings agency, obviously 
we speak with investors regularly 
and it’s almost surprising—per-
haps it shouldn’t be—the promi-
nence that ESG considerations have 
started to take in our conversations 
with investors as it relates to all 
carbon-based facilities, whether it’s 
an LNG facility or midstream or 
refiner,” Stephen Goltz, director and 
lead analyst for the energy infra-
structure group at S&P Global Rat-
ings, said during a media briefing 
prior to the LNG conference. “The 
investing community is increasingly 
becoming energized around ESG 
considerations.”

But are those ESG consider-
ations, in fact, hindering actual ESG 
efforts? Occidental Petroleum Corp. 
does not operate in the LNG sphere 
but its CEO, Vicki Hollub, said it 
still contends with investment chal-
lenges due to ESG concerns despite 
aggressive steps to reduce its carbon 
footprint.

“What’s missing here—and I’m 
a little bit disappointed right now—
is the lack of engagement and inter-
est from the bigger banks,” Hollub 
said during a March 22 webinar 
hosted by Columbia University’s 
Center on Global Energy Policy. 
“If we could get the bigger banks 
investing in things, that will make 
this much difference in the world. 
Rather than putting your attention 
and dollars where they are to try 
to mitigate, but on a much smaller 
scale, we could really advance this 
a lot faster.”

There are some indications that 
some officials at large lenders are 
looking for ways to invest in fos-
sil fuel companies engaged in the 
energy transition.

“We have been having conversa-
tions with some of the largest of the 
national banks who are definitely 
rolling up their sleeves and trying 
to make structures that work for 
them,” said Ellen Friedman, partner 
at the Nixon Peabody law firm and 
co-leader of its energy and infra-
structure projects team. However, it 
takes some effort to move propos-
als past credit committees and to in 
which they can be proposed to an 
investment committee.
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But other hurdles exist for the 
second wave of projects.

“There have been a number of 
projects on the U.S. Gulf Coast that 
have been canceled,” Goltz said. 
“In many cases, that’s largely due 
to the fact that these projects have 
been unable to secure long-term 
contracts.”

In some ways, the reluctance to 
engage in long-term LNG contracts 
is counterintuitive. Locking into 
prices on a long-term basis removes 
the specter of price volatility. Cus-
tomers still want that price certainty, 
Goltz said, but it’s uncertainty tied 
to the energy transition that con-
vinces them to step back. They 
don’t know what the gas market 
will look like in 20 years.

Another reason for customers to 
be contract-shy at the moment is 
the sheer level of competition in the 
U.S. LNG market at this stage of 
development.

“We saw a tremendous amount 
of North American LNG capacity 
financed over the last 10 years,” 
Ross Wyeno, lead analyst for 
LNG analytics, Americas, for 
S&P Global Platts, said during 

the media briefing. The first wave 
of development has passed, he 
said. The second wave, on the 
way, is represented by projects 
like Venture Global LNG’s Calca-
sieu Pass; Exxon Mobil Corp. and 
Qatar Petroleum’s Golden Pass; a 
JV including Royal Dutch Shell, 
Petronas, Mitsubishi, PetroChina 
and KoGas developing LNG Can-
ada; and Sempra LNG’s Energía 
Costa Azul.

“What you’re seeing is that most 
of the buyer demand at this point 
has largely been satisfied,” Wyeno 
said. “It’s a bit of a culling of the 
herd, potentially, but it doesn’t 
mean all the projects are out of the 
game. It just means that only the 
best will make it through.”

Tellurian’s strategy with its Drift-
wood LNG project was devised by 
co-founder and executive chairman 
Charif Souki, who also founded 
Cheniere Energy Inc. Souki has 
long discussed a global LNG 
marketplace in which the price 
is untethered to U.S. benchmark 
Henry Hub.

Simões described Driftwood’s 
approach as creating LNG deals 

linked entirely to the regional price, 
such as the Japan Korea Mark 
(JKM) in Asia and the Transfer 
Title Facility (TTF) in Europe.

“We are going to be able to cre-
ate a project that deals to you LNG 
on a basis linked 100% to what you 
face in your own domestic market,” 
he said. “This is transformational.”

Wyeno is a fan.
“They’re as good of an LNG 

development group as is out there,” 
he said. “They are incredibly 
aggressive and flexible in terms 
of how they want to sell capacity 
out of this facility. They propose 
a number of different contracting 
structures including, more recently, 
these equity positions and vertical 
integration back up to the wellhead 
production site.”

And yet, innovation is met with 
reluctance.

“I think that, if anything, it’s tell-
ing that a group that is that talented, 
that well regarded, with that much 
flexibility in terms of how they 
could potentially sign up these car-
goes,” Wyeno said, “is themselves 
struggling to find buyers right now.”

—Joseph Markman
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MISALIGNED  
INCENTIVES



E&P executives find themselves under fire for pocketing large 
bonus payouts in recent years while shareholder equity values 
tanked, but blame it on a broken incentive model. Now, the rules 
are being rewritten for how executives are rewarded.
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Marathon Oil Corp.’s press release 
announcement in late January was any-
thing but ordinary. The Houston-based 

oil and gas producer wanted the world to know 
that, beginning in 2021, it was retooling the 
fundamental structure for how its executives 
would be paid going forward. First and fore-
most, production and growth metrics—the 
golden bonus-award ring for E&P management 
for decades—cease to exist on the compensa-
tion scorecard. The new priority: long-term 
shareholder value.

“We believe strong corporate governance 
is foundational to delivering ultimate share-
holder value and have modified our execu-
tive compensation framework to further align 
management interests with stakeholders and to 
incentivize the behaviors we believe are most 
important,” said Marathon chairman, president 
and CEO Lee Tillman in the release.

Marathon joins a growing number of public 
E&Ps not only promising capital discipline in 
the face of investor exodus, but also restruc-
turing executive compensation plans to incen-
tivize these changing business models into an 
improving commodity price environment.

Yet, asking the oil and gas sector to change 
longstanding executive pay bonuses is akin to 
asking Congress to instate term limits: laughable 
without a grassroots uprising. But the upstream 
E&P space burned $342 billion in negative cash 
flows from 2010 through 2020, according to a 
Deloitte report, and during that same period the 
XOP Index of exploration and production com-
panies trailed the S&P 500 by 225%, achieving 
an unremarkable 40% negative return.

And despite being one of the worst perform-
ing sectors during the past decade, E&P exec-
utive compensation continued to rise. Accord-
ing to a 2019 PwC study, it’s one of the highest 
paying sectors in the U.S. with one of the low-
est termination rates.

That uprising came in the form of investors 
fleeing for the exits.

“The fundamental problem was the lack of 
alignment with shareholders,” said Mark Vi-
viano, managing partner and lead portfolio 
manager on the public investment team with 
New York investment firm Kimmeridge Ener-
gy Management Co. “It began with skewed in-
centives and low insider ownership, and it was 
compounded by boards that were unwilling to 
hold these management teams accountable. 
These management teams are willing to take 
risks because there’s no downside to underper-
formance.”

Said one E&P CEO who spoke on condition 
of anonymity, “Short-term bonuses are too 
easy to attain and long-term bonuses are too 
high and not aligned with shareholder inter-
est, so you have teams that make an enormous 
amount of money when shareholders are not. 
They want to be aligned [with management], 
and they’re happy to compensate very well as 
long as they do well.”

So how can executives woo investors back to 
their companies’ equities? Simple: They must 
drastically change the way they’re paid.

For growth’s sake
“This is all a reaction to CEOs that got super 

wealthy despite share prices getting cut,” said 
an E&P board member who spoke on condi-
tion of anonymity.
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Mark Viviano, 
managing partner 
with Kimmeridge 
Energy 
Management 
Co., said the 
fundamental 
problem with 
E&P executive 
compensation 
incentives is the 
lack of alignment 
with shareholders. 
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Cowen Inc. sell-side analyst and managing 
director David Deckelbaum said the issue be-
tween investors and E&P management incen-
tives has been festering for some time. “The 
general narrative with most investors that look 
at E&P is that there is no capital restraint and 
that management is not properly incentivized 
to pursue things that have sustainable return 
profiles.”

Executive ownership of company equity per-
petually screens low within the E&P sector, 
he said, and an inordinate weighting toward 
growth has led to mistimed cycles and consis-
tent value destruction.

That lack of capital constraint derives from 
executives being incentivized via compensa-
tion structures to grow production and reserves. 
Historically, production growth has been the 
plum line for measuring an independent’s suc-
cess and in a world of resource scarcity that 
made sense. The rise of shale gas and oil, how-
ever, created a global oversupply. Combined 
with the energy transition movement to shift 
to more renewable fuel sources, putting future 
demand in question, chasing more resource be-
came less desirable to investors.

“The discovery phase of resources is over,” 
said Deckelbaum, based in New York. “Now 
it’s a matter of how you most optimally harvest 
these assets for the benefit of all shareholders. 
It’s a mature phase designed to increase returns 
of capital to shareholders instead of looking 
for future growth.”

No one believes that more fervently than Vi-
viano, whose firm has equity investments in 
Ovintiv Inc., PDC Energy Inc. and Cimarex 
Energy Co. Any correlation between growth 
and shareholder value creation no longer ex-
ists, he insists.

“Solving for production growth instead of 
free-cash-flow generation just breaks down the 
correlation with shareholder value creation. 
The idea that everybody needs to maintain or 
grow production as a starting point has sim-
ply resulted in the destruction of value for the 
sector, and so what we do know is that model 
doesn’t work.”

The average U.S. E&P reinvested 130% of 
cash flow during the past 10 years, Viviano 
reminded, “and that’s obviously not a sustain-
able business model for any industry. It res-
onates with us that if you’re spending more 
than 100% of your cash flow in a business that 
cannot cover its cost of capital, it’s going to 
destroy value.

“There’s no other industry where manage-
ment teams would continue to see a rise in 
compensation as that value is destroyed.”

Yet production still dominates E&P execu-
tive compensation incentive plans. According 
to a mid-2020 E&P executive compensation 
report by Alvarez & Marsal, more than 80% 
of independent producers continue to reward 
executives based on growth metrics.

Not everyone, however, believes that growth 
by E&Ps should be vilified, either in the past 
or present.

Al Carnrite, president and CEO of Hous-
ton management consulting firm The Carnrite 

Group, is quick to defend the industry’s ratio-
nale for growth-based incentives historically. 
“Incentives were driven by what Wall Street 
was rewarding; it wasn’t done in a vacuum.”

The growth model was justifiable in a grow-
ing commodity price environment, Carnrite 
noted, and Wall Street was content with pay 
structures then, but as soon as the market 
turned distressed after 2014, the growth model 
“totally fell apart,” he said, and “we just de-
stroyed hundreds of billions of dollars of capi-
tal in the shale plays.”

Presently, there is no doubt Wall Street’s ex-
pectations have changed dramatically because 
of the capital destroyed by the industry, he 
said, “but I don’t think we woke up one day 
and said, ‘Let’s create some metrics to drive 
executive comp and get rich at the expense of 
the shareholder.’ The people with the dollars 
make the rules.”

Likewise, David Preng, president and CEO 
of Houston executive search firm Preng & As-
sociates, countered that all companies across 
all sectors are trying to grow and get better, he 
said, whether manufacturing, food, pharma-
ceuticals or chemicals.

“Everyone’s trying to grow, and there’s no 
reason that an oil company can’t grow. But you 
have to look at how you grow, and that growth 
has to be done in a way that creates shareholder 
value. It’s not just growth for growth’s sake.”

Growth could be measured in increasing re-
serves, he said, but it must be done at the right 
price to create value. “You’ve got to be return-
ing your cost of capital or you’re dying.”

“The general 
narrative with 
most investors 
that look at E&P 
is that there 
is no capital 
restraint and that 
management 
is not properly 
incentivized to 
pursue things 
that have 
sustainable return 
profiles,” said 
Cowen managing 
director David 
Deckelbaum.

BUILDING PRIVATE EQUITIES
Private companies are not exempt from executive comp retooling, said The 

Carnrite Group’s CEO and president, Al Carnrite. Limited partners backing 
private equity portfolio companies are just as attuned to the issues of 

returns and ESG as are other investor groups.
“I can tell you the private equity groups we deal with—and we deal with 

some of the biggest in the world—all have a similar expectation of what they 
would have as a public company. There are some companies out there on the 
private side that appear to be drilling beyond their cash flow, but it’s a small 
universe.”

He said he is not aware of any private equity-sponsored company that has 
not relooked at the executive compensation program for their portfolio compa-
nies, with cash flow and ESG being brought into the formula, and production 
becoming a smaller component.

“Those are all major changes like you’re seeing on the public side. Their 
challenge is who do you benchmark to, and what does success look like? But 
if you believe the private market is there to compete with the public market, 
then the benchmark is pretty clear: You’ve got to be as good as the public 
companies or better.”

Within the private equity models, the traditional waterfall payout structure 
no longer drives private executive compensation, he said. Instead, management 
teams are being incentivized to earn equity based on performance. “Nobody’s 
building these things to flip anymore.”

Ten-year pools of capital are being raised with the incentive to grow cash 
flow and pay out to investors through dividends. Management that succeeds 
in doing that will build their rewards through options, or a similar currency. 
“Call it anything you want, but it’s going to behave like equity,” said Carnrite.
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But when restructuring executive compensa-
tion plans, he urged, “Don’t throw out the baby 
with the bath water. You need growth that will 
return capital—and compensation plans that 
drive that.”

Viviano added, “We’re not against growth, 
but solving for growth has been the fundamen-
tal problem of this industry. There are different 
ways of creating value, and solving for growth 
is not the answer.”

A change of plans
Bob Reilley is a senior advisor for executive 

compensation consulting firm Exequity. Reil-
ley once headed executive compensation for 
media giant Time Warner Inc., but had never 
worked with an E&P company directly or as an 
advisor until recently. That lack of history—or 
bias—is precisely why Oasis Petroleum Inc. 
hired the firm and him as it prepared to emerge 
from bankruptcy with new equity owners and 
a new comp incentive plan.

Reilley brought a fresh look to the E&P 
space. “We weren’t tethered to the traditional 
pay structures,” he said.

What he found was that, compared to oth-
er industries, executive compensation for the 
E&P sector didn’t seem askew on the surface. 
EBITDA, for example, is a common perfor-
mance measure across general industry, as is 
relative total shareholder return, or TSR, as 
measured against other companies in like in-
dustries.

“The difference is that [the E&P] industry 
was suffering from very broad volatility and 
very significant challenges related to the sup-
ply and demand disconnect, and those tradi-
tional incentive structures simply weren’t cut-
ting it anymore. We needed to learn what the 
performance drivers in the industry were now.”

The playing field had changed when the 
rules had not. “In many ways executives were 
being rewarded for several years for things that 
weren’t necessarily the right goals for share-
holders. Companies in the sector rewarded ex-
ecutives for growth and expansion—and pro-
duction volumes in particular—at a time when 
there was abundant production and when there 
was a lot of uncertainty with respect to the tra-
jectory of long-term demand growth.”

A workover is underway across the sector, 
he observed. Companies are beginning to shift 
focus away from top-line production goals for 
management rewards and toward metrics that 
focus on proper resource allocation, better cap-
ital efficiency, debt reduction and environmen-
tal goals.

“I don’t know if it’s necessarily in need of 
a total reinvention, but it’s a matter of kicking 
the tires and questioning every element. It’s 
important to start with that supply-demand 
equation and understand that the game is dif-
ferent now, and that perhaps executives need to 
reset their thinking,” Reilley said.

Carnrite, in contrast, does believe the indus-
try is due for a total overhaul of executive com-
pensation structures. “Tweaking is likely not 
going to work because you need a total reset. 
For a lot of companies, it’s a total overhaul.”

Marathon is an example of this compensa-
tion restructuring and a clarion call for oth-
ers to follow, he said. “The change Marathon 
made was dramatic and that didn’t just hap-
pen overnight. I think that’s the direction of 
the industry.”

In January, Oasis revealed its new execu-
tive compensation program two months after 
emerging from bankruptcy with a new board 
of directors representing a new ownership 
group. Billed as a pay-for-performance struc-
ture, the plan first haircuts the executive base 
pays by 10% to 15% annually, then pushes 
the majority of incentive awards into the fu-
ture three and four years in the form of equity. 
Half of that equity will be determined by ab-
solute shareholder returns.

“The new board put in a unique LTI (long-
term incentive) program,” said Oasis pres-
ident Taylor Reid, speaking virtually before 
the Houston Energy Finance Group recently. 
“On an absolute return standpoint, if we don’t 
hit return thresholds over a period of time, 
then our LTI incentives don’t kick in. But as 
we do better and make good returns, our LTI 
does better, so we are super incentivized to 
do that.”

From a comparative standpoint, he said, 
“we’ve changed it so that our returns are com-
pared to other companies in our space, but also 
we’re using the Russell 2000 so that we’re 
compared to every company out there from a 
tech company to other industrialized compa-
nies. And so we think that is a very good way 
to incent us to build returns in the business.”

At press time, Oasis stock was up 75% 
since announcing the new plan. 

Activist at the gate
In November, Kimmeridge published a 

white paper titled, “Bringing Alignment and 
Accountability to the E&P Sector,” one of 
several the investment house has offered as 
models to bring Wall Street back to the sector. 
In the report, Kimmeridge proposes four prin-
ciples for E&Ps to adopt to align executive 
compensation with shareholders:

	■ Eliminate growth metrics and discretion 
from short-term incentives;

	■ 100% performance-based long-term incen-
tives that are only settled in shares;

	■ Deemphasize relative TSR in favor of 
long-term financial measures; and

	■ Increase change of control payouts with 
improved shareholder alignment.

Two months later, Kimmeridge put these 
principles into practice when it launched a 
proxy fight with Denver shale producer Ovin-
tiv, formerly Encana Corp., along with a pub-
lished narrative on all the Denver producer’s 
perceived shortcomings from a governance 
perspective.

The bottom line: Ovintiv’s total shareholder 
return since 2013 is a negative 85%, well be-
low the industry average, which is also paltry, 
but in contrast to some $75 million in com-
pensation paid out to the CEO in that time-
frame. The fix? Align CEO incentives with 
shareholders returns.

Al Carnrite, 
president and 
CEO of Houston 
management 
consulting firm 
The Carnrite 
Group, said the 
top-line number 
for E&P executive 
compensation 
is not the issue. 
“I’ve heard 
people say we are 
paying them too 
much because we 
were rewarding 
them for the 
wrong things. 
But if we were 
rewarding them 
for right things, 
would executive 
comp be too 
high? I don’t 
think so.”
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“The goal of the campaign was to catalyze 
change and to reposition the company to at-
tract investors by establishing a track record of 
improving capital allocation, governance and 
environmental performance,” Viviano said.

At Kimmeridge’s urging, Ovintiv announced 
a month later a meaningful reduction in 2020 
compensation awards, added a return-on-capi-
tal metric to its long-term incentive plan, add-
ed two indices to its performance peer group 
and agreed that all long-term incentives will 
be settled in shares versus cash going forward. 
Kimmeridge also secured a seat at the board.

“To us that was meaningful progress,” he 
said. “We’re optimistic that the company is 
well-positioned to create value for sharehold-
ers going forward.”

These same discussions are taking place be-
hind the scenes across the E&P space, Preng 
said. One client of his recently voluntarily cut 
both management’s and the board’s overall pay 
package by a little more than 10% in response 
to shareholder wishes, but added back in met-
rics including free cash flow, ESG and returns 
on capital employed.

“There was a little angst going through, but 
we got it done,” he said. “They’re bringing in 
other metrics that, if attained, will generate the 
returns that the value investor wants. That’s a 
lot of the premise of what’s going on.”

Annual salaries make up a mere 10% on 
average of an E&P executive’s total compen-
sation and are not considered the heart of the 

problem. Annual bonuses account for another 
10% to 20% of the pay stack and are where the 
hot-button production targets reside.

But roughly 70% to 80% of E&P manage-
ment compensation is based on long-term in-
centives (LTI). This is where most sharehold-
er misalignment is perpetuated, say investors, 
and where most of the behavioral change must 
occur, according to Kimmeridge.

The two most egregious culprits: relative 
TSR and time-based stock grants.

“One thing we’ve proposed on the long-term 
incentives is to tie them to financial metrics,” 
Viviano said. “When you measure three- and 
four-year performance, instead of doing it sim-
ply on relative total shareholder return, which 
is historically how the industry was compen-
sated from a long-term standpoint, we want it 
to also be on financial metrics like cumulative 
free cash flow.”

Picking your peers
Benchmarking total shareholder returns 

against the returns of similar organizations in 
the same sector—known as relative TSR—is a 
common approach for long-term equity incen-
tive compensation in the broader markets, said 
Exequity’s Reilley. But for E&Ps, as share-
holder value was being destroyed by collective 
plunging equities, executives were getting paid 
above target incentive payouts simply by de-
stroying less value than some of their compet-
itors were destroying.

“It was one of those situations where if you 
were the fastest snail, you were rewarded. And 

Exequity 
senior advisor 
Bob Reilley, 
tasked with re-
inventing Oasis 
Petroleum Corp.’s 
compensation 
plan, said it’s 
important to 
start with the 
supply-demand 
equation. “The 
game is different 
now, and perhaps 
executives need 
to reset their 
thinking.”
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that was a problem,” said Reilley. Kimme-
ridge’s manifesto also identified relative total 
shareholder return as one of the biggest prob-
lems in the industry. 

“Your whole goal is to just perform in line 
with or better than your peers,” Viviano said 
of relative TSR. “You get this herd mentality, 
to do what’s getting rewarded by the market 
today rather than solving for the underlying fi-
nancial goals tied to your corporate strategy.”

Now E&Ps, like Ovintiv, are beginning to 
benchmark against a broader array of com-
panies. Oasis added the Russell 2000 index 
to capture industrials. Marathon expanded its 
peer set to include the S&P 500 and S&P Ener-
gy indices. Callon Petroleum Co. now includes 
the XOP Index in its relative benchmark.

Kimmeridge promotes expanding peer 
groups to include other energy-related indices 
plus industrials, but not beyond those. “My 
view is the management team of an energy 
company can’t be held responsible for outper-
forming a technology or a healthcare compa-
ny,” Viviano said.

Carnrite, however, is a voice against the 
trending current on the matter of peers. He be-
lieves the traditional grouping of E&Ps divid-
ed by size makes the most sense when it comes 
to executive compensation evaluations.

“I’m not a big believer that we should bench-
mark shareholder returns to other industries,” 
he said. “The investor inherently has made a 
decision that they want to take some energy 
risk, and this is not a risk-free investment. And 
by the fact that they’ve allocated a pool of their 
capital [to energy], they expect you to be the 
best energy company you can possibly be.”

Reilley concurs: E&Ps are going to continue 
to have relative TSR against a basket of peers 
in the E&P space because certain investors do 
focus on the industry and how it performs as a 
sector. “If your company does better than the 
other companies in the sector, there should be 
some reward for that.”

But what if the entire peer class tanks with 
a collective negative shareholder return? The 
answer is simple, Carnrite said.

“Set a minimum threshold.”
If there’s no absolute shareholder return in a 

given year as measured by stock price plus div-
idends, then that floor results in a zero for that 
specific executive comp metric, eliminating 
any win-lose scenario. Other metrics such as 
cash flow, return on capital, capital efficiency 
and carbon intensity are also appropriate met-
rics, he said. And with volatility as part of the 
equation, management should also be incentiv-
ized during a longer period, possibly five years 
to smooth out external market forces beyond 
the executive’s control.

“And if it is still negative over five years, 
should an executive be compensated for that?”

This is essentially what Oasis did. In addi-
tion to the performance of the relative peer 
group, the Oasis share price must be an abso-
lute return as well, not just a “win” compared 
to other low-performing peers, to receive the 
payout. Callon also now caps payouts at target 
if absolute TSR is negative.

Absolutely speaking
While being redefined, relative TSR is also 

being downsized as part of the long-term bo-
nus equation, replaced by higher weightings 
on absolute performance-based metrics, also 
known as pay for performance.

Callon, for instance, created new “cash per-
formance units”—or bonus shares—that ac-
count for 60% of its executives’ potential long-
term payouts that are based on sustainable free 
cash flow. Oasis, similarly, pushed half of its 
LTI incentive awards into the absolute catego-
ry, measured against unidentified specific ob-
jectives and paid wholly in company shares.

Deckelbaum is encouraged by the trend of 
management teams deemphasizing relative 
shareholder performance in favor of absolute 
metrics. “And I’m not sure that there’s much 
more that needs to be done other than that,” 
he said.

“I think that there’s merit to the argument 
that it doesn’t really matter what industry 
you’re in, but an executive’s responsibility is 
to grow shareholder value. Removing an arbi-
trary relative measurement is a good step to-
ward that.”

He points to the run up in E&P stock prices 
during the past six months, which have dou-
bled in value as a group.

“The stocks are up because companies aren’t 
growing, and they’re generating a significant 
amount of free cash flow. There is a reasonable 
degree of visibility that supply is not going to 
grow, that no one’s increasing capital spending 
or rig activity. This is the schematic that inves-
tors clamored for.”

And management should be rewarded on an 
absolute share-price basis for achieving these 
results, he believes.

“The stocks have done quite well this year, 
and management teams should be rewarded in 
due course for pursuing a strategy that share-
holders wanted. It’s obviously working, and 
the more that these stocks work, the more that 
these policies become adopted.”

The buck for 
delivering 
shareholder 
returns falls 
to the board 
of directors, 
said Preng & 
Associates 
president and 
CEO David Preng, 
but if the existing 
management 
team is tone deaf 
to the winds of 
change, then 
“they need to 
be taken behind 
the barn, and the 
board needs a 
chairman that is 
able to do that.”
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Viviano envisions that absolute performance 
should be in the pay matrix as well. “If you’re 
generating absolute returns above a certain 
threshold, you should be paid more. So there’s 
a multiplier effect on your relative performance 
depending on how the share price performance 
is doing from an absolute perspective.”

Time devalued
Time-vested shares—chunks of stocks 

awarded after so many years of service and 
until now a staple of the incentive plan—are 
also falling out of favor with shareholders as 
they are seen as having no performance val-
ue tied to them. Once comprising some 50% 
of long-term bonuses, newer executive comp 
plans have these restricted share units (RSUs) 
dropping to 15% or even zero.

Said one board member, “There’s going to 
be no more time vesting. To get these shares 
you have to have some performance measures 
to get it, whatever those measures are.”

Representing the shareholder perspective, 
Kimmeridge wishes away these awards of free 
stock grants. “We would eliminate all time-
based compensation and move to 100% per-
formance based,” the report declared.

“Just getting paid to show up each day and 
do your job doesn’t create alignment with in-
vestors,” Viviano said, “and it doesn’t have the 
right incentive structure to promote sharehold-
er value creation.”

Instead, Kimmeridge proposes that 50% of 
LTIs should be tied to financial performance of 
the company and shareholder value creation. 
One proposed concept is to award 25% of LTI 
on a capital payback metric. “For such a cap-
ital-intensive industry, it is critical that com-
panies demonstrate that they earn a return on 
their investments,” the report stated.

But rather than measuring against inter-
nal rates of return that make assumptions for 

future variables like commodity price, the 
awarded bonus should be measured on a back-
ward looking analysis of realized cash-on-cash 
returns, including G&A.

Kimmeridge also suggests that cumulative 
free cash flow make up an additional 25% 
of LTIs. For this metric, performance shares 
would vest when the target is achieved during 
a five-year period, allowing for swings in com-
modity prices. Thus if management believes 
reinvesting cash in the near term will generate 
a bigger wedge of cash flow in the future, then 
they would not get paid until that materialized.

Exequity’s Reilley doesn’t necessarily agree 
with the trend to eliminate all time-vested 
RSUs. As part of Oasis’ new LTI package, a 
25% component of restricted stock units con-
tinue to be awarded on the basis of time, which 
is extremely common in all industries, he said.

“You need to continue to have that element 
of pay there as a certain level of security to en-
sure that you have some retentive glue in your 
pay program.”

Having a baseline of time-based stock—as 
long as it’s not too substantial—also alleviates 
the pressure on executives to make decisions 
that perhaps might not be in the best interest of 
shareholders, he said. “Do they want a quick 
fix that’s going to drive up the stock price in 
the near term but potentially build on some ba-
sics that are not as sound?”

And it provides a balance in the intense 
drive to performance, he said, allowing for a 
softer landing. “A reduction in the weighting 
is something that we certainly agree with, but 
to eliminate it entirely may lead to some unin-
tended consequences.”

ESG in focus
Safety and spills historically have been the 

industry’s corollary to the environment and the 
incentivized metrics within comp structures, 
which continue to be important, but now inves-
tors are asking, “Are you on a path to reducing 

THE PLIGHT OF THE SLOW-GROWTH SMALL CAP
While the concept of slow-to-no growth can work for larger cap independents, what about the smaller companies that were built to grow? 

Does this new incentive program model cook them in the squat?
“If you can demonstrate to the market that you can create more value over time with a strategy that involves production growth, then 

the market will potentially support that,” said Mark Viviano, managing partner with Kimmeridge Energy Management Co., “but there’s no evidence 
today that that’s possible. And I think these management teams are guilty until proven innocent.”

That desire to keep pushing the growth model in good price environments will create a bifurcation within the industry around strategy, and 
time will ultimately tell what the market rewards based on the output of those models. “But we have a significant amount of evidence over the 
past five to 10 years that chasing growth and capital allocation philosophies premised around maximizing growth has led to value destruction.”

Al Carnrite, CEO of The Carnrite Group, agrees: Small publics are being forced into the same cash-flow-and-returns bucket as their larger peers, 
regardless of scale, as evidenced by the capital markets.

“I don’t know of a public company that’s incentivized just to grow production right now,” he said. “I don’t think anybody is going to go after 
production just to grow production. I may be wrong, but I hope I’m not wrong, because that means we’re going to be in an environment where 
we’re going to be back to $30 (oil).”

Cowen’s David Deckelbaum said the returns-over-growth model should be universal and include small public companies as well as large.
“I don’t think any company is really tasked with growing anymore. They’re tasked with optimizing.
“And if you’re a small company, maybe there’s a market where you can find a premium one day, but if you’re delivering a sustainable free 

cash yield, you still become compelling as a takeout candidate from a free cash and returns perspective. It doesn’t always need to be from an 
inventory perspective.”
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carbon?” The answer must be yes to receive 
their capital.

“We’re going to see everybody ultimately 
build a component of ESG into their short-
term and long-term metrics that drive compen-
sation,” Carnrite said. “The expectation is that 
you should be on the path to lower carbon.”

Yet, two camps are forming with differ-
ing motivations to influence executive com-
pensation, said Carnrite: short-term investors 
and long-term investors. Short-term investors 
“frankly don’t care” about ESG metrics that 
don’t influence near-term share prices, he said. 
Long-term investors do.

“It’s a large component of what they care 
about, so you better have an ESG component. 
The ones that have the trillions of dollars are 
clearly driving for change.”

Marathon added a quantitative green-
house-gas reduction initiative into its short-
term annual incentive plan, targeting a 30% 
reduction from 2019 levels by 2025. Callon 
Petroleum likewise announced in March it 
would link metrics focused on flaring, safe-
ty, spills and greenhouse-gas reductions with 
a 15% weighting in the annual compensation 
stack.

Surprisingly, Kimmeridge is the voice of ex-
ception to rewarding management for achiev-
ing emissions reduction targets. The firm is 
clearly on the record for holding E&Ps ac-
countable to drive down emissions with the 
publication of a separate white paper detailing 
its game plan for achieving such goals, but 
the New York equity investor does not call for 
linking those targets to pay.

“We’ve never advocated for that,” Viviano 
said. The problem: The data are internally gen-
erated within each company based on self-re-
ported engineered estimates rather than sci-
ence-based emissions measurements, creating 
skepticism with investors. This occurs because 
the technology is not yet in place to effectively 
measure emissions that specifically per location.

“So until we have the technology to actually 
measure emissions or at least establish an in-
dependent audit process similar to what we see 
with reserves calculations, I’m not convinced 
it belongs in those compensation metrics.”

Carnrite said all of his clients are undergoing 
a dramatic change related to ESG and execu-
tive compensation, but are having similar diffi-
culties in quantifying it.

“How do we know whether we’re doing a 
good job in meeting shareholder requirements? 
That is a difficult question to answer.”

For instance, if a company is to report im-
provements in greenhouse-gas emissions or 
a carbon neutral goal, what is the company’s 
baseline for carbon, and how does it measure 
that carbon? “That’s still a complicated and 
somewhat amorphous issue.”

To help resolve setting that baseline for cli-
ents, The Carnrite Group invested in a compa-
ny called Persefoni, which developed a carbon 
management software platform to help compa-
nies better calculate, plan, monitor and analyze 
their carbon footprint. Carnrite has also assem-
bled an ecosystem of ESG-related partners, in-

cluding Data Gumbo, to help clients navigate 
the energy transition.

While Carnrite believes ESG along with safe-
ty should be incentivized, he notes neither di-
rectly bolster the bottom line. “Especially in the 
near-term, financial returns and environmental 
performance are not always complimentary. 
Time will tell whether being a good steward of 
ESG is a driver of shareholder returns.”

Letting go
Wall Street wants consolidation within the 

E&P sector for the cost synergies of scale, but 
also punishes merging companies that involve 
a premium to selling stakeholders. As change 
of control premiums for outgoing E&P man-
agement typically equals two times annual 
compensation, executives are in effect handing 
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over the keys to their offices for a couple of 
year’s cash payout.

“If you have visibility to holding onto your 
job for the next three to four years, what’s the 
motivation to sell?” asked Viviano. “It’s not 
economically rational.”

The answer to the conundrum is also not a 
zero premium merger where the selling CEO 
walks away with a bigger cash payout, he said. 
This could incentivize management to sell to 
any takers, even if the combined company is 
a value-destroying misfit. Rather, the answer 
once again is to create management alignment 
with shareholders.

“What we proposed is scaling the change of 
control payout to the percentage of restricted 
equity in the deal,” Viviano said. For example, 
if a CEO is willing to take the entire payout of 
a merger in restricted stock that they’re going 
to hold for the next several years, “then we’re 
in favor of actually seeing those change of con-
trol premiums rise to something closer to three 
to four times their annual compensation.”

The more premium management is willing 
to take in restricted stock, the more they will 
be rewarded in the end—assuming they merge 
with a company that grows in value over those 
years. Choose wisely and be paid well.

But if a CEO isn’t willing to take equity in 
the deal, “why should investors?”

Reilley said change of control incentives 
should influence executives to act in the best 

interest of shareholders, which is not usually 
the case in current comp plans. “They should 
theoretically be indifferent toward a change of 
control, or they should be in favor of a change 
control that is beneficial to shareholders.”

The traditional design of having cash multi-
ples and equity compensation that vests up at 
the time of a change of control may not be ap-
propriate in this context, he said, because there 
is no correlation to shareholder value. “If you 
could have some sort of premium for a change 
in control that creates shareholder value be-
yond a certain level, then that is the way you 
should design it.”

An exception might be post-bankruptcy 
E&Ps.

Companies emerging from bankruptcy find 
themselves with new ownership made up of 
past bondholders who would just as soon flip 
their ownership than hold long term, said one 
industry insider. Only about 30% of sharehold-
ers of post-bankrupt E&Ps are natural holders 
of the stock, he said, and the remaining 70% 
are more interested in short-term gains via an 
exit. “Most of these are not built to last,” he 
said. “They’re built to transact.”

According to Preng, in most situations these 
new equity owners bought the debt at an ex-
treme discount when the company was under 
duress, say 20 cents on the dollar, and are seek-
ing to monetize at 40 cents to 60 cents on the 
dollar. These companies are more likely to put 
management incentives in place that reward 
change of control, such as stock grants that 
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vest immediately, “so that if there is a change 
of control, they’re not resisting that.”

These discussions within E&Ps are still in 
the infancy stages, Reilley noted, but believes 
some shareholders may want more consolida-
tion within the sector and will adopt incentive 
plans to motivate accretive combinations.

Eyes on boards
Boards of directors were called out in the 

Kimmeridge report as lacking in their fi-
duciary duties to represent the best interest 
of shareholders and even being pawns of  
headstrong CEOs that might have even re-
cruited them. “Boards must recognize the de-
gree of urgency to fix a broken model,” the 
report said.

“Absolutely, it’s all about the boards,” said 
one CEO, laying the responsibility for past 
value destruction at the feet of company di-
rectors. “Everybody was making too much 

money for the work that was being done and 
the risks that were being taken and the returns 
that weren’t materializing.”

The directive of the board is to put the right 
management team in place and give them the 
right compensation incentives to act to cre-
ate shareholder value, said Preng. “The comp 
committee has to look at that and ask, ‘Do we 
have the right management team? What are the 
metrics we want? What do we need to do to 
drive them?’”

Alluding to his analogy of not throwing out 
the baby with the bathwater, he suggests the 
baby could be the existing management team 
and the bathwater the incentive structure. “We 
don’t need to bring in someone new. The comp 
program drives everything.”

But if the existing management team is tone 
deaf to the winds of change, then “they need to 
be taken behind the barn, and the board needs 
a chairman that is able to do that.”

SIMPLE ADVICE, TRIPLE RETURNS
Doug Krenek, president and CEO of Sabine Oil & Gas Corp. in Houston, took over the leadership of the East Texas-focused producer in early 

2017 shortly after it emerged from bankruptcy as a private company with bank ownership. When negotiating his compensation at the time of 
being hired, he reportedly said, “Pay me half of what the former CEO was making, but if we create value above the current net equity value, 

then the team shares in the upside” by a certain percent.
“We had a below market salary,” Krenek acknowledged, “but when it came to performance comp, it was based on us hitting certain thresholds 

for the company value at exit.”
Three years later the company sold to Japan’s Osaka Gas and remains a subsidiary—with the Sabine team still in place.
Krenek’s resume includes two turns at the Chalker Energy Partners franchise, a portfolio company of private equity firm Quantum Energy 

Partners, which all delivered 3x to 4x returns on exit. Krenek believes public executives and boards can learn from the private side when it comes 
to incentivizing compensation to create value.

His philosophy is quite simple. “You should be rewarded for results that align with what the shareholders get. If you’re returning money to 
the shareholder, that’s a good thing. If you’re taking money away from the shareholder, you shouldn’t receive any rewards above your base pay.”

What might seem obvious from the private operator perspective is not what’s been practiced by the public side for years.
Sabine measures value by net equity value, defined as the company’s fair market value minus net liabilities, or effectively its net worth. It does 

this starting with net asset value (NAV) that is run against a predetermined flat price deck that does not change year-over-year “so that you get 
the pricing noise out of the equation” before subtracting out balance sheet debt.

“Then you can see year to year if you’re increasing the value of the company or destroying the value of the company.”
For a public company, net equity value can be separated from the share price, because the market doesn’t always efficiently determine the 

value of the company, he said. “If you look at Warren Buffett, he doesn’t pay attention to the share price as much as he does the value of their 
businesses.”

The crux is selecting a reasonable price deck and keeping that number flat for the performance period.
“You’re trying to eliminate price as a variable because if you change commodity prices, you can affect your net equity value a lot. So you have 

to use a flat deck for the whole time of a performance period for the long-term comp. We’ve kept it the same since we’ve been here now, which 
is now in our fourth year.”

The resulting net equity value determines the bonus calculation.
“That net equity value incorporates all of the decisions. That’s No. 1,” he said. Sabine also rewards on other metrics such as well costs per foot, 

EBITDA, LOE, year-to-year NAV increase and even production, which the company plans to level out after 2020. “But the bottom line is you’ve got 
to create value with the net equity value.”

Relative comparing against peers? “I don’t think that works.”
Krenek also has strong feelings about using hedges to protect invested capital and thus shareholder returns.
“When you’re spending a lot of capital that could be destroyed if prices fall, then not having a hedge strategy to me doesn’t seem very prudent. 

You should only spend capital if you can assure you’re going to get a good return on the capital, and that means if you’ve got to hedge, then you’ve 
got to hedge. It shouldn’t be an excuse for not creating value.”

E&P executives get paid for their judgment, he said. “Anytime you come up with a capital budget, you should be accountable for coming up 
with a good return on that budget.

“If you feel like commodity prices are going to hang in there or go up, then you may not hedge as much. But if you’re worried about prices 
collapsing or that your balance sheet couldn’t handle a collapse, then you’ve got to hedge. You’re trying to not spend money with the risk of 
destroying value.”

Krenek believes the industry has learned the lesson and is transforming to what shareholders are wanting.
“Investors are wanting a well-run company that is creating value. If executives have humility and are honest with each other, it shouldn’t be 

that big a deal” to reform compensation incentives, he said. But, “If they let their egos get in the way, it will be an issue.”
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Like for management, Kimmeridge propos-
es four directives to strengthen E&P board 
oversight:

	■ Mandate upfront stock purchases;
	■ Director fees to be paid in equity that is 
restricted for tenure;

	■ Ownership thresholds for board tenure 
over five and seven years; and

	■ Directors are no longer designated as inde-
pendent after nine years.

Board compensation heretofore was pretty 
straightforward: an annual salary paid in cash, 
plus riders for service on committees. But like 
at the management level, the shift from cash 
rewards to stock is happening at the board lev-
el as well.

“They want you to take all stock to be aligned 
with the shareholder,” confirmed one sitting 
board member whose own compensation is all 
stock tied to performance metrics. “It’s hap-
pening on all levels. If you don’t want to bet on 
that company, you shouldn’t be on the board. 
I’ll take my chances; I’ll ride the shares.”

“You want the board to have equity, because 
then they’re walking in the same shoes as the 
shareholders,” said Preng.

One caveat: Mandating purchases of shares 
upfront for incoming board members is a good 
theory, said Reilley, but companies should be 
careful it’s not an impediment for getting the 
right directors on the board.

“There could be bias toward having wealthy 
directors on your board, so you might want to 
be careful about mandating purchases on the 
front end, but continuing to deliver compensa-
tion in the form of stock that they couldn’t sell 
over their tenure.”

Contractual disputes
One overlooked factor in the urgency to turn 

over executive pay structures are contracts: 
Compensation packages for E&P management 
teams are already locked in by three- to five-
year agreements.

“To change it on any given day means you’re 
negotiating,” said one E&P board member that 
chose to remain unidentified. And to terminate 
a CEO or other management without cause as 
it relates to the existing contract also would 
likely result in a large severance payout. 

Executives, in effect, are being asked to take 
less pay in the near term for doing the same 
work as in the past, he said, “So there’s a fric-
tion to get it right.” Over a three-year period 
the issues will get sorted out and incentives 
will be more aligned with stock prices. In the 
meantime, “We’ll see how that works out, but 
there are contractual problems in there.”

The primary fear of executives being asked 
to restructure compensation packages is losing 
their jobs through a merger, the board member 
said. The answer: trade lowering base pay and 
cash pay for retaining change in control pay-
outs. “That’s a way to sort of extend and blend 
a contract if they’re worried about losing their 
job through consolidation—because that’s a 
real likelihood.”

But what happens if management digs in for 
the status quo?

“The first thing you’ll see is the comp com-
mittee will change the structure of their comp 
schemes. You can change the metrics without 
changing base contracts and just make the 
goals really difficult for them. A good board 
can change behavior at the comp committee 
level—they just can.”

More than returns
Although the drumbeat is on returning value 

to shareholders at present, Preng emphasized 
that management must balance more than 
bottom-line returns in their day-to-day deci-
sion-making.

“It’s not just the shareholders anymore,” he 
said. “You have four legs of the table: you have 
shareholders, employees, customers and the 
community. You have to balance and run your 
company for the benefit of all four of those. 
And you have to have a pay program that satis-
fies the four constituents.”

An executive’s compensation also acts as a 
retention tool, he said. “You want to pay some-
one fairly. You want to have a base salary and 
an annual bonus program that is going to at-
tract them, motivate them and retain them long 
term.”

But there is no one-size-fits-all program. 
“The comp committees have to put in a pro-
gram that’s going to drive the behavior of the 
management team to achieve what the share-
holders want. There’s no one concrete formula 
for everyone,” said Preng. “You have to make 
something that fits you.”

And the formula may encompass more than 
direct links to absolute shareholder returns.

The question lingers, however: Are E&P ex-
ecutives paid too much?

“We’ve been quite clear that it’s not the ab-
solute dollar amount that we have an issue 
with,” Viviano said. “This is not railing against 
executive compensation that it’s too high from 
an absolute perspective. Our issue is the lack 
of alignment between pay and performance. If 
you can create value for shareholders, then that 
should translate into pay for performance for 
executives.”

“Are we paying them too much, or are we 
rewarding them for the wrong things?” Carn-
rite asked. “I’ve heard people say we are pay-
ing them too much because we were rewarding 
them for the wrong things. But if we were re-
warding them for right things would executive 
comp be too high? I don’t think so.”

Executives in other industries are paid hand-
somely, he noted, when shareholders are re-
warded as well.

“Whether you’re running Apple or AT&T, no 
matter what the company is, executive comp 
is a high number. Is anybody complaining 
over there? They complain when shareholders 
don’t get rewarded, no doubt about it. But are 
shareholders complaining about the absolute 
number? I haven’t heard that discussed at all in 
other industries.”

The board member confirms. “Shareholders 
are fine” with executives making a lot of mon-
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ey, as this attracts the best talent to the indus-
try. “Nobody really cares if the CEO makes a 
bunch of money as long as the stock price goes 
up. They just want it to be aligned.”

Got the memo
By now, almost every investable manage-

ment team has reevaluated its executive com-
pensation structure, said Deckelbaum, with 
many making changes on their own. “I think 
they’re emboldened by the fact that, not just 
the executive comp, but the broader strategy is 
working as it relates to shareholder returns.

“You’ve actually seen free cash flow per 
share or total return of capital to sharehold-
ers as a metric that’s creeping its way into 
the proxy, and the more you see management 
teams align with that, the greater amount of 
confidence there is that that return will be sus-
tainable. And I think you’ll create more believ-
ers on the margin.”

Following multiple years of massive under-
performance and executives getting paid tons 
of money, Deckelbaum said that message has 
been widely disseminated and received.

“I think executives kind of get the memo 
about how they should be thinking about build-
ing their companies going forward. If manage-
ment teams are still emphasizing production 
growth in this marketplace or not re-evaluating 
their compensation structures to better align 
themselves with shareholders, their equities 
are due for some very tough sledding.”

What is the downside for E&P executives 
that don’t shift strategies in their compensation 
programs?

“If you believe that there’s a correlation 
between the incentive compensation program 
and attracting shareholder dollars and then 
the debt market,” said Carnrite, “then if you 
ultimately reward people for nonperformance 
you’re not going to be able to attract investor 
dollars or the debt market. So I think the pen-
alty is high for not getting it right.”

The greatest risk to the E&P sector is main-
taining the status quo, said Viviano. But it 
remains to be seen how much differentiation 
will become evident in share price perfor-
mance and companies that evolve the underly-
ing incentive model. Yet attracting generalist 
investors back into a sector that has underper-
formed for so long will be impossible without 
proving that management is joined at the hip 
with the shareholders’ overall return, he said.

“Those investors want to see a business 
model that moves to more capital return, low-
er growth and lower reinvestment, but most 
importantly that has a change in the underly-
ing incentive structure to ensure that the value 
destruction that we saw over the past five or 
10 years doesn’t get repeated.”

The biggest question, he said, is have we 
actually changed the behavior going forward 
of an industry that has largely chased the oil 
price through the cycles?

“Unless you can convince them that there 
has been fundamental changes to both the 
business model and the underlying incen-
tive structure, those investors aren’t coming 
back.” M
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NORTHERN 
MARCHES SOUTH
With a stronghold in the Williston Basin, Northern Oil and Gas Inc. has recently 
added a large swath of Marcellus acreage from Reliance Industries and made 
a long-calculated move into the riches of the Permian Basin.

Nick O’Grady, the CEO of Northern 
Oil and Gas Inc., offers an illustration 
of the promising M&A market with a 

story of a recent deal derailed by blackmail.
After performing various studies on an as-

set, Northern was set to make a deal. But the 
other party had been waylaid by internet ban-
dits, causing the transaction to fall apart.

“The reason I can laugh about it is we’re not 
short opportunities if we want to buy stuff,” 
O’Grady said. “There’s a lot for sale.”

For most of O’Grady’s tenure as CEO—
previously he served as CFO—Northern’s 
targets have inhabited the Williston Basin. 
However, the company seeks nonoperated, 
minority working and mineral interests in oil 
and gas properties, tacking together 700 net 
well locations in the Bakken Shale. The busi-
ness model echoes, to some extent, the miner-
al and royalty space.

The company made two large leaps outside 
of the Williston Basin in the past 12 months.

In September, the company made its first 
move in a deal to buy a small amount of acre-
age in the Permian Basin. It has since quietly 
made at least seven additional transactions in 
the basin, adding more than 245,000 net acres 
across three basins to its portfolio.

In April, Northern closed on its purchase of 
a large swath of nonoperated interest in Appa-
lachia natural gas assets from Reliance Mar-
cellus LLC in a $250 million deal, including 
$126.4 million in cash. The deal added 200 
net Marcellus Shale locations to the compa-
ny’s portfolio.

Matching his company’s atypical asset 
strategy, O’Grady entered the oil and gas in-
dustry through an unusual route. He began 
his career in natural resources at the Bank of 
America, spent time at hedge funds such as 
Highbridge Capital Management LLC and, 
before joining Northern, worked at Hudson 
Bay Capital Management in an energy-cen-
tric role in equities, public and private credit 
and direct investments.

Based in Minnetonka, Minn., and powered by 
just 25 employees, Northern aims to be the go-

to resource for operators that want to offload 
working interests in leasehold they can’t work.

Investor How have your fared through the 
pandemic? 
O’Grady We came into 2020 pretty locked and 
loaded. We are worriers by nature, and so that 
brought us more prepared than many, but there 
still was a period there probably in the middle 

INTERVIEW BY
DARREN BARBEE

“Like any other company we knew 
we were going to face headwinds

in some places as the pandemic took 
hold. You just have to keep your head 

down and say, ‘There’s going to be 
some opportunity out of all this. And 

let’s focus on that.’”

—Nick O’Grady, 
CEO, 

Northern Oil and Gas Inc.
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of the year that was quite frightening, where 
you were just thinking, I simply don’t know 
how long this is going to last.”

We always were financially prepared to 
grind through the next few years, but there 
was a point, I’d have to admit, where I just 
thought to myself the oil and gas business 
doesn’t work at sub-$40 oil by and large for 
the United States. We could sit here and col-
lect hedge payments and make money, but 
how do we reinvest our dollars?

The good news was that when you really 
thought about it, that doesn’t really work for 
anybody, OPEC included. I’d be the first to 
admit that I’ve been surprised at how fast the 
recovery has taken place. I think the vaccine 
was clearly the first step. But I’ve been sur-
prised how fast and how resilient demand has 
come back.
Investor You seem to have a knack for making 
gold out of lead.
O’Grady You know, life gives you lemons, you 
make lemonade.

Like any other company we knew we were 
going to face headwinds in some places as 
the pandemic took hold. You just have to keep 
your head down and say, “There’s going to 
be some opportunity out of all this. And let’s 
focus on that.” Not sitting there, flailing and 
complaining about where the oil markets are. 
We can’t control that. What we can control is 
making sound decisions.

We came up short last year, in the sense that 
I think we really wanted to see if we could get 
something big at those depressed prices. But 
we did a lot of small stuff. And it’s paying off 
now. Would I have loved to land something re-
ally big last year at $35 oil prices? Yeah, sure. 
Because you’d look really smart right now. But 
smart people don’t want to sell their big assets 
at $35 oil.
Investor It’s interesting to hear you express 
disappointment, because you had a good 
year—especially compared to a lot of compa-
nies in this sector.
O’Grady You’ve got to stay humble, stay hun-
gry and be your own worst critic. It’s the only 
way you’re going to not do something stupid 
eventually.
Investor Talk about your Reliance deal and 
entry into Marcellus. How did that get kicked 
off, and how did you say, “We’re going to go 
for this?”
O’Grady Well the good news is it was for 
sale. That’s the hardest part about dealmak-
ing, in my opinion, the social issues. You can 

always come up with a value, but you have 
to have someone who is motivated to sell it. 
Like most people selling homes think their 
home is worth more than what the mar-
ket thinks. But when you put it up for sale  
and it’s effectively an auction, it is worth 
what it clears.

We were late to the process. They had start-
ed a very quiet marketing process for those 
assets and gone to usual suspects they thought 
would be interested, including the operator. 
Bank of America, which is an advisor of ours, 
had been really trying to find unique oppor-
tunities and said they had heard whispers that 
this might be happening.

“Maybe we can get you invited in.” And so 
they made a few phone calls, and the Reliance 
CEO said, “Well, that’s interesting. I wouldn’t 
think Northern would want this.”

And he asked to talk to us, and we talked 
for about an hour. We told Reliance what we 
were all about. And he said, “Why don’t we 
invite you to this process? The bad news is 
you have about two and a half weeks to come 
up with a decision.” It was definitely not a 
place that we had spent a ton of time on pri-
or, which made the timing more challenging 
than usual. Like I have said, we are economic 
creatures, but we had not spent a ton of time 
thinking this is a major area of focus.

But when we sat down with Bank of Amer-
ica and started crunching numbers and trying 
to determine what we really thought that the 
clearing price would look like. If we could get 
it done at certain valuation levels, it would 
compete with anything in our portfolio. My 
team was at first a little reluctant understand-
ably, but we all went from pretty skeptical to 
pretty excited.
Investor How did the deal progress?
O’Grady We weren’t sure if we were going to 
be competitive. Bids were really dovetailing at 
a time of lows in the space—the stocks, oil, 
were all getting killed. And we were looking at 
this and saying to ourselves that we’ve got to 
be pretty tight on how we bid the process.

I don’t think we were the high bid by some 
amount, but the ability to close—to have ac-
cess to public capital—they understood that 
we could actually do it whereas some compet-
ing bids were unfunded private equity commit-
ments and such.

It was probably the hardest process we’ve 
been involved in. It’s not the largest transac-
tion we’ve ever done. But it is very complex 
in terms of structure. It is an undivided inter-
est across the entire property. So as opposed 
to most places, we operate where we own our 
own leasehold within a unit. This is a percent-
age ownership across a huge swath of acreage 
that Chevron [Corp.] had controlled.
Investor Were you specifically looking to go 
into natural gas?
O’Grady No, no. I don’t want to say we’re basin 
agnostic because you want to go to somewhere 
where there are levels of activity. That’s how 
you’re going to look smart when you’re buying 
undeveloped land, you want to make sure that 
there will be consistent future activity. 

Northern Oil And Gas Recent Deals

Date Value ($MM) Purchase area

March 2021 N/A Northern closed on 11 transactions in the fourth quarter, including 
seven in the Permian Basin

Feb. 2021    $250 Reliance Industries’ Marcellus-Utica shale interests

Sept. 2020  $11.9 Delaware Basin

July 2020  $5.9 Williston Basin

June 2020  $1.5 Williston Basin

Source: Northern Oil and Gas; Oil and Gas Investor
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We’ve been 80% oil for the life of the busi-
ness and certainly since I’ve been here. We 
had another avenue that could depend on a 
fuel that’s not tethered to liquid hydrocarbons. 
In that respect, we see it as just another arrow 
in the quiver that we can allocate capital if the 
market so decides.
Investor You also made a new entry in the 
Permian Basin. Could you speak about the ra-
tionale to push into the basin?
O’Grady I got here in June of 2018, and they 
were already pulling up well reports and data 
and running type curves and looking at various 
analyses. It was pretty obvious right away what 
the wellhead returns were. It’s a very good play. 
So there’s a reason there are 180 rigs working 
there today. It’s long inventory, great productiv-
ity, though there’s a lot of variability, and I think 
that’s sometimes not fully understood.

What we found was even in early 2019 and 
late 2018 that the embedded acreage value that 
the assets were selling for meant for the actual 
returns were zero or pretty close to it.

So you had a 100% return at the wellhead. 
When you looked at what you had to pay to 
enter, it was zero. Now it wouldn’t have been 
zero forever because what companies were 
paying for is the future inventory, which would 
have eventually driven a return, but that was 
dependent on high levels of activity.
Investor Hence the reluctance.
O’Grady We want to make money, not drill 
holes on the ground and produce more. Under-
writing based on the assumption of consistently 
growing activity is a dangerous thing. And so 
we found ourselves wholly uncompetitive, to 
be candid. Whereas in the Bakken we felt like 
if a Permian well was even a slightly better re-
turn, apples to apples, when you factored in the 
entry cost the Bakken was a better place for 
our money.

In the core of the core and in both places, 
they’re pretty equal at the wellhead, to be hon-
est. So we kept watching, we kept communi-
cating with a lot of the operators who were 
selling nonoperated interests. We talked to 
many nonoperated owners directly about po-
tentially partnering, but we were never really 
going to get there on price.
Investor What changed?
O’Grady Well, flash forward to the pandemic. 
You have a flushing of two-thirds of the activ-
ity in the basin, and suddenly those entry costs 
really matter because whatever development 
you underwrote might be, even in a recovery, 
pushed out to three years. And some of the ac-
tivity may never come back to the levels that 
it was.

Suddenly we found ourselves going from 
being uncompetitive to competitive. But as 
we talked about it with the board of directors, 
their view was there were two paths: go buy a 
big package, and get a bunch of inventory and 
some producing wells in hand and start there 
and build up on it that way.

Or do it more surgically and buy 50 acres at a 
time to build confidence, build that data, com-
mit small amounts of capital and then build 
from there.

A mentor of mine once told me, “Don’t turn 
a small mistake into a big one.” By doing it 
piece by piece, you’re watching and making 
sure that you’re doing it correctly.
Investor What about future Permian deals?
O’Grady I think we’re ready to take that bigger 
plunge, and I think with healthy prices people 
are more willing sellers. I don’t think we’ll 
be doing just pure ground game forever in the 
Permian. But there is an advantage also to doing 
the small-scale acquisition. You can focus on 
quality in any package you buy. There’s going 
to be a portion of any package deal, no matter 
what, that’s going to be relatively uneconomic.

The hard part is, is building scale. We an-
nounced the first acquisition in September. We 
rarely announce a deal that small. But that’s 
not what it was really for. It was to basical-
ly plant our flag in the ground to the people 
that we’ve been conversing with and saying, 
“We’re here, and now we’re doing it.” I think 
we’ve done eight plus transactions now. In the 
Williston, we continue to pick away, but I think 
in the Permian just the overall levels of activ-
ity are so high. It’s going to become a natural 
growth vehicle.
Investor Are there other areas that are outliers 
that are interesting to you?
O’Grady There are some spots in the Eagle 
Ford in the core, assuming it’s not too drilled 
up. But we really like to have assets that are 
self-funding that have producing properties 
and lots of life left in them. There are still some 
good parts of the Eagle Ford. The Haynesville 
is not really a geologic risk, but it has really 
high-volume producing wells with eventual, 
super steep declines. So you really need to 
know what you’re doing. But we have seen 
some Haynesville packages that have been 
interesting. I don’t think we’ve come close to 
transacting on them just yet.

The Bakken’s going to remain front and cen-
ter for as long as we’re around. We have so 
much data.

The Permian is obviously an area that’s 
growing for us. The Marcellus, it remains to be 
seen as it’s so blocked up, but there are some 
large nonoperated businesses in the Marcellus. 
I don’t think there’s going to be the same level 
of day to day ground game. You don’t see a lot 
of little pieces of leasehold coming up for sale 
like we do on some of the other basins.
Investor Just a couple of years ago we saw 
IPOs in mineral and royalty space. Is it pos-
sible for Northern to be a template for other 
companies that could go public?
O’Grady Using the mineral space as an exam-
ple, as we do have some mineral joint ventures, 

“My team spends time looking at 
these assets and really trying to 

predict the future and doing it in a 
way in which there are more things 
that can go right then can go wrong 

for us.”
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it is very similar to the working-interest busi-
ness. But what I will tell you is that the mineral 
business is very, very competitive. There are a 
lot of privately funded companies chasing it. 
As a former banker and investor, I can tell you 
the mineral business generally on a return basis 
is significantly lower than the working-interest 
business. It’s also lower risk, but there’s prob-
ably a thousand basis points delta between the 
return profiles.

Some of that is to offset the higher risk, 
and some of it is just that there are a lot more 
dollars chasing minerals than there are in the 
working-interest business. But the question is 
why? The answer is that those companies went 
public at huge valuations because they’ve be-
come yieldcos. So like any smart enterprising 
private equity firm, it has nothing to do with 
profitability. They go and buy a bunch of min-
erals, package them up and flip them to the 
public markets at a large valuation, and you 
look really smart. It’s no different than the 
Permian a few years back.

When I look at them analytically, most are 
paying out almost the entirety of their cash 
flows in distributions. How they reinvest and 
replace their inventory may be entirely de-
pendent on the public markets and the fungi-
bility of the equity. So the question would be, 
do I think that other working interest business 
could go public? The answer is probably not. 
It’s hard to build scale in the business. Even 
as a 55,000 boe a day company now, we’re 
small relative to other publics. There are very 
few small public companies left. Most of them 
either gone bankrupt, merged, been taken out 
or liquidated.
Investor There’s already hesitancy to invest in 
oil and gas companies. Is that part of the equa-
tion?
O’Grady I think going public in this market is 
going to be tough. You’re going to have to sit 
there and say, would I spend all this money to 
take this huge discount and go public when I 
could just sell to somebody else for a better 
price? Is there even a market for a small cap 
to go public? That’s where we really come in, 
which is that we’re the largest public company 
that’s exclusive to nonoperated assets. We view 
ourselves as a consolidator, and we can be a 
good partner much like a real estate investment 
trust gobbles up buildings from smaller com-
petitors. I think we can provide upside in the 
form of public currency and save a lot of time 
and effort. It doesn’t mean there won’t ever be 

copycats, but I think it would be pretty tough 
sledding in today’s market.
Investor Following your deals in the Mar-
cellus and Permian, an analyst wrote about 
Northern’s “Golden Age” of nonoperated. Do 
you feel it’s the golden age?
O’Grady I need to specify that is a quote 
taken from me written by [chief strategy of-
ficer] Mike Kelly. I read it aloud, kind of like 
Ron Burgundy in Anchorman where he’ll 
read anything on the teleprompter and then 
paused afterward. And I looked at Mike and 
said, “What did you just make me say? And 
then the next day it was in several of the head-
lines.” It was pretty funny, but we were just so 
swamped at the time getting ready to sign the 
deal. He slipped one by me.

But yes, I do think it’s a golden age for our 
business. We face limited competition and un-
matched scale that drives our cost structure 
lower. Capital markets are tight for private in-
stitutions, and most nonoperated capital is in 
private hands. There is more limited access to 
cheap bank debt now. And so it puts a natural 
governor on new money going into private eq-
uity. A lot of it is now chasing renewables and 
ESG and all that sort of stuff where they can 
still raise fresh capital. On the public side, the 
average operator, about 10% to 20% of their 
capital is not operated. It is interests they own 
in other people’s wells.

They want to spend their money drilling 
their own wells to the extent that they can raise 
funding from us as we purchase that acreage 
and take over those capital obligations. It’s a 
big deal for them because they want to spend 
their money on the things they control.

This is our specialty. We’ve been able to be a 
really good partner. A lot of name brand public 
companies come to us all the time, and we buy 
50 acres at a time, sometimes bigger packages. 
But for us, that really is our bread and butter 
because in the areas we’re in we can give you 
an answer in 24 hours because we have all the 
data and often times are already involved in the 
units. So that surety of close is really important.
Investor We’ve talked already about your data 
capabilities. What are the top factors that you 
look at when you’re deciding on acreage?
O’Grady Let’s use the Williston as an example, 
because it’s our largest asset. We have 350-
plus type curves by area, by unit, by formation 
and by operator. There are lies, damn lies and 
statistics, as they say. So, you can go into an 
area and pull up on Enverus a bunch of well 
results and draw a conclusion pretty quickly 
and say, “This area, look at all these wells and 
these are XYZ EUR, and I bet they’re going to 
cost XYZ.” And what I’d tell you is that when 
you look at that data, you can in fact only see 
the production rates on these wells.

You don’t see actual well costs, and you 
don’t always appreciate the delta necessari-
ly between operators and their cost and mid-
stream structures.

You’d be shocked to see that two operators 
and units immediately adjacent to each other 
will have sometimes 50% differences in returns 
on their wells. For some of them, it’s because 

“We announced the first [Permian 
Basin] acquisition in September. We 

rarely announce a deal that small. 
But that’s not what it was really for. It 

was to basically plant our flag in the 
ground to the people that we’ve been 

conversing with and saying, ‘We’re 
here, and now we’re doing it.’”
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they’re poor cost sourcers. We have some op-
erators that are incredibly efficient drilling the 
exact same type of well for millions of dollars 
less. And that has a huge impact on the returns. 
Others have poor midstream contracts.
Investor Your data gives you a more precise 
picture?
O’Grady Right. That’s one of the reasons 
we’ve been very careful and operator-centric 
as we’ve been picking away in the Permian Ba-
sin. It’s one of the reasons in the Marcellus, we 
were so excited about EQT [Corp.], because 
we had enough data to know that they were an 
extraordinarily efficient operator, particularly 
compared to the prior owner of the assets we 
were acquiring.

We had underwritten it based on the prior 
owner running the asset forever. Our engineers 
sat there and started going line by line versus 
what we were expecting. It was savings across 
the board: longer laterals, EQT widened the 
spacing on the wells to ensure that they there’s 
no communication and lower drilling costs. All 
the things that we would hope to see. The other 
thing was that because it’s a joint venture, there 
are shared G&A costs, which were extremely 
high. EQT did not acquire the Chevron em-
ployees, and it dropped about 70% overnight.
Investor What’s the balance between getting 
additional PDP or additional production and 
runway when you strike a deal?
O’Grady As a nonoperator, it’s a little different 
question than it is for an operator. If you talk to 
operators in both the Permian and the Williston, 
then the thing that they’re always worried about 
is inventory. They always want to have more 
and more core inventory, and it gets blocked up 
because they need to buy a thousand acres at a 
time in order to develop it. So if you are a large 
operator and you want to drill a bunch of new 
wells, you need to find a thousand contiguous 
acres in an area you liked in order to prosecute 
a drilling program. We can buy 50 acres in any 
unit and be perfectly happy. We’ve been called 
the “dustbuster” and the “coyote” before. We 
are good with either term.

We much prefer to buy 
properties that have both 
runway and production. 
Generally speaking, I’d say 
we find ourselves the least 
competitive when, it’s one 
of those extremes or the 
other, if it’s just producing 
barrels or raw land.

It’s really the balance 
of those two that we have 
found is our sweet spot. 
If you look at most of the 
deals we’ve done, it’s gen-
erally been a self-funding 
deal that has some near-
term development and a 
bunch of undeveloped over 
time that we try to pay as 
little as we can for.
Investor It seems like ev-
ery deal for you is like 
solving a Rubik’s cube.

O’Grady The reality is most deals fail. We 
might have 10 processes going at any given 
time, and it’s still been, between doing major 
transactions, usually over a year before we’ve 
been able to close one.

Like I mentioned before, social issues are 
really important. What do they want? What 
are their motivations? Can you solve for their 
needs? Are they realistic to what the market will 
bear or not? We’ve had multiple processes in the 
Williston in which we bid on something and the 
seller told us no. They then put it up to auction, 
we’ve won the auction. They’ve said, no again. 
Then they’ve come back again later and said, 
“OK, we’re serious this time. We’re auction-
ing it again. We’ve won. And then they cancel 
it yet again. Why? Because it just doesn't meet 
their own view of what it’s worth. After a while 
you might just have to accept that this is reali-
ty. I think of Dan Aykroyd in “Trading Places” 
pawning his watch, where BB King tells him, 
“In Philadelphia, it’s worth 50 bucks.”

The one thing I’d add is the advantage of 
being public. For those not satisfied with 
their asset values, we can provide upside in 
the form of our equity as they contribute their 
assets, and assuming good execution, we 
hope our equity can provide yield as well. We 
did a small deal in the early fall at the lows 
with some stock. Obviously, we bought these 
properties well, in the downturn, but the sell-
er won too, and their stock consideration has 
nearly tripled from the issue price.

My team spends time looking at these assets 
and really trying to predict the future and doing 
it in a way in which there are more things that 
can go right then can go wrong for us. That’s 
being a nonoperator because you are betting 
on that future. You really have to be very care-
ful about what you pay for upfront, because it 
may not happen that way. As a nonop, we have 
greater control of spending, more options for 
redeploying capital, but timing is the one thing 
that’s the hardest to predict, and the thing that 
requires the most discipline in forecasting. M

EQT Corp. is 
operator of 95% 
of the assets 
acquired by 
Northern Oil 
and Gas Inc. 
from Reliance 
Industries in April.

EQT CORP.
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CHEAPER 
MONEY
Debt capital is on sale, and public equity markets aren’t closed to oil and gas 
operators either. Some just don’t have any use right now for the cash—that is, 
a use that investors would support.

I-BANKING TRENDS

ARTICLE BY
NISSA DARBONNE

Credit Suisse 
Securities (USA) 
LLC co-chairman 
Tim Perry 
said operator 
prudence 
in capital 
management and 
producers’ work 
in ESG are the 
biggest trends 
currently that are 
improving their 
outlooks in the 
equity and debt 
markets.

E&P IPOs, 2017-March 26, 2021

Date Company Type Status Background

March 2021 Vine Energy Inc. E&P Trading Haynesville-focused. Had first planned to IPO in 2017 but withdrew the S-1 in 
2019 as market conditions for natural gas had not improved.

TBD Cenaq Energy Corp. SPAC Not yet 
trading

Formed by former Gastar Exploration Inc. CEO Russ Porter; plans to acquire E&P 
assets.

February 
2021

Flame Acquisition Corp. SPAC Trading Formed by Ocean Energy Inc. founder Jim Flores; plans to acquire E&P assets.

July 2020 East Resources Acquisi-
tion Corp.

SPAC Trading Formed by Appalachia’s Terry Pegula; plans to acquire E&P assets.

July 2017 Berry Petroleum Corp. E&P Trading Spinoff in the dissolution of Linn Energy LLC.

June 2017 Magnolia Oil & Gas Corp. E&P Trading IPOed as a SPAC, TPG Pace Energy Holdings Corp., then renamed upon purchasing 
South Texas producing assets.

January 
2017

Jagged Peak Energy Inc. E&P Traded Bought by Parsley Energy Inc. and the assets are now part of Pioneer Natural 
Resources Co.

Source: Oil and Gas Investor

There is an E&P IPO again—the first one 
since 2017. Some producers are refinanc-
ing 5% debt at less than 1%. Equity and 

debt issuances to fund acquisitions are happening. 
Investment banking to E&Ps isn’t over. Deals are 
just fewer for now, according to financiers.

In particular, high-yield debt to oil and gas 
producers is back. It’s just less obvious. The in-
terest rates today reflect that the federal funds 
rate is virtually 0%. “High yield really isn’t 
‘high’ anymore,” said Tim Perry, co-chairman, 
global energy group, for Credit Suisse Securi-
ties (USA) LLC. “The vast majority of issuanc-
es are getting done at single-digit coupons—
significantly below double digit, in some cases.”

For the time being, “high yield” has become 
somewhat of a misnomer. “It doesn’t seem like 
high yield, but some of them are,” he said.

Brad Nelson, managing director for Stephens 
Inc., said producers are mostly accessing the 
public debt market to refinance existing notes 
at lower interest rates and to push further out 
those that are maturing nearer term, extending 
the overall maturity of the debt stack.

Perry said, “The debt markets are in really 
good shape. I wouldn’t say they’re ‘coming 
back.’ I would say they ‘are back.’ There’s 
been an enormous number of high-yield deals 
done over the past few months.”

Credit Suisse arranged one earlier this year 
for an E&P in which half the proceeds were 
used as a dividend to owners. “And that was 
for a first-time issuer, which was unusual,”  
he said.

In addition, two oilfield service firms were 
able to issue public debt. “That market is usu-
ally less accessible to oilfield services than it 
is for E&P companies. So, when you started 
seeing things like oil service companies issu-
ing debt and seeing a first-time E&P issuer 
using half the proceeds as a dividend to own-
ers, that shows you the market is back.

“And it’s doing really well,” Perry said.
Nelson said 2020 consisted of a lower oil 

price concurrent with low interest rates. “Now 
we’re seeing an upward trend in commodity 
prices—with still low interest rates.”

The Fed has stated the fed funds rate will 
likely remain at between 0% and 0.25% for 
the balance of, at least, 2021. It’s possible it 
will be increased before year-end, of course, 
he said. “It’s kind of ‘TBD’ on when that will 
happen.”

IPO market
Vine Energy Inc. went public in March, 

four years after its first attempt in April of 
2017 to hit the IPO window. At the time of 
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that first S-1 filing, the 12-month Nymex gas 
strip was $3.40. The S-1 was updated sever-
al times in the following 12 months. By the 
spring of 2018, strip was $2.85.

Natural gas stocks weren’t in great de-
mand. A pure-play public peer in the Haynes-
ville Shale lost 40% in equity value in  
that 12-month timeframe. Another pure play 
lost 27%.

Vine withdrew its S-1 in May of 2019; strip 
at the time was $2.75.

When filing its new S-1 on Feb. 22, strip 
was $3.11, coming off a near nationwide 
freeze that pushed the spot price at Chicago 
City Gate to more than $400 and Waha (West 
Texas) to more than $200.

The morning that Vine Energy shares began 
trading on March 18—just 24 days after filing 
the new S-1—strip was $2.73. Shares were 
sold at $14 the day before. Trading closed on 
March 26 at $14.01.

Pricing had been expected at a midrange of 
$17.50 for 18.75 million shares. Increased to 
21.5 million shares and with an overallotment 
fully exercised for another 3.225 million, 
Vine took in about $350 million with plans to 
use proceeds to pay off its bank debt.

Credit Suisse was among underwriters. It 
had been an underwriter of Vine’s IPO plan in 
2017 as well. Is there an opportunity now for 
privately held E&Ps to tap the IPO market?

“Yes, is the short answer,” Perry said. 
“[Vine] was the first sizeable IPO in upstream 
in four years.”

The last E&P IPO had been oily, Perm-
ian Basin-focused Jagged Peak Energy Inc., 
which priced in January of 2017 just 39 days 
after filing its S-1. (Berry Petroleum Corp.’s 
IPO in 2018 was a spinoff in the dissolution 
of Linn Energy LLC. Magnolia Oil & Gas 
Corp. went public in May of 2017, but it was 
an assetless special purpose acquisition com-
pany (SPAC), TPG Pace Energy Holdings 
Corp., at the time until buying Eagle Ford 
assets and its renaming as Magnolia.)

Perry said of the Vine IPO in March, 
“That we were able to do that deal should 
tell you a lot. Last year, the IPO markets 
were pretty well closed for E&P compa-
nies and now they are back open.”

Nelson at Stephens said the Vine IPO 
bodes well for other producers, particu-
larly that equity investors valued Vine at 
more than just proved developed produc-
ing (PDP) reserves, while operator-to-op-
erator transactions this past year have giv-
en little or no value to proved undeveloped 
reserves (PUDs).

On enterprise value to total proved 
PV10, Vine priced at 1.6x, Nelson said. 
On EV to PDP PV10, it priced at 3.25x.

“So there is some implied value in non-
producing [PUD and PDNP] categories on 
that transaction,” Nelson said.

Producers with good balance sheets and 
“a really good use of proceeds will be able 
to tap the equity capital markets—conven-
tionally; we’re not talking about SPACs 
here,” he said.

E&P SPACs
But “the SPACs will 

probably be able to 
do the same thing—
to some extent,” 
Nelson said.

Other currently 
active S-1s involv-
ing upstream oil 
and gas assets are 
all SPACs. Appa-
lachia’s Terry Pe-
gula has one, East 
Resources Acqui-
sition Corp.; former 
Gastar Exploration 
Inc. CEO Russ Porter’s 
SPAC is Cenaq Energy 
Corp.; and Jim Flores, a 
co-founder of Ocean Energy 
Inc. and founder of Sable Permian 
Resources LLC, has Flame Acqui-
sition Corp.

Pegula’s SPAC IPOed last sum-
mer; Flores’, in February. The Ce-
naq SPAC remained in S-1 status 
at press time; it was filed in March.

Other SPACs filed by E&P in-
dustry members and/or traditional 
oil and gas private equity firms as 
sponsors are focused on the de-
carbon space. Investor’s ongoing 
count of these totaled 21 by late 
March. All but four were trading 
at press time.

Another SPAC, Integrated Energy Transi-
tion Acquisition Corp., plans to focus on nat-
ural gas but midstream and downstream. 

Natural gas stories
In the E&P IPO space, Nelson said, “I think 

you will see a little bit more equity capital 
markets activity in 2021, which is not saying 

E&P Public Debt Offerings, 2021*

Date Issuer Raised 
($MM)

Use of Proceeds

March 2021 Diamondback Energy Inc. 2,200 Refinance 5.25% to 5.625% debt, 
including assumed in acquisition of QEP 
Resources Inc., with 0.9% to 4.4% debt.

March 2021 Comstock Resources Inc. 250 Redeem existing senior notes.

February 2021 Kosmos Energy Ltd. 450 Pay off bank debt.

February 2021 Comstock Resources Inc. 1,000 Redeem existing senior notes.

February 2021 Northern Oil & Gas Inc. 550 Partially fund the acquisition of Reliance 
Marcellus LLC and pay off some of its 
existing debt. 

February 2021 Chesapeake Energy Corp. 1,000 Chapter 11 exit refinancing.

January 2021 Pioneer Natural Resources Co. Inc. 2,500 Refinance 4.125% to 5.625% debt 
assumed in acquisition of Parsley Energy 
Inc. with 0.75% to 2.15% debt.

January 2021 California Resources Corp. 600 Partially pay off existing debt.

January 2021 Antero Resources Corp. 700 Redeem notes due 2022.

January 2021 Talos Energy Inc. 150 Reduce bank debt.

January 2021 Range Resources Corp. 600 Pay off bank debt.

* Through March 26, 2021. Source: HartEnergy.com 
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a whole lot, seeing as how it’s been zero 
for four years.

“But I do think people are kind of 
watching how Vine is trading. Of course, 
that’s gassy, but it wouldn’t surprise me 

if you saw a couple of deals on the oil 
side as well.”
Will there be many? Nelson said, “Not in 

a giant way. When you go back to some of 
these other cycles—the good parts of these 
cycles—in previous years, it seemed like 
when you saw one come out, you saw a whole 
lot come out behind it.”

Other private operators are likely looking 
at the Vine IPO and “maybe deals are in mo-
tion that we’re not aware of,” he added. “But 
I think people are going to be more watchful 
of how this one trades more so than in years 
past” before pursuing.

Different in this cycle is that ESG and “the 
energy transition” has accelerated into a more 
prominent Wall Street discussion in the ener-
gy space than oil and gas, he added.

Natural gas has a prominent role in the ener-
gy transition, though. Are natural gas-weight-
ed E&Ps’ stories more anointed?

They still have to show potential for growth, 
Nelson said. The natural gas price is more 
range-bound than oil. “We’re probably living 
in, say, $2.50 to $3.50 per Mcf on gas [in at 
least the near term].

“If you’re in the core of these gassy plays, 
I think you have a better shot at tapping the 
equity markets right now.”

Discipline or no?
Credit Suisse’s Perry said operator pru-

dence in capital management and producers’ 
work in ESG are the biggest trends currently 
that are improving their outlooks in the equity 
and debt markets.

Everyone is watching whether “companies 
are going to hold in production growth,” he 
said. “Are they going to create free cash flow 
and return capital to shareholders?”

Compared with the past of outspending cash 
flow, “the strategy is very different right now.” 
Capital to accelerate drilling, thus grow pro-
duction, “that really isn’t the business plan 
now,” Perry said.

As WTI has improved to $60, “there’s a lot 
of concern among investors that we’re going to 
return to that old business model. They really 
don’t want to see that. That’s what everyone’s 
going to be watching.”

Secondly, operators are moving aggressively 
in improving their ESG profiles—from reduc-
ing emissions to greater diversity in gover-
nance and management to using stock perfor-
mance, rather than production growth, when 
calculating compensation.

“The market very much wants them to do 
this,” Perry said.

Tudor, Pickering, Holt & Co. chairman Bob-
by Tudor said during IHS Markit’s CERAWeek 
in March that oil and gas are economic now. 
“You can do it with attractive returns. … What’s 

unclear today and will be interesting to watch 
is whether that discipline holds,” he said.
Producers need to be good capital stewards, 

which is “different from how they handled that 
capital in the past decade.”

E&P investors appear convinced produc-
ers will continue to emphasize returns rather  
than growth, according to Bernstein Research 
analysts Jean Ann Salisbury and Bob Brack-
ett. They reviewed producers’ continued cap-
ital discipline in late March at $60 oil when 
reviewing implications on midstream stock 
performance.

It appears “$63 is the new $50,” Salisbury 
and Brackett wrote, and “this is not great for 
midstream companies, who get paid on pro-
duction and not oil price.”

Looking at midstream stock prices, inves-
tors expect “E&P discipline will hold, at least 
for this year,” they added. While oil moved up 
$15/bbl in the first three months of 2021, ex-
pectations for 2021 production “has actually 
decreased.”

Will producers be disciplined for just a cou-
ple of years? Tudor said at the IHS Markit 
conference, “For a period of time. But, over 
the long haul, markets tend to tell you greed 
trumps fear, so we’ll see how that plays out.”

Performing again
Nelson noted that, in the past four years, “the 

upstream sector was probably the single worst 
performer compared to every other industry. 
Tech, telecom, you name it: Upstream sector 
was the worst performing.”

Producers are especially keen—now that both 
oil and natural gas prices have recovered—to 
still not spend like it’s 2018. “Upstream com-
panies are doing everything they can to show 
that they can be profitable and provide good 
equity returns through either cash flow or yield 
or even monetizations,” Nelson said.

“Every conversation we’re having—these 
management teams have got a real focus and 
discipline to create cash flow and more of a 
predictable cash-flow profile to, if anything, 
instill trust and confidence that the industry 
can perform.”

Tudor said at the IHS Markit conference that 
some smart investors expect “today is the best 
time to invest in oil and gas than in the past 20 
years.” And the public market itself is suggest-
ing the same.

“What’s the best performing sector in De-
cember and this year to date? Oil and gas,” 
Tudor said.

Capital is available to oil and gas, he added. 
“Is it, on the margin, smaller than it has been 
historically? Yes. Might that change if [opera-
tors] shows sustained returns over time? Yes.”

Secondary equity and M&A
Existing public operators aren’t tapping eq-

uity markets much, although it’s reopening to 
operators, Perry said.

“It’s not because there isn’t a market there,” 
he said. “Frankly, most companies don’t need 
to raise proceeds. They really don’t have a use 
of funds.”

“If you’re in the 
core of these 
gassy plays, I 
think you have 
got a better shot 
at tapping the 
equity markets 
right now,” said 
Brad Nelson, 
managing 
director for 
Stephens Inc.
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One equity offering was by EQT Corp. in 
the fourth quarter of 2020 to fund the acquisi-
tion of Chevron Corp.’s Appalachian assets. A 
bond offering funded the balance of the $735 
million deal value.

“But really there hasn’t been that many 
deals for either acquisitions or for more drill-
ing capital,” Perry said. “So that’s part of the 
reason you haven’t seen very many equity of-
ferings these days.”

Stephens’ Nelson concurred. “The public 
companies are really doing the best they can 
to develop within cash flow and stay disci-
plined on acquisitions.”

Many M&A discussions are underway, Nel-
son added, that could lead to public E&Ps tap-
ping the equity market “for the right deal at 
the right value.”

And the bid/ask spread in 2020 had grown 
to as much as 30%. “I feel like that is com-
pressing substantially.

“And people are starting to allocate value 
to nonproducing buckets of assets in certain 
basins—whether it’s acreage or midstream or 
other categories. It just seems like people are 
starting to feel a little comfortable stretching 
to some degree.”

With OPEC having corrected the oil market 
and an eventual end to the coronavirus crisis 
more transparent, the market that was fatigued 
by 2020 is back at work. “It feels like we 
could not be busier at the moment,” Nelson 
said, “which is great.

“It’s just, ‘Can you actually get [acquisi-
tions] closed and with good outcomes on both 
sides?’ I think you’ve got a lot better shot of 
doing that this year.”

Last year, prospective buyers were using 
PV15 to PV25. Depending on the ZIP code, 
the bid is closer now to PV10 for PDP “and 
then maybe even some allocation to other re-
serve categories, predominantly PUDs.”

In 2020, buyers “assumed they could get ev-
erything else for free or near free,” he added. 
“Maybe up to 90% of deal activity was forced. 
But, this year, I feel like people are selling 
because they want to sell—not because they 
have to sell.”

As a result, they’re not giving anything up 
for free, “including acreage. Again, that de-
pends on where you are. But, generally speak-
ing, I think those times [of money for PDP 
only] are over.”

Green tide or tsunami?
Dan McCarthy, vice chairman, investment 

banking, for the National Bank of Canada, 

said at IHS Markit’s CERAWeek conference 
in March that the green wave is in its early 
stages. “Oil and gas is not going to disappear 
for a long time,” he said.

“There will still be a lot of money going into 
oil and gas for a long, long time.”

Tudor said that, still, “investors can make 
money in businesses that are not growing or 
are, in fact, declining. I would suggest the 
U.S. onshore shale business is highly unlikely 
to grow anything like it has historically.”

But it can make attractive returns. Mean-
while, growth industries might not make re-
turns at all, Tudor said. “That was the story of 
the U.S. shale business for eight or nine years, 
and it might well be the story for the renew-
ables business or [reduced-carbon tech] for the 
next eight or nine years.”

McCarthy said the green wave may be slow 
to take hold. “I don’t think a lot of people are 
going to do things that are not in their econom-
ic interest to meet societal goals of reducing 
emissions,” he said.

Instead, “what is going to happen—one way 
or another—is that the government is going to 
have to subsidize us to a certain extent to push 
us toward going to those new technologies [for 
it] to make more economic sense.”

Tudor concurred, adding that he expects the 
gale of thought toward oil and gas will reverse 
course at some point. “Our fundamental issue 
of taking CO2 out of the air is not going to be 
solved really from the supply side,” he said.

“It ultimately needs to be solved from the 
demand side.”

Affecting the demand side is harder, 
though: It requires individual sacrifices, such 
as higher costs and other discomforts. “And 
none of those things are politically popular,” 
Tudor said.

But a reckoning is still to come, he added. 
“I think the sort of high-pitch noise directed at 
the traditional oil and gas business is going to 
abate over time, and it’s going to become more 
noise [that is] oriented toward consumption.

“And that’s going to make things really in-
teresting.” M

E&P Public Equity Offerings, 2020-March 19, 2021

Date Issuer Raised 
($MM)

Use of Proceeds

March 2021 Magnolia Oil & Gas 
Corp.

205 Shares were held by EnerVest Ltd.; Magno-
lia did not receive proceeds.

February 2021 Enerplus Corp. 132 Partially fund the acquisition of Bruin E&P 
HoldCo LLC.

February 2021 Northern Oil & Gas 
Inc.

140 Partially fund the acquisition of Reliance 
Marcellus LLC.

December 2020 Talos Energy Inc. 73 Reduce bank debt.

October 2020 EQT Corp. 357 Partially fund the acquisition of Chevron 
Corp. Appalachian assets.

August 2020 Southwestern Energy 
Co.

158 Partially redeem Montage Resources Corp. 
senior notes post-acquisition.

May 2020 Comstock Resources 
Inc.

207 Redeem convertible preferred issued in the 
2019 acquisition of Covey Park Energy LLC.

Source: Stephens Inc. via Dealogic; HartEnergy.com

Tudor, Pickering, 
Holt & Co. 
chairman Bobby 
Tudor said that 
some smart 
investors expect 
“today is the best 
time to invest  
in oil and gas 
than in the past 
20 years.”

“Frankly, most companies don’t need 
to raise proceeds. They really don’t 

have a use of funds.”

—Tim Perry, co-chairman,  
Credit Suisse  

Securities (USA) LLC
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THE GAS  
EXPORT PLAY
The resilient Haynesville Shale: More rigs, more takeaway capacity. 

SHALE GAS

The Haynesville Shale is a steam roller: 
a remarkable gas resource delivering 
impressive single well economics amid 

high flow rates. From initial forays in the play 
in 2008 through full development to Decem-
ber 2020, about 5,700 wells have been drilled 
here, but the allure is by no means over. Pro-
ducers, midstream companies and gas end 
users love the Haynesville.

It is the only U.S. natural gas play where 
activity has fully recovered its average rig 
count after the slowdowns seen everywhere in 
2020. As of mid-March, 32 rigs were working 
on the Louisiana side of the play alone, eight 
each in DeSoto and Caddo parishes. (The re-
source-rich DeSoto accounts for about a third 
of total Haynesville production.)

Despite the fact that its rig count plunged 
last summer when gas at the Carthage, Tex-
as, hub traded for only $1.77/MMBtu, pro-
duction has held steady during the past 12 
months, staying at or near its current number: 
In March, Haynesville output averaged about 
12.8 Bcf/d. (Total U.S. production was about 
90.7 Bcf/d.)

Some 48 to 50 rigs have been operating be-
tween the Texas and Pelican State’s sides of 
the play, so the pace of drilling in the Haynes-
ville exceeds its pre-pandemic, first-quarter 
2020 level, Enverus said in late March.

Most of the wells average 11 million cubic 
feet a day (MMcf/d) initially, according to the 
Energy Information Administration (EIA), al-
though it is not uncommon to see higher IPs 
of 20 MMcf/d or more. EURs are at least 2 
Bcf per thousand feet of lateral. One of the 
biggest players, Comstock Resources Inc., 
said its “worst” wells drilled in fourth-quarter 
2020 IPed at 18 MMcf/d gross; the best, in 
Bienville Parish, tested 33 MMcf/d.

“According to S&P Global Platts Analyt-
ics, Haynesville gas production could grow 
by more than 15% from current levels by 
fourth-quarter 2021. It’s also the most likely 
candidate to lead North America’s shale ba-
sins in overall volume growth this year, out-
performing even the Permian,” said the EIA.

If the rig count reaches 50 and stays there, 
according to Simmons & Co. senior analyst 

Kashy Harrison, production could grow by 
0.8 Bcf/d in 2021 to 2022. He bases this on 
listening to fourth-quarter conference calls of 
several Haynesville public producers. How-
ever, some 55% of the privately operated gas 
rigs in the U.S. are in the Haynesville (about 
30% are in Appalachia). In any case, produc-
tion goals are achievable here, which is why 
the Haynesville remains the second-most 
active play in the U.S. after the Permian. 
Its rig count lately is trending higher than 
the Marcellus or the Eagle Ford. It reached 
a 12-month high of nearly 50 rigs in March, 
a healthy chunk out of 92 gas-directed rigs 
throughout the U.S.

Producers can move their gas from the Per-
ryville, La., hub to the Gulf Coast for 20 cents 
to 25 cents per Mcf, give or take, which is much 
less expensive than the long-haul pipes moving 
gas from the Permian Basin or the Northeast.

Additional midstream capacity is on track. 
On March 30, Midcoast Energy LLC brought 
its CJ Express online, further increasing 
takeaway to Gulf Coast demand centers by 
approximately 1 Bcf/d. “The expansion will 
increase gathering capabilities in the high-
growth Shelby Trough area [in East Texas],” 
the company said. CJ Express is anchored by 
long-term transportation agreements with two 
creditworthy shippers, including sending gas 
to Golden Pass LNG.

The mantra 
“The play is pretty much defined, and we’ve 

realized many of the technical gains from past 
experiences. And you’ve heard the mantra: 
It’s close to the coast,” said Doug Krenek, 
CEO, Sabine Oil & Gas Corp., which focuses 
on the Texas side of the play and has three 
rigs working there now.

The company’s production is about 350 
MMcf/d, but “we’re trying to get to half a B, 
net, and then go into maintenance mode” he 
said. Sabine will drill close to 30 wells this 
year, about two-thirds in the Haynesville and 
one third in Cotton Valley, in Panola, Rusk, 
Leon and Harrison counties, Texas.

According to Enverus, the average well in 
the core of the Haynesville makes a 31% rate 

ARTICLE BY
LESLIE HAINES

Sabine Oil & Gas 
Corp. will drill 30 
rigs on the Texas 
side this year, 
said CEO Doug 
Krenek.
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of return—if the price of gas on Nymex is 
$2.75/MMBtu. (It was bouncing around be-
tween $2.50 and $2.60 in March.) This is the 
highest return of any of the North American 
gas plays, the firm said.

“As of March 2021, operators in there are 
clearing an average 15% return on wellhead 
production, based on a half-cycle, post-tax 
analysis,” said Platts Analytics. “While those 
gains fall short of the 25% to 35% return 
earned by producers in Permian, they still 
rank among the highest in North America for 
a dry gas basin—outperforming Marcellus 
and Utica IRRs, currently estimated around 
8% to 10%.”

The play’s breakeven varies by operator and 
location, but it’s now around $2.50/MMBtu, 
according to a report from S&P Global Platts 
Analytics. That’s good news, since analysts 
see gas prices rising through this year. Mor-
gan Stanley recently said it is modeling Hen-
ry Hub to rise from $2.68 in first-quarter 2021 
to $3 by yearend, averaging $2.65 in 2022. 
KeyBanc Capital Markets Inc.’s analyst Leo 
Mariani said in a report on gas macros that 
he foresees $2.60 gas this year and next year.

He also gave a shout-out to the Haynesville. 
“We expect to see 2% to 4% U.S. gas produc-
tion growth in 2021 on an exit-to-exit basis 
due to growth in associated gas production 
from oil producers, reductions in flaring and 
increased activity in the Haynesville Shale.”

A premier play
“It’s the premier natural gas play in the Low-

er 48,” said Frank Tsuru, CEO of Indigo Nat-
ural Resources LLC, which produces about 1 
Bcfe/d net from the play and 1.4 Bcfe gross. 

Indigo is currently flowing 900 MMcf/d 
directly to Gillis, near Lake Charles, La., 
through DTE’s LEAP system (which was 
built by a sister company of Indigo, then sold 
to DTE). It has gas sales contracts with LNG 
producers at attractive Henry Hub-based pric-
ing. The 150-mile, 36-inch pipeline was com-
pleted in July 2020, adding another plus to 
the play.

“The Haynesville has shown great resil-
ience. It didn’t lose nearly as many rigs in 
percentage terms as other basins did last year. 
Our margins are greater, and some of these 
wells are prolific as heck. This basin shows 
great returns,” he told Investor.

Other long-time observers would agree.
“I’ve been working in this area for over 20 

years, and the resilience of this play is amaz-
ing. Activity snapped back to pre-COVID levels 
faster than any other basin,” said Fritz Brink-
man, CEO of Align Midstream Partners LLC.

Align operates about 300 miles of pipeline 
in eight counties in East Texas, most in Ange-
lina and Panola counties, where its through-
put volumes have been increasing, with more 
wells due to come on this fall as drilled by 
Aethon Energy Management LLC, one of the 
most active E&Ps in the area, which is run-
ning nine rigs currently.

Last year in mid-June during the pandem-
ic and downturn, Align completed its 30-mile 

TOPS Pipeline, a joint venture with 
Sabine Oil & Gas in the prolific 
Carthage area in East Texas.

A production star
The EIA said in March that the 

average Haynesville rig would add 
11.4 MMcf/d of new production. 
Multiply that by 50 rigs and you 
get the scope of things. IPs vary 
depending partly on an operator’s 
goals and takeaway situation, well 
location and completion process. 
Some companies pull their wells 
aggressively in order to provide 
the Street with a big headline 
number and to move net present 
value forward.

The Haynesville’s resource po-
tential remains quite abundant, which keeps 
E&Ps interested—along with some end users 
such as Osaka Gas USA, which owns Sabine, 
for example.

The Japanese company’s U.S. subsidiary 
thus owns producing assets and interests in 
LNG facilities as well. This bolsters Sabine’s 
activity, although the drilling is funded mostly 
out of cash flow. Krenek said Sabine should go 
cash flow positive next year.

Many of the operators in the play, whether in 
Texas or Louisiana, are privately held, which 
gives them a different mindset than some of 
the big public companies, he noted. “We can 
look at everything in a long-term way now that 
Osaka owns us. A lot of your decision-making 
depends on who owns you and how you plan 
your drilling schedule,” Krenek said. “This 
helps us in our agreements for gathering, ser-
vices, marketing and so on.”

On the company’s 248,000 net acres, EURs 
on Sabine’s best acreage are 2.25 Bcf to 3 Bcf 
per 1,000 ft of lateral.

The learning curve on completions is fairly 
well optimized, he said, so the current focus is 
on nailing down the perfect parent-child well 
spacing, although for best results, well spacing 
doesn’t concern Krenek as much as getting the 
development timing right.

Current pads have three or four wells, but 
“super pads” with up to 10 wells will be com-
ing soon, he said, but upfront comes the logis-
tics of getting facilities and saltwater handling 
equipment in order first.

“If you can eliminate the parent-child prob-
lem and take a long-term view, that is good. We 
call it the ‘mow-down,’ where you try to mow 
it all down at once, or at least, get back into an 
area in less than a year after development has 
started. We also alternate landing zones, which 
helps,” Krenek explained.

The deeper Louisiana play
Indigo is drilling in the far southeastern part 

of its position in DeSoto Parish, where extreme 
bottomhole temperatures and pressure are 
challenges, yet that also yields some big wells, 
making 2.5 Bcf to 2.7 Bcf per thousand ft of 
lateral. “We’ve seen some of the best wells 
we’ve ever drilled,” CEO Tsuru said.

Haynesville Permits  
In Top Parishes

2019 2020 YTD 2021*

Bienville 29 30 4

Bossier 42 25 12

Caddo 97 86 31

DeSoto 148 121 18

Red River 50 38 12

Sabine 33 26 8

Data as of April 10, 2021
Source: Louisiana Dept. of Natural Resources 

It remains to be seen how this 
year unfolds, but permitting 
activity fell in 2020.

Indigo Natural 
Resources LLC 
is tackling the 
deepest, high-
pressure part 
of its Louisiana 
acreage, said CEO 
Frank Tsuru.



The company plans to deploy be-
tween five and six rigs throughout 
this year and one or two frac crews, 
to drill wells with an average lat-
eral length of 7,000 ft. Production 
growth will be modest, from flat to 
5%, echoing the pledge for capital 
discipline made by other E&P com-
panies, he added.

“We’ve seen a reduction in ser-
vice costs and well performance 
coming up, so we’re pleased with 
the economics. We are the only op-
erator in this deep, hot part of the 
Haynesville in this area of Loui-
siana.” (There are equivalent ar-
eas in East Texas’ Shelby Trough 
area. The pay gets deeper as you 
go southwest to the Shelby Trough, 
so it’s more expensive to operate. 
BP Plc and Exxon Mobil Corp. are 
drilling there.)

“It’s a different type of well there 
with greater EURs, although the 
other areas are good. We’ll allocate 
two-thirds of our capital budget to 
this southeast area, whereas last 
year it was about 50%, so we are 
ramping up,” Tsuru said. The com-
pany has at least 20 years of drill-
ing inventory in its Haynesville and 
Bossier positions, on some 280,000 
net effective acres in Louisiana.

LNG is calling
The Haynesville is more than just 

another pretty face in the natural 
gas world, for it is the go-to source 
of feed gas for delivery to the Gulf 
Coast LNG export corridor. This is 
the advantage producers in the play 
bank on.

In January, Morgan Stanley called 
for an LNG global supply shortfall 
quite possibly emerging by 2023 
amid growing global demand. A 
50% price decline in 2019 was made 
worse by the collapse in oil and gas 
demand in first-half 2020, but the 
firm now says a multiyear upcycle 
has begun as demand for LNG is 
growing twice as fast as supply.

S&P Global Platts expects U.S. 
exports to reach more than 11 
Bcf/d this year. Exports already hit 
a record send out in March of 6.64 
MMtpa (million tons per annum), 
and the future looks bright, as more 
export capacity is ramping up. Che-
niere Energy Inc.’s third train at its 
Corpus Christi terminal just came 
online, for example.

The only bad news is that the 
amount of feed gas needed on the 
Gulf Coast can vary wildly, as it 
depends heavily on global LNG de-
mand and pricing. That market just 
suffered through an unusually vola-
tile trailing 12 months.
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The main opportunity here, as in any play, is always how to get 
more hydrocarbons out of the reservoir more economically, said 
Patrick Finney, who grew up in Shreveport and is now vice presi-

dent of completions for Chesapeake Energy Corp., one of the founding 
companies in the play. Chesapeake just emerged from bankruptcy and 
added a third rig in the Mansfield area of DeSoto Parish. It is planning 
to drill 29 Haynesville wells this year versus just seven last year, 
Finney said. (None are DUCs.)

“We are deploying more capital to the Haynesville because of the 
margins and rate of return we can see. As you look at our portfolio, 
it makes sense. It’s a great play and very consistent,” he said. The 
company produces about 1 Bcf/d gross there.

Chesapeake has continued to lower its D&C costs, and is on track 
to drill and complete a 10,000-ft lateral for about $10 million, or 
$1,000 per ft, all in. 

Chesapeake is seeing IPs of anywhere from 25 MMcf/d to 35 
MMcf/d on most of its Haynesville wells, he said.

Recently, the company extended its agreement to three years with 
Performance Proppants LLC, based in Shreveport, which operates two 
local sand mines serving the Haynesville. The exciting new twist is 
that the latter is planning to develop a third mine, for wet frac sand, 
south of Shreveport, which will be in operation by the end of the 
year. It is based on a successful trial the company conducted with 
Chesapeake last year.

“We are trying to get to the point where we can pump wet sand, 
which cuts down on the costs. Performance Proppants was gracious 
enough to let us do a trial and everything looked great,” Finney said. 
“A lot of wins come with this.” 

Performance Proppants CEO Bill Bowdon explained, “Wet sand takes 
some processes out of the chain—normally you’d have to wash the 
sand and then use a rotary dryer to dry it before shipping it to the well 
site. This is not soaking wet sand—it is 4.5% to 5% moisture content.

“By removing the drying step, we can sell wet sand at a lower 
price. We are, however, having to invest additional capital for the 
new facility in order to make this transition. But in the end, it’s going 
to be good for the environment and more efficient for our customers.”

Another advantage, he added, is that wet sand creates little to no 
dust and takes fewer trucks on the roads due to the closer location of 
the sand deposit, again, reducing costs to the operators in the region 
and allowing safer and more environmentally friendly operations.

There is a lot of overburden in the Haynesville, so trying to find 
a sand deposit where Performance Proppants could implement its 
proprietary wet sand process was a challenge, Bowdon said. (Dry 
sand will still be produced at Performance’s other two facilities as 
a backup.)

“We do think the Haynesville is well-supplied with sand, and we 
thought long and hard about adding this new capacity. But this is less 
capital-intensive than running a conventional dry sand mine. You don’t 
have the dryer and the screens that would be required otherwise.”

WET SAND OR DRY?

Cooperation 
between 
producers 
has improved 
Haynesville 
production and 
economics, said 
Fritz Brinkman, 
CEO, Align 
Midstream 
Partners LLC.
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Exports from the U.S. had more than 
doubled in 2019 to 7.8 Bcf/d and just pre-
COVID-19, they had reached 8.5 Bcf/d in 
February 2020. But then they fell off the cliff, 
plunging all the way down to 3.4 Bcf/d last 
summer. In total, several buyers canceled 
more than 95 cargoes, according to Energy 
Ventures Analysis Inc., based in Arlington, 
Va., which conducted an LNG study for the 
Natural Gas Supply Association.

But the recovery has kicked in now. In March 
2021, that feed gas demand attained a record 
high of almost 12 Bcf/d. As IHS Markit’s Bob 
Fryklund has said, the Haynesville is an export 
play above all else. In early April, feed gas 
demand from the Gulf Coast’s four LNG ter-
minals, including Sabine Pass, Cameron, Free-
port and Corpus Christi, was near record-high 
levels averaging about 10.8 Bcf/d, according 
to Platts.

Two important end users, Tellurian Inc. and 
Osaka Gas USA, own producing wells in the 
Louisiana side of the play. Tellurian’s produc-
tion is about 46 MMcf/d from the 71 produc-
ing wells it owns on its 10,000 net acres. Reve-
nue from these has been used to help pay down 
loans. The company’s Driftwood LNG export 
facility in Calcasieu Parish is fully permitted 
and shovel ready. Osaka Gas, which has U.S. 
LNG interests, acquired the rest of privately 
held Sabine it didn’t already own last year.

Midstream outlook
The Haynesville will continue to do well this 

year if gas prices hold, and because several ad-
ditional large gathering lines and pipelines are 
coming on this year and next to move more gas 
to petrochemical plants and LNG export ter-
minals. According to BTU Analytics, 4 Bcf/d 
of new pipeline capacity will come online this 
year and through 2022.

Align Midstream is working on two new 
projects now: 30 miles of trunkline and anoth-
er of 10 miles of trunkline and gathering for 
four well pads. CEO Brinkman said he expects 
an additional 300 MMcf/d to come on, based 
on recent average IPs and operator estimates. 
He’s also talking with potential partners about 
another project that would move even more 
gas to the Gulf Coast and, if completed, would 
be a game changer for Align, as it would di-
rectly access the industrial and LNG market 
demand there.

“We keep opportunities in mind every day,” 
CEO Brinkman said,” and we’re constantly 
thinking about how to serve our producer cus-
tomers.”

Watching the E&P customer-front, Brink-
man said he has seen an evolving landscape 
during the past several years. “A lot of PE-
backed E&P companies have moved in, and 
we’re fortunate that they are well-hedged and 
able to keep drilling,” he said. “The breakevens 
in core areas are closer to $2 now, where sev-
eral years ago I remember it used to be $3 or 
$3.50. You have six or seven very strong pro-
ducers here who are well-positioned and have 
strong growth opportunities with several high-
ly economic well locations.”

When Energy Transfer Partners announced 
it would buy Enable Midstream Partners for 
$7.2 billion, it cited its desire to expand its 
presence in the Haynesville as one of the rea-
sons. It will take over Enable’s critical Per-
ryville gas hub in northern Louisiana. Enable 
planned the Gulf Run pipeline, which will run 
135 miles from the play to the Gulf Coast, 
with capacity of 1.1 Bcf/d. It was expected 
to get final Federal Energy Regulatory Com-
mission approval this year and start up by 
fourth-quarter 2022.

More infrastructure will be needed, as op-
erators continue to see initial flow rates much 
higher than the 11.4 MMcf/d posited by the 
EIA. Newly public Vine Energy Inc. recent-
ly reported results from a two-well pad in 
Section 9 of Red River-Bull Canyon Field in 
DeSoto Parish.  Aggregate production was 
more than 52 MMcf/d. On the Louisiana  
side, IPs of 20 MMcf/d to 28 MMcf/d are re-
ported as the good rock trends toward deeper 
depths and hot, higher-pressure conditions 
downhole.

On April 1, Midcoast Energy LLC’s expan-
sion of the CJ Express line went into service, 
adding 1 Bcf/d. The firm, a portfolio company 
of ArcLight Capital Partners LLC, has a se-
cure transportation deal and gas purchase and 
sale agreement with the Golden Pass LNG 
terminal in Sabine Pass, La., which is owned 
by Exxon Mobil and Qatar Petroleum. It will 
eventually process 16 MMtpa of LNG.

DTE Midstream’s LEAP system (Louisiana 
Energy Access Project) provides 1.2 Bcf/d of 
gathering lines from the Haynesville to the Gil-
lis Hub in Calcasieu Parish near Lake Charles.

A new lateral that will take 250 MMcf/d 
from Logansport to Enterprise Product Part-
ners’ Acadian project, which will help Com-
stock Resources, which is a major shipper on 
the 1 Bcf/d Acadian extension that goes in 
service in fourth-quarter 2021.

Brinkman said it is “fun to see the collabo-
ration between producers” that enables shar-
ing of technology and longer lateral lengths 
in these horizontal wells. “With all the ac-
tivity and with gas prices getting stronger, I 
wouldn’t be surprised if the Haynesville gets 
to 15 or 16 Bcf/d here soon. It’s just such a 
huge resource.” M

Performance 
Proppants will 
soon open a third 
sand mine near 
Shreveport, this 
for wet sand, said 
CEO Bill Bowdon.

Haynesville Scorecard  
(4Q 2020 Production, MMcf/d)

Net acres Production Rigs running 

Aethon Energy Mgmt. 340,000 1,000 9

Chesapeake Energy Corp. 225,000 1,000 3

Comstock Resources Inc. 323,000 1,200 5-6

Indigo Natural Resources LLC 435,000 1,000 5-6

Rockcliff Energy LLC* 250,000 1,000 3-4

Sabine Oil & Gas Corp. 248,000 350 3

Vine Oil & Gas LP 227,000 944 4

Note: Production includes Haynesville, Bossier and Cotton Valley zones
*Acreage located in East Texas only



Flogistix is a cloud-based technology and 
energy services company focused on elim-
inating emissions across the energy value 

chain while maximizing profit for its custom-
ers. The company combines technology and 
proven machinery for data-driven solutions that 
optimize operations.

Mims Talton founded Flogistix in 2011, and 
he knew then that transparency to operational 
data would greatly benefit customers, internal 
operations and the industry in general. The 
agility of a cloud-based technology platform 
would further allow innovation and quick time 
to market as the energy services market contin-
ued to mature related to technology.

By 2014 Flogistix had already developed 
a fully featured Industrial Internet of Things 
(IIoT) platform, including Flux, the custom-
er facing operational and analytics IoT dash-
board. Flux was able to quickly provide a true 
digital twin of the Flogistix equipment and its 
operation in the field. Depending on equipment 
application, this allowed Flogistix to show 
customers and operations employees minute 
by minute values for 40 to 200-plus datapoints 
off the company’s equipment.

It was not long until this transparency and 
the company’s world-class field services team 
allowed it to establish its industry leading 98% 
run time percentage (RTP) guarantee. In fact, 
Flogistix’s entire fleetwide RTP is live with 
up-to-the-minute accuracy on flogistix.com  
(currently 99% fleetwide).

This was great for 2014, but the Flogistix 
team knew it would have to continually innovate 
to fulfill its mission and compete with startups 
and well-funded large energy companies. Find-
ing new ways to provide quantifiable benefits 
to customers and the industry were paramount. 
Experimentation, trial and error resulted in the 
creation of the company’s new UAS-based 
AirMethane business, 3D digital twin and pre-
dictive maintenance capabilities.  Learn more 
about AirMethane at flogistix.com/airmethane.  

3D digital twin
The transition from a digital twin to a 3D 

digital twin was a natural one. Being able to 
visualize data as if you were standing in front 
of the equipment comes with many bene-
fits. In training alone, the ability to see real  
world situations on real equipment is invaluable. 
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THE EVOLUTION OF 
IIoT IN CLOUD-BASED 
ENERGY SERVICES
New 3D digital twin and predictive maintenance  
capabilities optimize maintenance and reliability.

Users can currently 
easily rotate, zoom 
in or out, visualize 
threshold alerts 
for sensors and 
see fluid levels 
and flow. 3D 
capabilities will 
be viewable with 
augmented reality 
capabilities, virtual 
reality and native 
mobile features. 
(Source: Flogistix)
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This improves quality and effectiveness of our 
mechanics, reduces unnecessary trips and im-
proves accessibility. 

Users can currently easily rotate, zoom in or 
out, visualize threshold alerts for sensors and 
see fluid levels and flow. We have also intro-
duced a collaboration feature whereby invited 
internal and external users can view and dis-
cuss live data and visualizations of 3D models 
in geographically disparate locations. Visual 
indicators show fluid type, direction and tem-
perature for both basic orientation to our com-
pressors and in-depth analysis.

Lastly, these 3D capabilities will be viewable 
with augmented reality capabilities (consid-
er PLC wiring), virtual reality (using Oculus 
Quest 2 headsets) and native mobile features.

Predictive maintenance
With more than seven years of minute-by-min-

ute data in various locations in the U.S., includ-
ing equipment types, usage, status, work orders 
and alerts, the Flogistix team knew it had a 
massive opportunity to optimize maintenance 
and reliability. Utilizing AWS SageMaker and  
Flogistix’s own proprietary artificial intelli-
gence, the company now has mature machine 
learning models that allow it to predict failure 
ahead of impacts to RTP.

With insight into the impacts made by auto 

restarts, oil changes, weather and much more, 
our mission of maximizing emission capture 
and production optimization is within reach. M
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Visual indicators 
show fluid type, 
direction and 
temperature 
for both basic 
orientation to our 
compressors and 
in-depth analysis. 
(Source: Flogistix)
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KEY PLAYERS

When it comes to improving fracture 
performance there is still a significant 
amount of uncertainty. Every opera-

tor has a mental model of what their fractures 
should look like, but without subsurface visibil-
ity of fracture placement, there is a high level of 
uncertainty as to where their fracture is going or 
how it’s performing. From flow distribution to 
parent-child well interactions, the fact is that it’s 
difficult to understand something you can’t see 
and even more difficult to control it. Until now.

The SmartFleet™ intelligent fracturing sys-
tem provides operators with the real-time vis-
ibility and control over fracture performance, 
at the moment it matters most. With intelligent 
automation enabled by subsurface measure-
ments you can see live while pumping, the 
SmartFleet gives operators the ability to control 
fracture placement each stage while confidently 
responding to variations in reservoir behavior.

What differentiates the SmartFleet from a 
standard fracturing fleet, are three key features 
that provide operators with a more intelligent 
way to achieve fracture success. First, the Smart-
Fleet comes equipped with subsurface sensors 
that allow the system to autonomously optimize 
fracture treatment based on real-time reservoir 
measurements. Next, the SmartFleet provides 
users a virtual 3D interface that provides opera-
tors a direct line of sight to subsurface fracture 
outcomes, from cluster uniformity and real-time 
fracture geometry to projected fracture growth.  
And finally, the SmartFleet provides operators 
with real-time decisioning and commands that 
allow them to proactively manage and control 
fracture outcomes to improve fracture place-
ment and mitigate well interactions.

SmartFleet has delivered several groundbreak-
ing achievements in North America, from provid-
ing operators with the ability to instantly validate 
fracture performance to controlling fracture 
placement through intelligent automation. With 
enhanced 3D measurements and live insights, 
SmartFleet has helped operators shorten the learn-
ing curve by solving fracture optimization chal-
lenges that historically would have taken months 
if not years of iterations to address. By promoting 
dynamic decision-making, the system has resulted 
in inter-stage adjustments that ultimately improve 
asset economics. Through intelligent automation, 

the SmartFleet has reduced unnecessary comple-
tions costs by 15 percent by reducing total fluid 
required per stage, while significantly extending 
stage lengths. And, by delivering more consistent 
fracture placement each and every stage, Smart-
Fleet has improved productivity up to 20 percent 
compared to standard fracturing operations.

The SmartFleet is the first intelligent fracturing 
system with the ability to connect insight, auto-
mation and intelligence in a way that delivers 
newfound control—control that drives efficiency 
at the surface and performance in the subsurface. 
No other system on the market today lets you 
see, measure, and control how you land your 
fracs. If you want every stage to count, it’s time 
to start seeing. It’s time to start controlling. M

REAL-TIME FRACTURE 
CONTROL: THE NEXT 
FRONTIER FOR STIMULATION

SPONSORED CONTENT

Hart Energy IndustryVoice® allows sponsors to reach our audiences by enabling them to create and place relevant content in our media channels — in print, online, via social 
media and at live events. Each IndustryVoice® piece is produced by the sponsor and any opinions expressed by IndustryVoice® contributors are their own. For questions 
about IndustryVoice® programs, email IndustryVoice@hartenergy.com.

To learn more about SmartFleet, visit us 
at www.halliburton/smartfleet.com. 

20%
Improvement in  

Performance

15%

Reduction in 
Unnecessary 

Completion Costs
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KEY PLAYERS
Faced with low oil prices over the past few years, oil and gas companies have begun  

to adapt their business models by cutting costs and improving operational efficiencies.  
Companies are finding that, in many cases, the quickest and easiest way to accomplish  

both missions is by adopting cloud-based analytics systems.
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Actenum
Actenum develops scheduling software de-

signed to drive business value by increasing 
operational efficiency, reducing nonproductive 
time and improving project team collabora-
tion. The company’s scheduling software and 
optimization technology enable customers to 
do more with less and increase capital efficien-
cy through the effective use of resources. The 
artificial intelligence (AI)-powered software 
is designed to directly address the limitations 
of manual approaches and yield tangible eco-
nomic benefits. Users can immediately under-
stand the impact on goals, such as costs and 
production, when moving equipment, adding 
crews and making other resource decisions. 
Actenum scheduling software enables all par-
ties to benefit from a single-source view of 
operations that allows everyone to understand 
the allocation and use of key resources. The 
technology is used to optimize a wide variety 
of upstream operations including construction, 
drilling, fracturing, facilities and pipeline, 
workovers, well integrity servicing and gener-
al maintenance.

Amazon Web Services (AWS)
Upstream oil and gas facilities include a 

complex network of sites, wells, equipment 
and infrastructure that supports the produc-
tion, separation, transport and processing of 
hydrocarbons. Additionally, new assets are 
constantly added as a result of acquisitions, 
new drilling campaigns or lifting techniques. 
The AWS Production Monitoring and Surveil-
lance system provides a standardized path-
way for operational data from legacy and new 
physical assets to flow into a single repository 
for easier storage, access and analysis. This 
standardized approach can scale globally in 
minutes to accommodate any potential work-
load and rate of data ingestion. The technol-
ogy included has two major components: the 
Industrial Machine Connectivity Kit that helps 
operators liberate real-time and historical data 
from legacy infrastructure and move it to the 
second component, a cloud native historian. 
This is a simple, scalable, secure and easily ac-
cessible repository for both historical and re-
al-time data. The AWS Production Monitoring 
and Surveillance tool provides the necessary 
infrastructure to run machine learning and ar-

tificial intelligence-based analytical workloads 
that help customers achieve business outcomes 
such as artificial lift optimization, emissions 
monitoring and equipment failure.

Ambyint
Ambyint solutions optimize oil and gas wells 

by automating anomaly detection, controller 
setpoint recommendations, setpoint changes 
and production versus plan analytics to en-
able real-time production optimization. The 
company employs advanced physics-based 
models, deep subject matter expertise and ar-
tificial intelligence to deliver highly scalable 
and proven applications. Ambyint systems 
improve production volumes and workforce 
efficiencies while reducing operating expens-
es, emissions and failure rates for mid- to 
large-sized operators across every major North 
American basin. Ambyint recently announced 
a co-sell qualified partnership with Microsoft 
Corp. to provide oil and gas E&P companies 
with solutions that optimize rod lift and plung-
er lift wells. Ambyint technologies leverage 
Microsoft Azure within its platform to increase 
production, lower operating expenses and re-
duce greenhouse-gas emissions by delivering 
production optimization at scale.

Baker Hughes/C3ai
C3 AI is an enterprise artificial intelligence 

(AI) software provider for accelerating dig-
ital transformation. The C3 AI Suite pro-
vides comprehensive services to build enter-
prise-scale AI applications more efficiently 
and cost-effectively than alternative approach-
es. The suite supports the value chain in any 
industry with prebuilt, configurable, high-val-
ue AI applications for predictive maintenance, 
fraud detection, sensor network health, supply 
network optimization, energy management, 
anti-money laundering and customer engage-
ment. C3 AI Predictive Maintenance enables 
operators to prioritize maintenance expendi-
tures and directly operationalize maintenance 
through seamless integration with existing 
work order management and business systems. 
In addition, the company’s AI Sensor Health 
uses advanced AI/machine learning algorithms 
to predict sensor failures and identify sensor 
and network health issues with a high degree 
of precision.

BY BRIAN WALZEL

SPECIAL SECTION: CLOUD-BASED ANALYTICS

From remote monitoring and predictive maintenance to schedul-
ing software and analytics applications, there is no longer a world 
where companies do not rely on these types of technologies to 

proactively and efficiently run their operations and improve efficiencies.
This section highlights some of the latest products and technologies 

for oil and gas operators and looks at how they can benefit compa-
nies in their ongoing search for improved production and more effective  
operating techniques.
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In 2019, C3 announced a joint venture with 
Baker Hughes Co. BakerHughesC3.ai helps 
leading E&P companies rapidly integrate data 
from enterprise systems, operational sourc-
es, sensor networks and external providers to 
power machine learning models that generate 
predictive insights across upstream operations. 
This addresses critical issues such as optimiz-
ing production, reducing cost/barrel, improv-
ing safety and generating hundreds of millions 
of dollars in value annually.

Bluware
Bluware enables the oil and gas industry to 

explore the full value of seismic data without 
the limitations forced by data size and current 
interpretation software. The company helps 
increase workflow productivity through cloud-
based technologies and deep learning so geo-
scientists can make faster and smarter deci-
sions that reduce time to production. Bluware 
is collaborating with Amazon Web Services 
(AWS) to enable interactive geoscience work-
flows for E&P seismic interpreters, data sci-
entists and data managers. Bluware’s versatile 
data server (VDS) is a modernized approach 
to efficiently store and retrieve subsurface data 
in the cloud on Amazon Simple Storage Ser-
vice. Its adaptive streaming capability allows 
the signal quality of the data to be adapted for 
each workflow, thereby minimizing data stor-
age and optimizing usage in the cloud. Compa-
nies using AWS can leverage VDS for signifi-
cant cost savings for seismic data workflows.

Datagration
Datagration’s PetroVisor platform delivers 

analytics and automated engineering work-
flows in real time using data from multiple 
disciplines and data sources. The result is im-
proved decision-making and ultimately lower 
costs and improved return on investment. Each 
automated engineering workflow is construct-
ed of scripts, models and functions that solve 
specific petro-technical problems and remain 
adaptable to any unstructured data or opera-
tional situation that E&P companies face. The 
platform helps optimize well performance, 
improve recovery, optimize EOR strategies 
and gain full-field visibility for unconvention-
al reservoirs. PetroVisor features more than 
50 automated engineering workflows and has 
been deployed on more than 20,000 wells. The 
tool enables the adoption of a complex suite 
of analytics allowing engineers and executives 
to harness the power of all relevant data, from 
dispersed sources to monitor and manage large 
and complex oil and gas fields remotely, uti-
lizing artificial intelligence/machine learning 
automated workflows in real time.

EAG Services
EAG Services and EAG 1Source provide 

full-scale consulting and IT outsourcing ser-
vices to the energy industry. Its offerings 
enable companies to navigate their digital 
transformation journey by examining and 

prescribing IT, robotic process automation 
and more to a company’s operations. The 
company helps users find clarity with the 
ability to view data in multiple ways based on 
their business needs with Power BI’s flexibili-
ty, which alters visuals in real time for instant 
use. EAG’s business operations help optimize 
A&D, software evaluation and implementa-
tion, cloud and infrastructure services, field 
and communication support, digital transfor-
mation and reporting analytics, production 
accounting and reporting, and more. Com-
panies can discover meaningful insights with 
hundreds of data visualizations, built-in arti-
ficial intelligence capabilities, tight integra-
tions and prebuilt custom data connectors.

Emerson Automation Solutions
Emerson Automation Solutions offers a 

wide range of cloud-based analytics technolo-
gies that enable value creation across the entire 
upstream supply chain. Among those are its 
Zedi Cloud SCADA Solutions. Zedi integrates 
data from any source to enable better business 
decisions while increasing profits, production 
and sustainability. The tool enables produc-
ers around the world to compile data from 
any digital monitoring hardware via gateways 
that support a variety of protocols. Emerson 
provides end users with a web interface as 
well as the ability to push data to third-party 
platforms, allowing remote control and opti-
mization via cloud-based data access. Zedi’s 
automation as a service optimizes operations 
for wellhead solutions, well pad solutions, ar-
tificial lift, gas and liquid production, facility 
operations, saltwater disposal wells and more.

Flogistix
Flogistix provides production optimization 

and atmospheric solutions for the oil and gas 
industry. Axil is the company’s Industrial In-
ternet of Things platform that provides com-
plete transparency to its entire fleet, including 
up to the minute operational and mechanical 
data for every unit. This has allowed Flogis-
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tix to guarantee 98% runtime (currently 99.1% 
fleetwide). This increases production, resulting 
in top and bottom-line benefits to its custom-
ers. Additionally, the company has had digital 
twin capability for many years; now it is intro-
ducing a 3D Digital Twin (launching in sec-
ond-quarter 2021). This capability allows its 
customers and employees to view a 3D model 
of its compressors, with real data from the ac-
tual compressors. This allows remote diagno-
sis and control, reduces trips to the unit, and it 
is also critical in training mechanics. Flogistix 
also provides predictive maintenance services. 
Using machine learning algorithms with AWS 
SageMaker, the company is finding patterns 
that allow it to get ahead of failures, resulting 
in increased runtime and reduced trips to sites.

Flutura
Flutura is an artificial intelligence (AI) plat-

form company focused on improving two 
core business objectives of asset uptime and 
operational efficiency. The company’s prima-
ry offering is Cerebra, an AI platform tuned 
for the Industrial Internet of Things in oil and 
gas, specialty chemicals and heavy machinery 
manufacturing industries, powering connected 
assets and connected operations use cases. Ev-
ery well completion goes through unaccounted 
problems and unscheduled events, increasing 
well costs. Companies can avoid financial, op-
erational and reputational risks by leveraging 
machine learning models for granular insights 
into real-time key performance indicators. Ce-
rebra has asset-specific digital assistants that 
identify drilling performance diagnostics, frac 
pump failure prediction, frac job performance, 
sensitivity analysis and more. Cerebra bench-
marks the performances and criticality of wells 
using pattern detection models and a multivar-
iate scoring algorithm. The well-criticality in-
dex helps the operator/engineer to attend the 
wells based on the exception-based efficient 
operator routes and surveillance thus minimiz-
ing time to intervention. The platform can help 
realize about 97% accuracy of failure predic-
tion of critical equipment, an estimated 10% 
reduction in job schedule deviations and 30% 
to 40% enhancement in fleet utilization.

Halliburton
Halliburton Co.’s DecisionSpace 365 is a 

cloud-based, subscription service for E&P 
applications designed to empower users to 
be creative and help them realize their objec-
tives. It allows users to secure access anytime 
and anywhere to the current E&P cloud ap-
plications on a secure public, private or hy-

brid cloud. The open architecture facilitates 
connectivity to a user’s existing investments, 
third-party applications and plug-ins. These in-
telligent E&P digital solutions leverage phys-
ics-based and computational models including 
artificial intelligence/machine learning to seek 
to automate workflows and transform how us-
ers work. Additionally, Halliburton touts that 
its iEnergy is the industry’s first hybrid cloud 
designed to deploy, integrate and manage E&P 
cloud applications, including its Decision-
Space 365. iEnergy connects assets wheth-
er they reside in a public, iEnergy Stack or a 
private cloud. It offers a comprehensive set of 
fully managed cloud services and helps accel-
erate deployment of new technology, optimize 
system usage and reduce downtime.

Inside Petroleum
Inside Petroleum’s ComboCurve is a cloud-

based probabilistic reserves and economics 
platform. Clients have the ability to create cus-
tomizable multi-segment automatic and man-
ual forecasts P10, P50 and P90 profiles for all 
three phases. The platform provides the ability 
to manage wells by exception by running pro-
prietary diagnostics and comparing forecasts 
against actual production. It also can help ana-
lyze mineral, royalty, net profit interest, WI and 
other deal structures in minutes. ComboCurve 
can generate an economics run with complex 
assumptions and varying thousands of inputs 
in real time. The system allows users to run 
multiple rig and completion crew assumptions 
on future wells and see the impact on a port-
folio while also modeling detailed ownership 
with multiple reversions and creating dynamic 
drilling and completion cost models.

iWell
iWell’s production software is geared to-

ward small and mid-sized oil and gas produc-
ers with three products: iWell Pumper, iWell 
Remote and iWell Connect. iWell Pumper al-
lows pumpers to report daily production, field 
readings, daily comments, field and equipment 
issues, oil and water hauls, and other field 
metrics. It replaces pencil and paper, spread-
sheets and other unwieldly software programs. 
iWell Remote provides operators an efficient 
and cost-effective way to remotely monitor 
production operations. With this remote mon-
itoring technology, operators can reduce man-
hours and travel, lower the risk of a spill and 
know immediately when a well goes down. 
iWell Connect allows companies to automate 
operational data collection and distribution. 
With this technology, companies can automate 
the transfer of data to and from accounting sys-
tems, third-party software and database sys-
tems, and third-party SCADA systems.

Kayrros
Using the power of artificial intelligence, 

Kayrros has trained algorithms to extract 
clear, actionable signals from the raw data 
of monitoring satellites that watch the globe 
continuously. These data can pick up large 
methane emissions at any time anywhere in 



the U.S. and most of the world and help op-
timize tasking tools by guiding them to their 
targets. Kayrros combines geospatial data 
and input from local sensors into an integrat-
ed surveillance system.

Kayrros fuses data from Sentinel-5P, which 
picks up large emissions, and high-resolution 
satellites, such as Sentinel-2, Landsat-8 and 
PRISMA, that can locate a methane source 
within 30 meters. Using full inversion mod-
els and input from high-resolution satellites, 
Kayrros can attribute large methane events 
down to the facility and operator level. The 
technology can also find additional meth-
ane sources, leveraging the lower detection 
threshold of high-resolution satellites and the 
increased number of measurements. When 
necessary, the use of mobile sensors can help 
discriminate between companies operating 
in the same area when attributing emissions 
back to their source.

Land Information Services
Land Information Services’ LandVantage 

enterprise land records and workflow manage-
ment software helps companies turn their data 
into meaningful information. LandVantage 
allows the user to input, maintain and relate 
agreements to assets more rapidly. Brokers 
submit new deals directly into the system. 
Mass change shortcuts and plenty of automa-
tion keep teams efficient and creating value. 
LandVantage facilitates information sharing 
and collaboration through intuitive navigation 
and workflows circulating and approving any 
kind of document, signing off on important 
decisions and delegating tasks between team 
members. The system’s down-well capabili-
ties enable automated at-risk leasehold track-
ing. eCalendar allows companies to store and 
track all payment, expirations and general 
obligations, which are stored and constantly 
tracked. Monthly auto-generated workflows 
delegate and initiate collaboration across the 
company ensuring assets are secure. Other 
capabilities include online review and ap-
proval, delegating to specific people by Team 
Table, with payment approvals satisfying Sar-
banes-Oxley compliance and integrating with 
accounting systems for AP.

MineralWare
MineralWare’s software solutions focus on 

customized relationship management. With 
a newly designed Groupings and Acquisi-
tion module, mineral and royalty acquisition 
companies can track real-time performance 
against their financial metrics and receive 
comprehensive alerts for permits, leases, 
checks, properties, rigs and more. Add ac-
tive and inactive lease data to see actively 
leased and open acreage while tracking post 
production costs. MineralWare receives daily 
permit, well and production data for all active 
and inactive wells.

OspreyData
OspreyData’s Production Intelligence Solu-

tions enable both operators and engineers with 

a unified monitoring tool and advanced ana-
lytics to optimize wells and find operational 
issues faster. Production Intelligence Solutions 
employ data science models and real-time data 
visualizations. Developed by petroleum engi-
neering experts, the Production Analytics tool 
provides machine learning-based suboptimal 
cause analysis, prescriptive event detection and 
prevention, and automated well optimization 
to any lift. Production Analytics includes the 
Production Unified Monitoring system and Os-
preyData’s machine learning collaboration tools 
that enable model training and deployment. 
Additionally, Production Unified Monitoring 
provides a single place to manage all wells 
by ingesting data from any source and offer-
ing dashboards and well and event views. The 
technology provides tools to mark events and 
suboptimal conditions as well as lift-specific 
visualizations, production reports and alerting 
and tasking tools that help achieve more with 
SCADA and well data.

Quorum Software
Quorum Software’s analytics and enterprise 

products can be applied across many segments 
of upstream oil and gas, including upstream 
accounting, flow measurement, land manage-
ment, marketing and logistics, production oper-
ations and well analytics and reporting. Among 
the analytics and operational enhancement of-
ferings the company provides is its EnergyIQ 
software. EnergyIQ provides an E&P company 
with access to the commercial information de-
signed to increase efficiency and build a com-
petitive advantage. EnergyIQ’s Competitive 
Intelligence system eliminates these challenges 
by blending the most comprehensive and up-to-
date vendor data available into a single source 
based upon advanced business rules set by the 
user. This blended data can then be delivered 
directly to analytics and artificial intelligence 
platforms, geology and geophysics interpreta-
tion applications, map interfaces and business 
intelligence tools so all aspects of the organiza-
tion are accessing the same, consistent feed of 
the most trusted data available.

RigER
RigER’s technology helps companies better 

track oilfield operations, dispatch equipment 
and schedule job and generate invoices. The 
Oilfield Rentals module also allows users to 
track equipment they sub-rent from a third-par-
ty provider and rent out to their clients. RigER 
offers a Subrental module to manage, track 
and analyze performance of sub-rental fleet. 
All operational data captured and collected in 
the system can be used in the Business Ana-
lytics module to build dynamics reports and 
dashboards. The company recently introduced 
its RigER start application, which comprises 
job and field ticket tracking, dispatching and 
scheduling capabilities, tracking asset location 
and status, and calculating rental days, and 
it can be integrated with accounting, billing, 
ERP and other software.

CLOUD-BASED ANALYTICS
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SAP
SAP is a developer of cloud-based analytics 

programs designed to help improve cost and 
efficiencies. Its technologies enable value cre-
ation for upstream project orchestration, hy-
drocarbon production, hydrocarbon logistics 
and operational integrity. SAP and Accenture 
launched a co-developed tool in March based 
on SAP’s S/4HANA Cloud system. The tool 
uses artificial intelligence and the S/4HANA 
abilities to further increase visibility into op-
erations and cash flow. SAP S/4HANA Cloud 
for upstream oil and gas is a scalable system 
that can help companies reduce total cost of 
ownership and operational costs as well as 
create new revenue opportunities. Tools for 
preconfigured, integrated and user-friendly 
business processes are included so companies 
can shrink implementation time while work-
ing to reduce risk of business disruption. The 
system delivers new industry standards that 
help simplify operations and free up resourc-
es to drive more business value.

Seismos
Seismos offers completion diagnostics ser-

vices for the oil and gas industry, including its 
Seismos-FRAC suite. The system offers non-
invasive, direct measurement of fracture prop-
erties for real-time fracturing treatment evalu-
ation. Seismos-FRAC is a plug-and-play tool 
that leverages acoustics to accurately measure 
the fracture system network. The tool can be 
utilized on any well and serves as a seamless 
addition to any completion operation. It is 
applicable on every well, provides real-time 
data delivery with no operational downtime 
and no geology limitation. Seismos-CON-
NECT leverages acoustics to accurately mea-
sure the perforation tunnel efficiency of each 
stage prior to pumping. The tool can be uti-
lized on any well and serves as an addition 
to any completion operation. Seismos-AI is 
a data-driven machine learning platform that 
leverages real-time fracture measurements, 
completions data and reservoir information to 
identify the point of diminishing returns for 
each completion design variable.

SparkCognition
SparkCognition leverages artificial intelli-

gence (AI)-based predictive analytics to in-
crease production, lower costs and improve 
safety in the oil and gas industry. The com-
pany’s technologies enable operators to lever-
age AI and machine learning to dramatically 
improve productive uptime and efficiency, re-
duce their carbon footprint, and leverage both 
predictive and prescriptive insights derived 
from currently collected enterprise data. With 
SparkCognition’s machine learning-based 
predictive analytics, operators get additional 
insight that will help them avoid unexpected 
downtime and rising costs. SparkPredict is a 
turnkey technology that analyzes sensor data 
and uses machine learning to return action-
able insights, flagging suboptimal operations 

and identifying impending failures before 
they occur. In a past deployment, the compa-
ny’s technology successfully identified 75% 

of production-impacting events on an average 
of eight days in advance.

W Energy
W Energy Software (formerly Waterfield 

Energy) provides accounting software for 
upstream and midstream companies. With 
cloud-based and on-premises options avail-
able, the suite provides end-to-end capabili-
ties. The system provides a suite of modern 
oil and gas tools built from the ground up as 
a unified platform to enable a new level of ef-
ficiency and capability within today’s energy 
company. Built with modern, cloud technol-
ogies on a single, unified database, the com-
pany’s technologies are fully integrated, built 
for speed and designed to allow users of all 
levels to easily operate within the system.

WellAware
WellAware is an Industrial Internet of 

Things (IIoT) data company focused on sup-
porting its customers’ digitalization initia-
tives through the delivery of IIoT data and 
analytics. The company’s integrated data plat-
form provides data collection from the most 
hazardous environments, secure data transfer 
between edge devices and the cloud that sup-
ports IIoT workloads, analytics applications 
that significantly improve operations, reduce 
costs and optimize workflows, and data feeds 
that customers and partners can incorporate 
into their own machine learning, artificial in-
telligence and analytics applications. WellA-
ware does not sell its sensors, edge compute 
devices or gateways to its customers. It in-
stead licenses the data these devices generate 
and its applications on a subscription basis. 
This approach allows the elimination of large 
up-front fees as well as the ability to scale up 
or scale down the subscription based on actu-
al usage.

WolfePak Software
WolfePak is an oil and gas accounting sys-

tems company that helps companies move 
from outmoded legacy systems that no lon-
ger support their growth. The company’s 
ERP software for operators serves as a single 
platform that handles oil and gas accounting, 
simplifying revenue distribution, billing and 
financial reporting. WolfePak’s ERP software 
for investors tracks income and expenses for 
investment. The system lets investors track 
distributions across multiple holdings and 
different ownership interests with the abili-
ty to drill down for detail. It streamlines the 
process of handling oil and gas income and 
expenses along with providing customized re-
porting features. In addition, the system man-
ages individual owners, management compa-
nies, partnerships and institutional investors. 
ERP for investors is a fully featured account-
ing system with multilevel security, automat-
ic entry for partnerships or subsidiaries and 
extensive financial reporting. M
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Wade Brawley’s career spanned years of 
leadership experience with upstream 
energy companies, including Ches-

apeake Energy where his analytic processes 
were honed and crafted to find ways in which 
Land, Land Administration, Accounting and 
Operations could work towards their highest 
levels of productivity. When Brawley founded 
Land Information Services LLC (LIS), he did 
so with the intent to build a company framed 
around a single word: Efficiency. 

In its early years, LIS was engaged by up-
stream companies to advise on best practic-
es for everything from daily procedures to 
software recommendations. One of the most 
resounding complaints offered by Land pro-
fessionals was the number of different appli-
cations required for them to handle routine 
processes.  Each new and best invention from 
IT resulted in an application that looked and 
drove differently than other workflow applica-
tions.  Land users were continually frustrated 
with yet another new application to master, yet 
none of them really addressed their needs. It 

was through these interactions that the Land-
Vantage platform was first inspired.  The vi-
sion was to create a system that all team mem-
bers would find easy to use, thereby ensuring 
all eyes would be on one set of data, and us-
ers would be discouraged from creating their 
own version of company asset ownership.  In 
short, eliminate silos and redundancy.  The LIS 
team dedicated meticulous effort to ensuring 
each module, screen, and button click came 
into being with direct purpose. “Eliminate the 
repetition and emphasize ease of use,” was the 
repeated design mantra.  Storing information 
was one thing, delivering in a logical manner 
to the end user was another. Brawley knew that 
if the application were not intuitive, it would 
not be used by all stakeholders and the appli-
cation would fall victim to the same ailment as 
its predecessors.

Data by itself is the building block for all 
company information. Data is simple, one-di-
mensional, and isolated. LandVantage trans-
forms data into meaningful information by 
relating these records and documents while 

LAND INFORMATION 
SERVICES LOOKS BACK 
ON THE LAST 10 YEARS
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also providing a platform for team members 
to share information.  “LandVantage promotes 
true teamwork” President and COO of LIS, Jim 
Shaw said. “The antiquated programs domi-
nating the industry have resulted in time wast-
ed and dissatisfaction from users. If a compa-
ny’s data is compromised or stored improperly, 
they are setting themselves up for problems in 
the future. The same can be said when end 
users are forced to use programs that hamper 
their productivity and daily success. We knew 
that we could do it better, and who better to 
design a true Land platform than the very Land 
professionals using these programs?” 

The payoff: a cloud-based solution unlike 
any other which gave power to both com-
panies and users alike. For their consulting 
practice, LIS leveraged this technology to 
help streamline all Land project work – not 
just Lease Records, but Land, Division Or-
ders, and Owner Relations.  Lease Records 
clients boasted the ability to input and main-
tain lease and mineral records 3-5 times fast-
er than their earlier system.  The document 
management and task delegation components 
created efficiencies by eliminating emails and 
individual task lists. 

Ten years later, LIS’ LandVantage platform 
has matured, and the client base has grown 
exponentially.  “We are fortunate to have 
loyal customers who unabashedly endorse 
our product and service to other companies.  
That’s the best compliment I can hope for” 
says Brawley. Upstream, midstream, and 
mineral purchasers have all discovered tan-
gible time and money savings through the 
LandVantage platform. The bulk of this sav-
ings comes from the ability to leverage Land-
Vantage’s workflows (Requests) feature. Re-
quests is the foundation for generating any 
kind of “ticket”, or Task to team members and 
route documents received from owners and 
partners. Requests create a full sense of trans-
parency between all those using LandVantage 
and allows them to review what items are cur-
rently being worked on and what delegations 
remain outstanding. Everything from eCalen-
dar payment schedules, Owner Inquiries and 
updates, Down Well tracking, AFE sign offs, 
and grass roots leasing Leads (and more) can 
easily be tasked out, reviewed and approved 
through Requests, anywhere the user is ac-
cessing the program.  

As the global pandemic created uncertain 
times for the oil and gas industry, Land Infor-
mation Services pushed their resources to re-
lease the highly anticipated LandVantage 2.0 
platform upgrade to support companies by im-
proving the speed and adding even more func-
tionality. Throughout 2020 many companies 
saw staff reductions but no loss of workload.   
Without the proper system in place, remaining 

personnel assumed responsibility for vacated 
roles.  But intuitive systems like LandVantage 
were able to help bridge the void left by the 
termination of so many employees with valu-
able years of experience.  2020 underscored 
the importance of utilizing an intuitive system 
that could be easily navigated and provide a 
maximum of information on one platform.   
Further, LandVantage facilitates data gover-
nance by establishing “guard rails” to aid users 
in the correct input and relation of data within 
their agreement, well and owner records, so 
that data quality is less vulnerable to staffing 
shifts.  Now, more than ever, ROI evaluation 
for onboarding new/switching technology is 
highly scrutinized.  LandVantage typically 
yields a full return within 3-6 months due to 
process and personnel efficiency and displace-
ment of other legacy ancillary systems and 
their corresponding licensing fees, in favor of 
LandVantage’s imbedded workflows. 

Benefits of LV2 Workflows:
	■ Consolidate monitoring tool for Manage-
ment
	■ Document and process tracking for all in 
chain
	■ Easily identify roadblocks or bottlenecks 
in processes
	■ Transparency creates accountability 
throughout all users
	■ Simultaneous alerts to streamline tasks

The ideal trend for companies in this new 
energy era is compiling and storing all docu-
ments within the Cloud allowing team mem-
bers quicker access than ever before. Land-
Vantage gives companies the ability to upload 
and maintain all scanned files and directly re-
late them to one or more agreements, wells, or 
owners. The drag and drop feature minimized 
the time required to upload and cross reference 
important documents to any record within the 
system. This blend of structured and unstruc-
tured data provides Land decision-makers with 
all the information at their fingertips in one 
platform – even if the data, or documents are 
sourced from another source system. 

“We are committed to providing a refreshing 
new look at what software and outsourcing can 
be for this amazing industry,” said Jim Shaw. 
“Technology continues to improve, and it is our 
intention to be the leader in this unique era.” M
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REMEMBERING  
LOWELL GEORGIA

IN MEMORIAM

Lowell Georgia, the founding photo-
graphic editor for Oil and Gas Investor 
who brought the drama and the color of 

the oil field alive for readers, passed away in 
Denver in February at age 87.

Before he retired, he had shot every cover 
story for the magazine for more than 30 years, 
from the first issue in August 1981. He never 
missed a beat except for a single issue due to 
health reasons. He traveled to more than 20 
countries and photographed every domestic 
oil and gas play onshore and 
offshore, creating a unique 
look for the magazine with 
original photography.

He always knew what 
would make the best shot and 
was comfortable asking a 
helicopter pilot to circle that 
platform again and again, 
this time lower please, while 
he was half hanging out the 
side door.

Lowell was a gentleman 
who enjoyed meeting people 
from all walks of life, and he 

had many witty anecdotes about his travels. 
Relating these stories always put his editorial 
sources at ease while he was photographing 
them during interviews with the editors. He 
said he believed a photographer should be 
able to tell the story unfolding before him 
through his lens—without needing to read a 
word of the writer’s text that would accompa-
ny his photos.

His career was already quite distinguished 
before he joined Hart Energy. That included 

shooting for the Denver Post, 
the Green Bay Press Gazette 
in his native Wisconsin and 
the National Geographic So-
ciety. In these roles, he cov-
ered the inauguration and 
funeral of President John F. 
Kennedy. He photographed 
President Dwight D. Eisen-
hower, Green Bay Packers 
coach Vince Lombardi and 
quarterback Bart Starr, and 
comedian George Burns, 
among other notables. For 
the Denver Post, he cov-

ARTICLE BY
LESLIE HAINES
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ered the University of 
Denver hockey team, 
the South Platte Riv-
er flood in 1965 and 
many other news as-
signments.

Lowell was one of 
the first American pho-
tographers allowed 
into Communist Chi-
na, where he photo-
graphed the first Mass 
in the Catholic cathe-
dral in Kaifeng when 
the 50-year ban on 
religious services was 
lifted in 1980.

In 1963, Georgia 
was named photogra-
pher of the year by the 
National Press Pho-
tographers Associa-
tion.

While on assign-
ment for Investor, he 
began traveling inter-
nationally when U.S. 
independents began 
operating overseas. 
With our editors, he 
went to Europe, Af-
rica and Asia. Upon 
his return, he regaled 
us with tales of those 
trips: such as the time 
he had to politely eat 
the eyeballs of a bar-
becued sheep that 
were offered to him as 
an honored guest at a 
banquet in Kazakh-
stan. The host said 
these would strength-
en his discernment.

At Hart Energy, 
we used to joke that 
whenever Lowell 
came upon the scene, 
the clouds would 
part, the sun would emerge however brief-
ly and he’d get the shot. When Investor ed-
itor-in-chief Steve Toon was on assignment 
with Lowell in the Marcellus Shale area in 
southwest Pennsylvania, they were driving 
early on a stormy morning. As they came 
around a curve, a magnificent rig location 
appeared below them, and just as it did, the 
sun came through the clouds for a moment. 
Lowell yelled to the driver, “Stop, stop!” and 
he hopped out to catch what turned out to be 
a great two-page spread in the next issue. His 
favorite expression was, “Holy cow!”

Naturally, Lowell had the best photography 
equipment around, and he was always ner-
vous about entering developing nations where 
customs agents were apt to tear apart his bags 
looking at all those lens and cameras. There 
were several close calls.

“One time we were flying into Moscow and 

I went through cus-
toms first, and Low-
ell was behind me,” 
recalled former Hart 
Energy senior editor 
Peggy Williams, with 
whom he made dozens 
of trips. 

“They wanted 
$10,000 in cash to let 
him bring all his cam-
era equipment in, and 
they were threatening 
to lock him up if he 
didn’t pay. I was out 
in the lobby for ages 
waiting for Lowell 
and wondering what 
was happening. Final-
ly, the Russian who 
was meeting us barged 
back through customs, 
just bulling his way 
and shouldering peo-
ple aside, and yelled 
at the customs people 
until they let Lowell 
and his cameras go.”

Occasionally they 
had some danger-
ous adventures too. 
“When in Caracas, 
Venezuela, when we 
exited through cus-
toms, a couple of guys 
grabbed our luggage 
and hustled us off to 
their car, which they 
said was a regular taxi. 

“But it was two guys 
with a beat-up car and 
they demanded a lot 
of money from us to 
take us to the hotel in 
downtown Caracas. 
I think they wanted 
a couple of hundred 
dollars each from us 
for the ride, which we 

knew was about four times what it should cost. 
It was late at night, and we started arguing with 
them. 

“They drove us through some bad neigh-
borhoods but finally dropped us at the correct 
hotel, and we paid them slightly more than 
the usual amount but not what they original-
ly wanted. On that same trip we were in a car 
on a ramp exiting the main road, going to an 
interview and we heard a shot fired right near 
our car and a man went running past us and 
brushed up against our car. The driver took off.” 

All of us at Hart Energy are forever grate-
ful to Lowell for the careful eye and signature 
look he gave to the magazine, enabling it to 
stand out from the crowd. Lowell leaves his 
wife of 64 years, Mary Kay, six children, and 
several grandchildren and great grandchil-
dren. He will be sorely missed by his family 
and the Hart Energy family. M

Lowell Georgia said he believed 
a photographer should be able to 

tell the story unfolding before him 
through his lens—without needing to 

read a word of the writer’s text that 
would accompany his photos.

At Hart Energy, we used to joke that 
whenever Lowell came upon the 

scene, the clouds would part, the 
sun would emerge however briefly 

and he’d get the shot.
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A&D Watch EDITED BY 
DARREN BARBEE

Pioneer To Buy DoublePoint In  
$6.4 Billion ‘Bolt-On Acquisition’
PIONEER NATURAL Resources 
Co. agreed on April 1 to acquire the 
leasehold interests and related assets 
of DoublePoint Energy in a cash and 
stock transaction valued at approxi-
mately $6.4 billion, which includes 
the assumption of $900 million of 
debt and liabilities.

DoublePoint Energy is a Fort 
Worth, Texas-based upstream oil and 
gas company with a leasehold position 
in the Midland Basin covering roughly 
97,000 net acres. The company was 
formed by Double Eagle Energy in 
2018 through a partnership with Four-
Point Energy LLC and is backed by 
equity commitments from Apollo 
Global Management Inc., Quantum 
Energy Partners, Magnetar Capital 
and GSO Capital Partners LP.

“DoublePoint has amassed an 
impressive, high-quality footprint 
in the Midland Basin, comprised of 
Tier 1 acreage adjacent to Pioneer’s 
leading position,” Pioneer CEO Scott 
D. Sheffield said in a news release.  
“We are pleased with their decision 
to become long-term partners with 
Pioneer in a transaction that will com-
plement our unmatched position in the 
core of the Permian Basin.”

The acquired DoublePoint acre-
age is primarily undrilled and aug-
ments Pioneer’s premium asset base, 
increasing the company’s acreage 
position to more than 1 million net 
acres in the Permian Basin with no 
exposure to federal lands. Further, 
Pioneer expects production from 
the acquired assets to reach approx-
imately 100,000 boe/d by late in the 
second quarter.

In a joint statement on April 1, 
Cody Campbell and John Sell-
ers, the co-CEOs of DoublePoint 
Energy, said they were honored to 
have the opportunity to combine 
with Pioneer, “who we have long 
admired and regard as the premiere 
operator in the Midland Basin. The 
fit and the synergies are clear, and 
we look forward to working with 
Pioneer to continue creating value.”

In the company release, Pioneer 
said it expects the acquisition of 

DoublePoint to result in annual cost 
savings of approximately $175 mil-
lion through operational efficiencies 
and reductions in G&A and inter-
est expenses. The expected present 
value of these cost savings totals 
approximately $1 billion during a 
10-year period, the company added.

“The combination of Pioneer and 
DoublePoint is compelling from 
both a financial and operational 
standpoint and a natural fit for Dou-
blePoint,” Geoffrey Strong, senior 
partner and co-head of infrastruc-
ture and natural resources at Apollo, 
said in a statement commenting on 
the deal.

Strong also added that the acqui-
sition continues the trend of consoli-
dation in the prolific Permian Basin.

After an anemic start to A&D 
activity last year, E&Ps raced to 
announce corporate combinations 
in the second half of 2020, with sev-
eral mergers centered on the oil-rich 
Permian Basin.

One of the three multibillion-dollar 
mergers announced in fourth-quarter 
2020 was the acquisition of Parsley 
Energy by Pioneer for $7.6 billion. 
Pioneer closed on the Parsley acqui-
sition, which included the assumption 
of $3.1 billion of debt, in January of 
this year.

Following the DoublePoint acqui-
sition, Pioneer said its pro forma 
leverage metrics will remain relatively 
unchanged and “among the lowest in 
the industry,” preserving the compa-
ny’s financial and operational flexibil-
ity and allowing for significant return 
of capital to shareholders.

Dheeraj Verma, president of Quan-
tum Energy Partners, also added, “We 
are firm believers in Pioneer’s strategy 
of free-cash-flow generation, which 
enables a competitive base and strong 
variable dividend.”

As part of the DoublePoint trans-
action, Pioneer will issue approx-
imately 27.2 million shares of 
common stock in the transaction 
with an additional $1 billion of cash. 
Pioneer plans to finance the cash 
portion of the purchase price through 
a combination of cash-on-hand and 
existing borrowing capacity under its 
revolving credit facility.

After closing, existing Pioneer 
shareholders will own approximately 
89% of the combined company and 
DoublePoint owners will own the 
remaining 11%.

The transaction has been unani-
mously approved by Pioneer’s board 
of directors and is expected to close 
second-quarter 2021, subject to cus-
tomary closing conditions and regula-

tory approvals.
Vinson & Elkins LLP (V&E) 

and Alston & Bird LLP advised 
DoublePoint Energy in connection 
with the sale of its leasehold inter-
ests and related assets to Pioneer. 
The V&E team was led by Jim 
Fox, Doug McWilliams and Shay 
Kuperman.

J.P. Morgan Securities LLC is 
serving as lead financial adviser to 
Double Eagle and sponsors, with 
Citi and RBC Capital Markets 
also acting as financial advisers.

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher 
LLP represented Pioneer in the 
purchase. The Gibson Dunn 
team was led by Houston partner 
Michael P. Darden and Dallas part-
ner Jeffrey Chapman.

—Emily Patsy

Pioneer/DoublePoint  
Midland Basin Assets

Source: Pioneer Natural Resources Co.

Pioneer Natural 
Resources
DoublePoint  
Energy
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Hess Sells Bakken Acreage To Enerplus For $312 Million
HESS CORP. IS SELLING a piece 
of its prized Bakken Shale portfolio to 
Enerplus Corp., a transaction Hess 
management said brings forward the 
value on acreage it hadn’t planned to 
drill for another five years.

The U.S. independent E&P said 
in an April 8 release it had entered an 
agreement to sell non-strategic interests 
in the Bakken in North Dakota to Ener-
plus Corp. for $312 million in cash. The 
transaction is Calgary, Albert-based 
Enerplus’ second multimillion-dollar 
cash acquisition in the Bakken so far 
this year.

“The Bakken is a core asset in our 
company’s portfolio,” CEO John Hess 
reaffirmed in the news release.

The sale, which comprises its Little 
Knife and Murphy Creek acreage in the 
Bakken, will bring “material value for-
ward and further strengthens our cash 
and liquidity position” as Hess noted 
the company wasn’t planning on drill-
ing before 2026.

Net production from the acreage, 
consisting of 78,700 net acres in North 
Dakota’s Dunn County, averaged 4,500 
boe/d net in first-quarter 2021, accord-
ing to its release. Hess also added that 
the acreage, located in the southernmost 
portion of Hess’ Bakken position, is not 
connected to Hess Midstream infra-
structure.

For Enerplus, the deal follows the 
recent closing of another multimil-
lion-dollar cash acquisition in the Bak-
ken. In total, Enerplus has spent roughly 
$777 million in acquisitions bolstering 
its Bakken position so far in 2021.

Earlier this year, Enerplus agreed to 

acquire private Williston Basin operator 
Bruin E&P Partners LLC for $465 
million in cash. The transaction, which 
closed in March, added 151,000 net 
acres in the Williston Basin all located 
within North Dakota to Enerplus port-
folio.

From Hess, Enerplus is acquiring 
largely contiguous acreage that the 
company said in a separate state-
ment on April 8 is strategically adja-
cent to its core Bakken position.  
The acreage is largely undeveloped and 
100% HBP with an average of two pro-
ducing wells per drilling spacing unit.

“These assets are a strong strategic 
and operational fit for Enerplus, further 
extending our high-return Bakken drill-
ing inventory,” Ian C. Dundas, president 
and CEO of Enerplus, said in a state-
ment on April 8.

Enerplus said the acquisition also 
includes 110 net Tier 1 undrilled 
locations (77% operated), which the 
company believes will immediately 
compete for capital with existing 
locations. The company will pick up 
another 120-net operated undrilled loca-
tions that it said are “economic based 
on current crude oil prices.”

“The addition of this Tier 1 resource 
into our development plan is expected 
to generate strong financial returns and 
enhance our free-cash-flow growth,” 
Dundas added.

“In connection with the acquisition, 
we have highlighted a five-year out-
look with projected cumulative free 
cash flow of between $1.2 billion to 
$1.8 billion between 2021 and 2025, 
assuming $50 to $55 per barrel WTI,” 

he continued.
Enerplus said production from the 

Hess acquisition includes 6,000 boe/d 
(76% tight oil, 10% NGL and 14% nat-
ural gas) of working interest production, 
estimated at the time of closing.

As a result of the Hess acquisition, 
Enerplus is increasing its 2021 pro-
duction guidance to 111,000 boe/d to 
115,000 boe/d from 103,500 boe/d to 
108,500 boe/d.

The company’s 2021 Bakken oil 
price differential outlook is unchanged 
at $3.25/bbl below WTI, which 
assumes the Dakota Access Pipeline 
(DAPL) continues to operate. In the 
event DAPL is required to cease oper-
ations, Enerplus said it expects suffi-
cient rail egress to be available while 
also noting that Bakken oil price dif-
ferentials would be expected to widen 
reflecting rail economics.

Enerplus plans to fund the Hess 
acquisition with the company’s exist-
ing cash position of approximately 
$150 million. The remaining portion 
will be funded through borrowing on 
its undrawn bank credit facility.

Both companies expect to close the 
transaction in May. The deal, which is 
subject to customary closing conditions, 
will have an effective date of March 1.

Stifel FirstEnergy served as finan-
cial adviser to Enerplus on the acqui-
sition and BMO Capital Markets 
is its strategic adviser. Additionally, 
Vinson & Elkins LLP acted as U.S. 
legal adviser and Blake, Cassels & 
Graydon LLP acted as Canadian legal 
adviser to Enerplus.

—Emily Patsy

Buckeye Buys Stake In U.S. Renewable Energy Developer
BUCKEYE PARTNERS LP 
acquired a majority stake in a lead-
ing North American clean energy 
development and investment plat-
form, Swift Current Energy, that 
Buckeye’s CEO says will better posi-
tion the company for the “ongoing 
energy transition.”

The terms of the Swift Current 
transaction weren’t disclosed.

The acquisition is being made as 
part of a new strategic partnership 
between Buckeye and Nala Renew-
ables, a renewable energy company 
formed in 2020 by Trafigura, one 
of the world’s leading independent 
commodity trading companies and 

global investment management firm, 
IFM Investors.

Buckeye Partners is also owned by 
IFM Global Infrastructure Fund, 
an affiliate of IFM Investors, which 
had acquired Buckeye for $6.5 billion 
in 2019.

“This strategic partnership offers 
an exciting opportunity to further 
advance critical renewable energy 
generation and storage development 
projects across the United States 
while growing this platform,” Buck-
eye president and CEO Clark C. 
Smith said in a statement.

Boston-based Swift Current has a 
pipeline of over 6 gigawatts (GW) of 

solar, wind and energy storage proj-
ects located close to U.S. demand 
centers in liquid power markets. Over 
2 GW of this capacity is attributable 
to eight solar projects which are in 
late-stage development.

“Through this investment and 
other renewable developments that 
align our business with the ongo-
ing energy transition, we are posi-
tioning Buckeye to better serve our 
customers’ needs while improving 
the business’s long-term resiliency,” 
Smith continued. “We look forward 
to leveraging Buckeye’s resources to 
further strengthen and build the Swift 
Current platform to scale.”
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Earthstone Tacks On Another Multimillion-Dollar  
Permian Deal
EARTHSTONE ENERGY INC. 
on April 1 announced a multimil-
lion-dollar Midland Basin acqui-
sition as the small-cap, oil and gas 
producer looks to extend its position 
in the prolific Permian Basin with 
the purchase of Tracker Resource 
Development III LLC.

In a release by The Woodlands, 
Texas-based company, Earthstone 
said it had entered into definitive 
agreements to acquire privately held 
operated assets located in the Mid-
land Basin from Tracker and affiliates 
of Sequel Energy Group LLC. The 
transaction follows the closing in Jan-
uary of Earthstone’s acquisition of 
Independence Resource Manage-
ment LLC (IRM), a fellow Permian 
producer backed by Warburg Pincus.

“This acquisition, on the heels of 
closing the IRM acquisition in early 
January, is a complementary next 
step in what we view as continued 
progress of our consolidation strat-
egy,” Robert J. Anderson, president 
and CEO of Earthstone, said in a 
statement in the April 1 release.

In its latest Midland Basin deal, 
Earthstone said it will tack on low-
cost, stable producing assets in 
complementary location to Earth-
stone-operated assets. The assets 
include approximately 20,300 net 
acres (100% HBP, 100% operated) 
in Irion County, Texas, plus an 
inventory of 49 Earthstone-identified 
horizontal Wolfcamp locations. Cur-
rent net production is about 7,800 
boe/d (21% oil, 59% liquids) from 
71 wells (30 horizontal/41 vertical).

Earthstone agreed to pay Tracker 
and the Sequel affiliates, which 
hold wellbore interests in certain 
of the producing wells operated by 
Tracker, $126.5 million in cash and 
equity for the Midland Basin asset. 
The company said the purchase 
price implies a PV-16 discount rate 
on proved developed producing 
(PDP) assets.

“We paid an attractive price for 
this producing asset, and while the 
inventory may not fit into our capital 
plans this year, the 49 drilling loca-
tions represent low-risk and repeat-
able upside value not included in our 
purchase price valuation,” Anderson 
said in his statement. “These low-
cost assets will continue our efforts 
to reduce overall per unit cash costs 
and deliver high-operating margins.”

Over the years, Earthstone has 
utilized M&A of small operators to 
propel its scale building. In addi-
tion to its latest series of deals, the 
company also made a 2017 acqui-
sition of Bold Energy, an EnCap 
Investments LP-backed company, 
which gave the capital provider a 
controlling interest in the stock.

In an interview with Investor 
shortly after finalizing the IRM 
deal, Anderson explained his moti-
vation for doing a deal at this time: 
“Earthstone has a great platform, 
and we’ve got a good business strat-
egy, but we’re small. And as a small, 
public company, it’s somewhat inef-
ficient because you’ve got a certain 
amount of cost just to be public, and 
investors don’t really pay attention 
to small, public companies.”

Earthstone’s shares have nearly 
doubled since the company 
announced the IRM acquisition in 
mid-December.

“We intend to continue seeking 
other value-enhancing transac-
tions that increase our operational  
and corporate cost efficiencies while 
maintaining financial discipline, 
ultimately benefitting our share- 
holders via stock price apprecia-
tion,” Anderson added in his state-
ment on April 1.

Earthstone expects a production 
increase of roughly 5,800 boe/d to 
6,000 boe/d to its production from 
the Tracker acquisition in the second 
half of the year.

There are currently no drilling 

commitments required on the 
Tracker acreage, according to the 
Earthstone release.

Earthstone also said it had iden-
tified further upside to drilling 
economics based on reduction of 
drilling and completion costs and 
reserve impact with up-spaced loca-
tions versus historical well spacing.

Earthstone intends to fund the 
$81.6 million cash portion of the 
Tracker acquisition with cash-on-
hand and new borrowings under 
its credit facility. The remainder of 
the total consideration comprises of 
approximately 6.2 million shares of 
Earthstone’s Class A common stock, 
which represents 7.4% of total Class 
A and Class B common stock on a 
pro forma basis.

The total consideration of the 
Tracker acquisition is allocated 
roughly 50% to Tracker and 50% to 
Sequel, the Earthstone release said.

EnCap Investments, a current 
beneficial owner of nearly 50% of 
Earthstone’s total Class A and Class 
B common stock, will indirectly 
receive an additional 2.3 million 
shares of Class A common stock 
through its minority ownership of 
Tracker. Adjusted for the equity con-
sideration to the respective parties, 
EnCap’s beneficial ownership of 
Earthstone’s total Class A and Class 
B common stock will be reduced to 
48.5%.

The Tracker acquisition is further 
subject to the approval of Earthstone 
shareholders—specifically a major-
ity of the shares held by stockhold-
ers other than EnCap and executive 
management.

The audit committee on the Earth-
stone board of directors approved 
and recommended the Tracker 
acquisition. The boards of Earth-
stone, Tracker and Sequel have each 
approved the transaction.

The transaction’s legal advisers 
included Jones & Keller PC for 
Earthstone, Davis Graham & Stubbs 
LLP for Tracker and Welborn Sulli-
van Meck & Tooley PC for Sequel. 
Northland Securities Inc. provided a 
fairness opinion to Earthstone’s audit 
committee and Richards, Layton & 
Finger PA acted as legal adviser to 
Earthstone’s audit committee. Jef-
feries LLC was financial adviser to 
Tracker and Sequel.

—Emily Patsy
Robert J. Anderson, president and 
CEO of Earthstone
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Upstream M&A Tally Suggests Subtle Rebound  
In First-Quarter
IN THE OIL and gas universe, 
higher prices cure nearly all ills.

A year after the cataclysmic 
events of 2020’s oil price war and 
pandemic, U.S. oil and gas M&A 
values ascended to $3.4 billion. 
This time last year, U.S. upstream 
oil and gas transactions limped to 
a first-quarter finish with roughly 
a fifth of that value—$600 mil-
lion, according to a new report by 
Enverus, the data analytics firm.

“It was brutal in first-quarter 
2020,” Andrew Dittmar, senior 
M&A analyst at Enverus, told Hart 
Energy. “I think that was the lowest 
quarter we had on record.”

So far, the second quarter of this 
year has started promisingly. On 
April 1, Pioneer Natural Resources 
Co. agreed to buy DoublePoint 
Energy for $6.4 billion. The deal is 
the largest acquisition of a private 
E&P in a decade, Enverus said.

On April 8, Enverus released its 
first-quarter 2021 summary of deals, 
which showed an 88% decline from 
fourth-quarter 2020 deal value.

From January to the end of 
March, deal activity largely focused 
on PDP heavy assets in legacy oil 
plays.

The Bakken and Eagle Ford 
accounted for two-thirds of total 
deal value despite having only three 
significant deals across the two 
plays—two in the Bakken and one in 
the Eagle Ford. The Permian Basin, 
which has often stolen the spotlight 
in the past several years, fell to 
about 14% of first-quarter transac-
tions. In 2020, Permian deals made 
up 82% of deal value.

The next two largest deals were 
sales by Bruin E&P (formerly pri-
vate equity-backed and then owned 
by creditors following a bank-
ruptcy reorganization) and Gren-
adier Energy Partners II, which 
was sponsored by private capital 

providers EnCap Investments LP 
and Kayne Anderson Capital Advi-
sors LP.

DoublePoint, with multiple pri-
vate equity sponsors, adds further 
indications of a shift toward private 
upstream activity. After powering 
through with $24.9 billion in corpo-
rate consolidation moves, mergers 
fell to about $500 million in the first 
quarter. Asset transactions nudged 
up to $2.9 billion from $2.5 billion 
in the fourth quarter.

“After most of 2020’s activity was 
dominated by mergers between pub-
lic companies, we are seeing private 
equity play a more prominent role 
in M&A markets in 2021,” Dittmar 
said.

“Following years of heavy invest-
ment in unconventional resources, 
private E&Ps were having a chal-
lenging time finding exits either 
through sales or IPOs and had con-
sequently tamped back spending on 
new deals,” he continued. “Now, 
in December 2020 and continuing 
into 2021, we have seen several 

prominent exits plus new invest-
ments from the private side of the 
industry.”

M&A should continue to flow 
more easily with elevated commod-
ity prices, he added. One sign of 
returning strength is the first IPO 
of a traditional upstream company 
since 2017 as Haynesville Shale 
operator Vine Energy Inc. began 
trading on the public markets.

It’s likely that a shift in mar-
ket conditions will draw buyers to 
asset-level deals and possibly make 
smaller public company combina-
tions appetizing, Dittmar said.

“The economics are there to 
support a lot more transactions. A 
lot more areas of economic at this 
point,” he said. “The problem that 
we saw in late 2020 was that only so 
many of those big public, corporate 
deals get done. There’s just not that 
many ConocoPhillips-Concho or 
Chevron-Noble deals out there.

“That doesn’t mean we couldn’t 
get another big deal. There’s just a 
lot fewer left to do.”

While many of the marquee 
names in the public E&P space in 
the Permian Basin found deals in 
2020, there is additional room to 
combine operations among small- 
and mid-size Permian operators. 
Additional consolidation opportu-
nities also remain in areas like the 
Appalachian Basin and Bakken that 
have yet to see anyone play a domi-
nant role as consolidator.

—Darren Barbee

Top 1Q 2021 Deals
 Date Value ($MM) Buyer Seller Play

 2/10/21 $900 Grayson Mill Equinor Bakken

3/24/21 $880 Validus Energy Ovintiv Eagle Ford

1/25/21 $465 Enerplus Bruin E&P Bakken

1/31/21 $420 Surge Energy Grenadier II Midland

1/31/21 $250 Northern Oil and Gas Reliance Marcellus

Source: Enverus
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Daniel Rice-Led SPAC Forms Renewable Natural Gas 
Platform In Billion-Dollar Merger
RICE ACQUISITION CORP., a 
blank-check company headed by 
Daniel Rice, has agreed to a busi-
ness combination worth over $1 
billion that it says will create the 
industry-leading renewable natural 
gas platform focused on the capture 
and conversion of waste emissions 
from landfills.

“Early in our acquisition search 
we identified landfill gas (LFG) as 
the most predictable, cost-effective, 
and environmentally beneficial feed-
stock to help organizations achieve 
their carbon neutrality goals,” said 
Rice, who serves as CEO of Rice 
Acquisition Corp., in a statement on 
April 7.

Last year, landfills in the U.S. 
produced about 1.9 Bcf/d in LFG 
emissions, roughly comprising of 
50% methane and 35% CO2. How-
ever, U.S. landfills are projected to 
grow to 13 billion tons of waste in 
place by 2050 from about 8 billion 
in 2020, which the Rice team said is 
expected to boost LFG emissions to 
2.8 Bcf/d by 2050.

Rice Acquisition Corp., a special 
purpose acquisition company or 
SPAC, formed late last year with the 
intention of finding a target business 
in the broadly defined energy transi-
tion or sustainability arena. In addi-
tion to Rice, the company is headed 
by former executives of both Rice 
Energy and EQT Corp.

Rice, who led Rice Energy’s 
startup to its eventual sale to EQT 
Corp. in 2017, said the group 
became determined to create a lead-
ing renewable natural gas (RNG) 
platform. He added that he believes 
that the company’s business combi-
nation announced April 7 with Aria 
Energy LLC and Archaea Energy 
LLC goes beyond that.

“I think we’ve created a new 
paradigm in RNG development,” 
he said. “The combination of these 
companies’ respective skills and 
assets instantly creates a proven, 
technology-driven LFG developer 
that’s operating at scale today with a 
deep inventory of highly economic, 
low-risk growth projects to meet the 
ever-growing RNG demand.”

Capturing LFG emissions, accord-
ing to a release by Rice Acquisition, 
has the same environmental benefit 
as electrifying 75% of U.S. passen-
ger vehicles. Further, the company 

said that LFG-to-RNG is lower 
cost, more predictable, better for 
the environment and more effective 
in reversing the impacts of climate 
change when compared to other 
renewable fuels.

Aria Energy, a portfolio company 
of funds managed by the Infrastruc-
ture and Power strategy of Ares 
Management Corp., is a mar-
ket leader in the North American 
LFG sector, having developed or 
constructed more than 50 projects 
during the past 25 years.

Meanwhile, Archaea has helped 
design, build, or develop key gas 
processing systems for the majority 
of U.S. RNG facilities in operation 
today. The company, founded in 
2018 by landfill owners and RNG 
technologists, also believes it can 
develop green hydrogen from LFG 
and RNG at industry-leading costs 
by deploying proven technology.

As part of the business combina-
tion agreement announced April 7, 
Rice Acquisition Corp. will acquire 
Aria for $680 million and Archaea 
for $347 million for a total transac-
tion value of about $1.03 billion.

Archaea is currently majori-
ty-owned and controlled by Rice 
Investment Group, an affiliate of 
Rice Acquisition. Rice Investment 
Group’s equity ownership will be 
rolled into the transaction, with no 
secondary proceeds, according to the 
release.

Combined, the company, which 
will retain the Archaea Energy 
name, is expected to contract 60% 
to 70% of RNG volumes under 10 
to 20 year, fixed-price arrangements 
with investment-grade buyers.

Pro forma for the transaction, 
the combined company will have 
over $350 million of cash on the 
balance sheet and estimates 2021 
EBITDA of $65 million. The com-
pany expects to start generating free 
cash flow in 2023 with EBITDA 
forecasted to grow to $327 million 
by the following year.

“This places Archaea on a short 
list of companies that can generate 
sustainable and compelling risk-ad-
justed returns while significantly 
reducing GHG emissions,” Rice 
added in his statement.

The transaction is set to close 
third-quarter 2021, and the com-
bined company plans to be listed 

on the New York Stock Exchange 
under the ticker symbol, “LFG.” At 
$10 per share, the combined com-
pany’s enterprise value is projected 
to be $1.15 billion, which implies 
a valuation multiple of 8.2x esti-
mated 2022 EBITDA and 3.5x esti-
mated 2024 EBITDA, according to 
the release.

In a statement commenting on 
the transaction, Nicholas Stork, 
co-founder and CEO of Archaea 
LLC, said: “We are on a mission 
to transform the role of RNG in 
empowering organizations to decar-
bonize and achieve their sustain-
ability goals. In Aria, we found an 
irreplicable asset base and a team 
who shares our vision to harness 
the power of RNG and help both 
landfill owners/operators and invest-
ment-grade buyers of RNG meet 
their sustainability targets.

“The new capital raised will 
accelerate the combined company’s 
growth and solidify its leadership in 
the industry,” Stork added.

Rice Acquisition Corp. said it 
obtained $300 million through 
a “heavily oversubscribed and 
upsized” private investment in pub-
lic equity (PIPE) deal. Commitments 
in the PIPE were led by institutional 
investors including The Baupost 
Group, BNP Paribas Energy Tran-
sition Fund, CIBC, Goldman Sachs 
Asset Management LP and Welling-
ton Management. The Rice family 
is also investing $20 million in the 
PIPE, the release said.

In addition to the PIPE capital, 
Rice Acquisition Corp. secured $340 
million of debt commitments from 
Comerica Bank’s Environmental 
Services Department. The company 
closed an upsized IPO in October, 
which garnered proceeds of $215 
million.

For the business combination, 
Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pitt-
man LLP served as legal counsel to 
Archaea LLC. Barclays was finan-
cial adviser to Aria, and Orrick 
served as legal counsel to both the 
company and Ares.

Moelis & Co. LLC was financial 
adviser to the special committee, 
which received legal counsel from 
Richards, Layton and Finger PA. 
Kirkland & Ellis LLP served as 
legal counsel to Rice Acquisition.

—Emily Patsy
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MIDSTREAM
■	Sempra Energy said April 5 it 
would sell a 20% stake in its new 
business platform, Sempra Infra-
structure Partners, to investment 
firm KKR for $3.37 billion in cash.

The transaction is part of a strat-
egy Sempra Energy originally 
unveiled in December to better posi-
tion itself to capitalize on the grow-
ing global demand for cleaner fuels.

“Combining our resources with 
KKR improves our ability to cap-
ture new investment opportunities 
in cleaner forms of energy and the 
critical infrastructure that stores 
and transports it,” Jeffrey W. Mar-
tin, chairman and CEO of Sempra 
Energy, said in a statement.

“This transaction also sends a 
clear signal about the value and 
expected growth of our infrastruc-
ture portfolio,” Martin added.

Late last year, Sempra agreed to 
buy the remaining stake in its Mex-
ican unit, Infraestructura Energética 
Nova SAB de CV (IEnova), which 
the company said it would combine 
with its North American LNG export 
infrastructure unit to create Sempra 
Infrastructure Partners.

With more than $66 billion in 
total assets at year-end 2020, San 
Diego-based Sempra Energy is the 
owner of one of the largest energy 
networks in North America, accord-
ing to its company release.

The newly created Sempra Infra-
structure Partners, according to Sem-
pra Energy, will support the global 
energy transition by providing an 
improved platform for innovation and 
potential new investments in renew-
ables, hydrogen, ammonia, energy 
storage and carbon sequestration.

SERVICE & SUPPLY
■	 Ingersoll Rand Inc., a global 
provider of mission-critical flow 
creation and industrial solutions, 
completed the majority interest sale 
of its High Pressure Solutions (HPS) 
Segment to the private equity firm 
American Industrial Partners 
(AIP), effective April 1.

Use of Ingersoll Rand Execution 
Excellence (IRX) accelerated the 
timeline to complete the complex 
transaction and enabled Ingersoll 
Rand to over deliver on its commit-
ment to close in the first half of 2021.

Ingersoll Rand will retain a 45% 
common equity interest in the 
business in accordance with the 

agreement to sell a majority interest 
in HPS for approximately $300 mil-
lion, which the company will use to 
support core, sustainability-oriented 
growth initiatives.

This transaction significantly 
reduces Ingersoll Rand’s direct 
exposure to the upstream oil and 
gas market to nonmaterial revenue 
exposure of more than 2% of total 
expected 2021 revenue.

CANADA
■	 Oil and gas company White-
cap Resources Inc. said April 5 it 
will acquire Kicking Horse Oil & 
Gas Ltd., a privately held indirect 
subsidiary of Quantum Energy 
Partners, for CA$300 million 
(US$239.08 million) in a stock-and-
cash deal.

Canada’s oil and gas sector had 
a record start to 2021 in terms of 
M&A as companies took advan-
tage of improved expectations of 
oil prices amid the pandemic recov-
ery, and many industry participants 
expect the trend to continue.

Whitecap’s indirect acquisition of 
Kicking Horse consists of 34.5 mil-
lion Whitecap common shares and 
CA$56 million in cash, along with 
the assumption of net debt estimated 
at CA$54 million as of Feb. 28.

The Kicking Horse assets are 
positioned in the liquids-rich portion 
of the Alberta Montney. Whitecap 
says the deal complements its exist-
ing Montney position at Karr and 
has significant offsetting activity.

Kicking Horse’s current produc-
tion is about 8,000 boe/d and is 
expected to increase to and main-
tained at 18,000 boe/d to 19,000 
boe/d during the next 12 to 15 
months with the drilling of eight to 
10 wells per year.

Whitecap had already executed 
two deals in the second half of 
2020 using stock to buy rivals Nal 
Resources and TORC Oil & Gas.

The deal for Kicking Horse is 
expected to close on or before May 
31.

GHANA
■	 Boru Energy, backed by pri-
vate equity giant Carlyle Group, 
is in discussions with Occidental 
Petroleum Corp. to acquire its oil 
and gas fields in Ghana for over 
$500 million, industry and banking 
sources said.

The acquisition of Occidental’s 

stakes in the offshore Jubilee and 
Tweneboa Enyenra Ntomme (TEN) 
fields would be the first investment 
for Boru Energy, led by former 
Tullow Oil CEO Aidan Heavey, 
which Carlyle’s international energy 
fund CIEP launched in 2019.

Occidental acquired the Ghanaian 
assets through its $55 billion take-
over of rival Anadarko Petroleum 
Corp. in 2019. It has tried to sell its 
Ghanaian assets since then. Occi-
dental holds a 24% stake in Jubilee 
and a 17% interest in TEN fields, 
which are both operated by Lon-
don-listed Tullow Oil.

Carlyle and Boru Energy declined 
to comment. Occidental, which had 
previously said it was seeking to 
sell its Ghanaian assets, declined to 
comment.

Jubilee Field has suffered a num-
ber of major technical setbacks and 
delays in recent years but its pro-
duction stabilized at around 83,600 
bbl/d in 2020. TEN’s production, 
which started in 2016, reached 
48,700 bbl/d in 2020, according to 
Tullow Oil’s annual report.

ISRAEL
■	Israel’s Delek Drilling is in talks 
to sell its stake in the offshore nat-
ural gas field for up to $1.1 billion, 
financial news website Calcalist 
reported on April 5.

Delek owns a 22% stake in Tamar, 
one of Israel’s main energy sources, 
which it is required to sell by year-
end under a government framework 
to open the sector to competition. 
The company holds a stake of about 
45% of the nearby Leviathan gas 
field, which is larger than Tamar.

Delek Drilling, a subsidiary of 
Delek Group, declined to comment 
on the report.

Calcalist, which did not dis-
close its sources, said the advanced 
negotiations are being held with an 
unnamed British company.

SERVICE & SUPPLY 
■	Enverus unveiled a deal on April 
13 giving Hellman & Friedman 
majority ownership of Enverus, 
which it says marks a significant 
milestone for the company.

Based in Austin, Texas, Enverus 
is global energy data analytics and 
SaaS technology company with 
more than 1,400 professionals and 
6,000 customers across the entire 
energy mix. 







As the oil and gas industry recovers 
from a year we’d probably all like 
to forget, asset data and intelligence 

have become even more paramount than ever. 
They are among the most necessary intelli-
gence any investor or producer needs to con-
duct business. But why sift through the maze 
of information when you can get a snapshot 
and access to details all in one place?

Starting with this issue of Oil and Gas 
Investor and on HartEnergy.com, we’ve re-
vamped how we are bringing you the on-
going Activity Highlights. You’ll notice the 
difference on the next six pages of this issue. 
There’s also more in store on our website, 
and you can easily access both with your 
subscription.

Working with Rextag’s Energy Datalink, 
we bring you the following data: charts and 
lists on permitting, rig counts and activity 
in the U.S. shale plays, offshore U.S. and 
internationally. This data is designed 
to offer you an easy-to-digest 
look at the different basins 
and regions each month (see 
box for schedule), but that’s 
all just the tip of the iceberg 
when it comes to activity 
highlights.

While in the past we offered 
narratives on individual wells, 

this new format will take a look 
at the bigger picture, giving you 
an idea of the top producers in ba-
sins, even as local as counties. We’ll 
look at month-over-month produc-
tion at the basin-level, production by 
operators, permits by operators and 
permitted wells by state and county for 
example. But don’t fear, you’ll still be able 
to get details on individual wells by visiting 
HartEnergy.com and checking out the High-
lights section. There we will have individual 
well information and an ongoing database of 
activity for you to stay up-to-date on a daily 
basis.

But why stop there? Rextag’s Energy Da-
talink gives you much more data and maps to 
digest asset ownership, production records, 
processing capacities, physical locations, 
planned projects, acquisitions records and 
more—and for the fraction of the cost of 
many sources of such intelligence. Plus, it’s 
all at your fingertips. Energy DataLink pro-
vides easy online access to Rextag’s exten-

sive GIS databases of energy assets. Sim-
ply select the type of data you wish to 
see to view the requested information. 
For a product overview and informa-
tion on levels of access, visit https://
rextag.com/product-overview.

While information and intelligence 
needs become too important to wait, 
you can use your subscriptions to 
HartEnergy.com and Energy Datalink 
to limit your waiting, limit your time 
spent researching and limit your cost 

of data acquisition.
We look forward to your feed-

back on the new Activity High-
lights. Please email your thoughts 

to me at editorial@hartenergy.com.

ACTIVITY 
HIGHLIGHTS 

LEN VERMILLION,
EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
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Basin-By-Basin Overview
Look for our focus on these basins in upcoming issues.

June Eagle Ford

July Delaware Basin

August Bakken/Three Forks

September Powder River Basin

October Gulf of Mexico

November Midland Basin

December Marcellus and Utica



Texas had the highest number of new per-
mits with a total of 141 (new drill), pri-
marily in the Permian Basin. QEP Energy 

received 113 permits for its Mabee lease (Mid-
land Basin) in Andrews County and 21 new per-
mits for the Mabee lease in Martin County. Also 
in Martin County, Pioneer Natural Resources 
Co. has five new permits as well as six permits 
for Reagan County. In East Texas, Rockcliff 
Energy LLC got eight permits for Haynesville 
Shale exploration at Hooper Unit in Panola 
County.

In Dunn County, N.D., Continental Resources 
Inc. has received 12 permits to drill for its Gor-
don Federal lease. EOG Resources Inc. has 10 
new permits for its Ross prospect, three for its 
Liberty prospect in Mountrail County and one 
permit in McKenzie County. Overall, there were 
44 new permits issued in the state.

Nickel Road Operating LLC received 40 per-
mits for two prospects in Weld County, Blehm 
West (eight) and Reeman (32). Nickel Road 
has partnered with Vortus Investment Advisors 
and will acquire, lease and develop petroleum 
assets in the Denver-Julesburg Basin. The Den-
ver-based company was formed in 2018 follow-
ing an acreage contribution by Cobalt Oil & Gas 
and Prelude Petroleum.

In Oklahoma’s Carter County, Kodiak Oil 
& Gas received three permits for an unnamed 
prospect, and Camino Natural Resources got 
three permits for the company’s The Duke pros-
pect in Stephens County.

Data from Rextag
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 Count Of Approved Permits Per Month (Jan. 2011-Dec. 2020)

Total

Permitted Wells By State

Operator Well Count

Colorado 44

North Dakota 44

Oklahoma 7

Texas 141

Grand Total 236

Wells Permitted By Operator

Operator Well Count

Nickel Road Operating LLC 40

QEP Energy Co. 35

Continental Resources Inc. 19

Pioneer Natural Resources 17

Blackbeard Operating LLC 13

EOG Resources Inc. 11

SM Energy Company 10

De3 Operating LLC 9

Rockcliff Energy Operating LLC 8

Burlington Resources Oil & Gas 8

Source: Energy DataLink, as of 3/17/2021 Source: Energy DataLink, as of 3/17/2021



The U.S. rig count, according to Enverus Rig Analytic, 
was up 7% in the past month but still down 43% 
(year-over-year).

In the 12 months, two gas-focused regions have seen an 
increase in drilling—the Ark-La-Tex count is up by three, 
and the Appalachian Basin added two rigs. The rest of the 
major U.S. oil and gas regions lost anywhere from 43% to 
62% of their rigs, with the Rockies declining 62% as of 
March 10.

Major operators, such as Exxon Mobil Corp., are run-
ning 57 fewer rigs (year-over-year), ConocoPhillips Co. 
is down by 21 rigs at 14, and Chevron Corp. is down by 
19, to nine. Other multibasin drillers with double-digit de-
clines were Continental Resources, Devon Energy Corp. 
and EOG Resources.

U.S. crude futures soared to almost $68/bbl in March, 
their highest since 2018. Prices rebounded from last year’s 
crash, spurred by the effects of the coronavirus pandemic.

In March, the government revised down 2021’s de-
cline expected in crude production. Output is seen falling 
160,000 barrels per day in 2021 to 11.15 million barrels 
per day.

Before the pandemic, companies were cutting about four 
rigs on a weekly basis during the prior year to focus on 
boosting cash flow, reducing debt and increasing share-
holder returns.

Nov. 20, 2020-Mar. 19, 2021
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DeSoto Parish in Louisiana continues to be the 
most active for the Haynesville Shale, followed 
by Caddo Parish and Red River Parish.

GEP Haynesville LLC completed two strong 
Haynesville wells in North Louisiana’s Holly Field. 
The De Soto Parish discoveries were drilled from a 
single pad at #1-Alt Land & Knowles 7-6HC (45.062 
MMcf per day) and the offsetting #1-Alt Land & 
Knowles 8-5HC (40.85 MMcf per day).

Four Haynesville Shale wells drilled from a pad in 
Caddo Parish by Chesapeake Operating Inc. in Beth-
any Longstreet Field—#2-Alt Spring R 24-15-16H 
(17.328 MMcf per day); #3-Alt Spring R 24-15-16H 
(18.24 MMcf per day); #3-Alt Spring R 13-15-16H 
(18.288 MMcf per day); and #4-Alt Spring R 13-15-
16H (20.592 MMcf per day).

In Panola County (RRC Dist. 6), Texas, activity re-
mains strong with an average of about 16 rigs since 
October 2020. Most of the significant recent discov-
eries are in Carthage Field including Rockcliff En-
ergy Operating’s #1H Talley-Weiss HV Unit A that 
flowed 18.35 MMcf of gas per day. The offsetting 
#2H Talley-Weiss HV Unit B flowed 16.872 MMcf 
of gas per day. Sabine Oil & Gas Corp.’s #1H Cad-
do Lake produced 21.645 MMcf of gas per day and 
#1H Lake Furrh (AW) flowed 21.648 MMcf of gas 
per day.

Data from Rextag
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Haynesville Cumulative Gas Production - Top Producing Wells

Operator Well Location Total Gas (Bcf) Comp. Date

Aethon Energy Operating Franks 17-8 HC 004 De Soto, La. 73.407,247 Jan. 2017

BHP Billiton 125;Broadway 29 H 002 De Soto, La 69.929,466 Apr. 2015

BPX Operating Loftin 32 H 002-ALT Red River, La 68.222,815 Mar. 2017

Chesapeake Operating PCK13&24&25-15-15HC 001 De Soto, La. 58.466,923 July 2016

BPX Operating EGP 25-36 HC 002 Bossier, La. 55.674,121 Oct.2017

BHP Billiton Hutch HRS 17-20HC 001 Caddo, La. 55.224,794 Apr. 2015

BPX Operating Hutch HRS 17-20 HC 002 Caddo, La. 55.217,827 July 2015

Chesapeake Operating MCMIN7&18&19-15-14HC 002 Caddo, La. 47.846,116.37 May 2016

BHP Billiton EGP 25-24-13HC 002 Bossier, La. 46.249,431 Oct. 2017

BHP Billiton Mendenhall 10-3 HC 003 Bossier, La. 45.584,363.05 July 2014

Source: Datalink as of 3/17/2021
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Completions By Operator  
(Last 12 months)

Wells

Aethon Energy 31

Indigo Minerals 23

Comstock Resources 21

Vine O&G 10

Chesapeake 10

GEP Haynesville 1

Goodrich Petroleum 1

Brix Operating 1
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INTERNATIONAL 
HIGHLIGHTS

1 Guyana
Results from an independent pro-
spective resource study and report 
were announced by Frontera 
Energy and CGX Energy for 
the offshore Guyana Corentyne 
North Area, Corentyne Main 
Area and Demerara blocks. A 
total of 32 prospects were iden-
tified in the study in both blocks 
(27 in the Corentyne Block and 
five in the Demerara Block): 
The unrisked volume is 6.089 
MMboe, and the risked volume 
is 1.09 MMboe. According to 
the company, the prospects are 
oil (64%), gas (28%) and the 
remainder condensate (8%). An 
exploration well in the Corentyne 
Block at #1-Kawa is planned in 
the second half of 2021 and will 
target a stratigraphic trap in Cam-
panian-Santonian-aged rocks. 
Nearby discoveries are to the east 
in Suriname’s Block 58. In the 
Demerara Block, exploration well 
#1-Makarapan will be targeting 
an Aptian stratigraphic prospect. 
Toronto-based Frontera holds a 
direct working interest of 33.3% 
in both the offshore Corentyne 
and Demerara blocks, and CGX 
holds 73.8% interest.

2 U.K.
L o n d o n - b a s e d  N e p t u n e 
Energy is planning a four-
well development test in the 
U.K. portion of the North Sea. 
The Seagull prospect will be 
in PL1622, Block 22/29C. 
Seagull is expecting to produce 
50,000 bbl of oil equivalent per 
day (gross). The prospect is a 
high-pressure, high-temperature 
development. The proven and 
probable gross reserves are esti-
mated at 50 MMboe. Neptune 
is the operator of Seagull and 
PL1622, Block 22/29C, and part-
ners include BP Plc and Japex.

3 Norway
Neptune Energy has spud an 
appraisal well in the offshore Nor-
way Dugong licence area. The 
Dugong discovery is in produc-
tion licence 882 and was one of 
the largest discoveries on the Nor-
wegian Continental Shelf in 2020. 
Neptune estimates recoverable 
resources to be between 40-120 
MMboe. The reservoir lies at a 
depth of 3,250-3,400 m. Dugong 
is located in water depth of 330 
m and is close to the existing pro-
duction facilities of Snorre Field.

4 Norway
Equinor has received a drilling 
permit for wildcat well #34/6-5 
S in offshore Norway production 
license PL 554. The well will be 
drilled from the West Hercules 
drilling facility after operations 
are completed at wildcat well 
#31/2-22 S with optional side-
track-appraisal in production 
license 090. The area in this 
license consists of part of Block 
34/6, east of Snorre Field, and 
within 2 km northwest of the dis-
covery well #34/6-2 S. Stavan-
ger-based Equinor is the operator 
with 40% interest, and partners 
include Aker BP  and Var 
Energi, each with 30% interest. 
This is the sixth exploration well 
to be drilled in the license.

5 Norway
Equinor  announced an oil 
and gas discovery about 18 km 
southwest of Troll Field in PL 
923. The target for exploration 
well #31/1-2 S was to prove 
petroleum in the Middle Jurassic 
Brent and Cook. The #31/1-2 S 
encountered a 145-m gas col-
umn (Etive and Oseberg) and a 
24-m oil column. The sandstone 

reservoir was 50-m thick with 
good reservoir quality. In addi-
tion, a 6-m, oil-bearing sand-
stone with moderate to poor 
reservoir quality was found 
in the upper part of Dunlin. It 
was drilled to 3,555 m and bot-
tomed in Jurassic Amundsen. 
The target for #31/1-2 A was to 
delineate the discovery made in 
Brent. The well hit good quality 
sandstones with good reservoir 
quality in Etive and the upper 
part of Oseberg. The lower part 
of Oseberg contained sandstone 
with moderate to poor reser-
voir quality. An estimated total 
of 41 m of effective sandstone 
reservoir was found in the two 
formations. The well proved 12 
m of oil in Etive and a 17-m 
oil column in Oseberg. The 

World oil markets are beginning to rebound from the de-
mand shock triggered by COVID-19 but still face a 
high degree of uncertainty that is testing the in-

dustry like never before, according to a new International 
Energy Agency (IEA) report. 

The forecast for global oil demand 
is lower, and it could peak earlier 
than previously thought if govern-
ments turn more to clean energy 
policies and pandemic-based 
behavioral changes become 
deeply rooted. But in the re-
port’s base case, which re-
flects current policy settings, 
oil demand is set to rise to 104 
million barrels a day by 2026, 
up 4% from 2019 levels.

Asia will lead global oil demand growth, accounting 
for 90% of the increase between 2019 and 2026. By 
contrast, demand in many advanced economies, where 
vehicle ownership and oil use per capita are much higher, 
is not expected to return to pre-crisis levels. This is due to 
the desire for higher fuel efficiency standards, demand for elec-
tric vehicles, curbing oil use in the power sector, increased telework-
ing, greater recycling and reduced business travel.

The path forward situation is also affecting producers who are facing de-
mand uncertainty of having too much or too little product and the global refin-
ing sector, which is currently struggling with excess capacity.

—Larry Prado

1
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Cook Formation proved to be 
water-filled in both wells. Well 
#31/1-2 A was drilled to 3,876 
m and bottom in Cook. Recover-
able resources are estimated 44 
to 69 MMbbl of oil equivalent.

6 South Africa
Tower Resources announced 
updated resource estimates 
following interpretation of 
the reprocessing of additional 
2-D seismic data covering the 
Algoa-Gamtoos license, offshore 
South Africa. The London-based 
company’s reprocessing work 
encompassed 4,500 km of 2-D 
seismic data already collected 
and also further data acquired 
from the Petroleum Author-
ity of South Africa, including 
tie lines from Brulpadda to 
the Algoa-Gamtoos area. The 
results indicate a deeper level 
slope (as seen at Brulpadda) and 
three separate reservoir targets 
— a shallow section estimated 
at an unrisked Pmean recover-
able resource of 470 MMboe, a 

previously unidentified deeper 
slope section with an unrisked 
Pmean recoverable resource of 
231 MMboe and a previously 
unidentified basin floor fan 
section has an unrisked Pmean 
recoverable resources of 710 
MMboe. In addition, a submarine 
fan complex in the shallow-wa-
ter Gamtoos area of the license 
was identified during the survey, 
which is estimated to contain 
an unrisked Pmean recoverable 
resource of 135 MMboe. The 
Algoa-Gamtoos license is located 
adjacent to Total’s blocks 
11B/12B, where Total has made 
discoveries in excess of 1 Bboe.

7 Malaysia
PTT Exploration and Produc-
tion announced a shallow-water 
gas discovery at the first explora-
tion well, #1-Dokong, in Block 
SK417 off the coast of Sarawak, 
Malaysia. The venture was target-
ing gas in the sandstone reservoir 
and was drilled to 3,810 m. The 
well encountered a gas column of 
more than 80 m.  A second explo-
ration well will be drilled later in 
2021 as part of the exploration 
campaign. PTTEP is the operator 
with 80% participating interest, 
and Petronas holds the remain-
ing 20%.

8 Indonesia
Petronas announced an oil dis-
covery in the offshore Java North 
Madura II Production Sharing 
Contract in Indonesia. Explora-
tion well #1-Hidayah was drilled 
to 2,739 m. It encountered an 
oil-bearing carbonate build-up 
with good reservoir qualities in 
Ngimbang Carbonate. It was 
tested flowing approximately 
2,100 bbl of oil per day with 
good crude quality. Additional 
testing is planned. Kuala Lum-
pur, Malaysia–based Petronas is 
also the operator for the Bukit 
Tua oil and gas field, offshore 
East Java. 

9 China
China National Offshore 
Oil Co. has announced a large 
oil and gas discovery at #13-2 
Bozhong in Bohai Bay. The 
venture was drilled in the south-
western ring of the Bozhong 

Sag in Bohai Bay. Area water 
depth is approximately 23 m. 
The well was drilled to 5,223 m 
and encountered oil pay zones 
with a total thickness of approx-
imately 346 m. It initially flowed 
about 1,980 bbl of crude and 
5.25 MMcf of gas per day. China 
National Offshore Oil Co. is 
based in Beijing.

10 Australia
Origin Energy  announced 
results from a Beetaloo Basin 

ven tu re  a t  #117 
N2-1H ST2 Kyalla 
in Australia’s North-
ern Territory. After 
a nitrogen gas injec-
tion, the well flowed 
400,000 to 600,000 
cu ft of gas during a 
17-hour period with 
some condensa te 
shows from Kyalla. 

An extended production test is 
planned to determine the long-
term performance in license area 
EP117. Sydney-based Origin is 
the operator with partner Falcon 
Oil & Gas. 

11 Australia
Beach Energy has received 
approval to drill exploration 
well #1-Artisan in offshore 
Victoria’s Otway Basin in per-
mit area VIC/P43. Area water 
depth is approximately 71 m. 
According to the company, the 
operational area for the drill-
ing program has been defined 
as a 2-km radius around the 
well location. The 2-km radius 
encompasses both the outer 
extent of mooring equipment 
on the seabed and the 500-m 
petroleum safety zone. Beach 
Energy’s headquarters are in 
Adelaide
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NEW FINANCINGS

EQUITY
Company Exchange/

Symbol
Headquarters Amount Comments

Vine Energy Inc. NYSE: VEI Plano, Texas $344 Closed IPO over-allotment option, fully exercised by the underwriters, 
to purchase about an additional 3.2 million shares of Class A common 
stock at the IPO price. IPO included the sale of 21.5 million shares at $14 
each. Proceeds will be used to repay in full and terminate certain existing 
credit facilities of its subsidiaries, with any remaining net proceeds to be 
used for general corporate purposes. Citigroup, Credit Suisse, Mor-
gan Stanley, Barclays, BofA Securities and RBC Capital Markets 
are joint book-running managers.

Western Midstream 
Partners LP

NYSE WES Houston $173.5 Priced an underwritten secondary public offering of 10 million common 
units representing LP interests by an affiliate of Occidental Petroleum 
Corp. The offering was upsized from a previously announced offering size 
of 8 million units. BofA Securities, the underwriter, was granted 30-day 
option to purchase up to 1.5 million additional units. WES is not selling any 
units and will not receive any proceeds from the offering.

Crestwood  
Equity Partners LP

NYSE: CEQP Houston $132 Announced that Crestwood Gas Services Holdings LLC, a company 
controlled by an investment fund sponsored by First Reserve, priced a 
private placement of 6 million common units representing LP interests. 
Crestwood is not selling any common units and will not receive any 
proceeds from the private placement.

Andium Inc. N/A New York $15 Closed a Series A investment round led by OGCI Climate Investments 
Holdings LLP. Proceeds will be used to continue to drive product gro-
wth and innovation, support strategic investment in talent, and enable the 
expert in IIOT remote-field monitoring and communications technologies to 
accelerate the deployment of its proprietary video solutions product lines 
for flare monitoring, tank telemetry and object detection.

NextDecade Corp. NASDAQ: 
NEXT

Houston $10 Agreed to sell Series C convertible preferred stock in a private placement 
to OGCI Climate Investments Holdings LLP. Proceeds will be used to further 
advance NextDecade’s proprietary processes to lower the cost of utilizing 
CCS technology.

Project Canary N/A Denver $10 Received Series A investment from Quantum Energy Partners, Global 
Reserve Group and Energy Impact Partners. Proceeds will be used 
to meet market demand for independent, trusted, continuous emissions 
monitoring and ESG data across the energy, manufacturing and waste ma-
nagement sectors.

DEBT
Diamondback Energy Inc. NASDAQ: 

FANG
Midland, Texas $2,200 Priced a public offering of 2023, 2031 and 2051 notes at 99.990%, 99.659% 

and 99.669% of the principal amounts, respectively. Proceeds will be used 
(i) for the tender offers of any and all outstanding 2025 notes and any and 
all of outstanding QEP Resources Inc. notes due 2022, 2023 and 2026 
and to pay any applicable premiums therefor, the accrued and unpaid in-
terest thereon and fees and expenses of the tender offers and the related 
consent solicitations and (ii) for general corporate purposes. Goldman 
Sachs & Co. LLC, Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC and J.P. 
Morgan Securities LLC are joint book-running managers.

New Fortress Energy Inc. NASDAQ: 
NFE

New York $1,500 Launched proposed private offering of senior secured notes due 2026. A 
portion of the proceeds will be used to fund the cash consideration for its 
acquisition of Golar LNG Partners LP and related fees and expenses. Any 
remaining proceeds will be used for general corporate purposes, including 
making investments in developing projects.

Vine Energy Inc. NYSE: VEI Houston $950 Priced offering of senior unsecured notes due 2029 at par. Proceeds will 
be used, along with cash on hand, to (i) fund the redemption of all of the 
outstanding 8.75% and 9.75% notes due 2023 issued by Vine Energy 
Holdings LLC and (ii) pay any premiums, fees and expenses related to the 
redemption, including accrued and unpaid interest, and the issuance of the 
new notes. Vinson & Elkins LLP advised initial purchaser in connection 
with the offering.

Oasis Midstream  
Partners LP

NASDAQ: 
OMP

Houston $450 Priced a private placement of senior unsecured notes due 2029 at 
par. Proceeds will be used to make a distribution to subsidiary Oasis 
Midstream Services LLC in connection with the previously announced 
simplification transaction with Oasis Petroleum Inc. and to repay outs-
tanding borrowings under its revolving credit facility.
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Company Exchange/
Symbol

Headquarters Amount Comments

Solaris Midstream  
Holdings LLC

N/A Houston $400 Priced senior unsecured notes due 2026 at par. Notes provide for a sustai-
nability performance target relating to affiliate Solaris Water Midstream 
LLC’s large-scale produced water recycling consistent with its sustainabili-
ty-linked bond framework and adhere to the voluntary sustainability-linked 
bond principles issued by the International Capital Market Associati-
on. Proceeds will be used by Solaris Water to repay all borrowings under 
its revolving credit facility, to redeem all outstanding preferred equity and 
for general corporate purposes. Solaris Water also intends to amend its 
revolving credit facility at the closing of the notes offering to extend the 
maturity. Latham & Watkins LLP advised initial purchasers.

EnVen Energy Corp. N/A Houston $300 Priced an offering of senior secured second lien notes due 2026 to be is-
sued through its subsidiary Energy Ventures GoM LLC in a private of-
fering and will be co-issued by the issuer’s subsidiary, EnVen Finance 
Corp. Proceeds will be used to fund the redemption of all its outstanding 
2023 notes with the remainder, if any, used for general corporate purposes. 
In connection with the offering, the company intends to amend the revol-
ving credit facility to, among other things, extend the maturity date, estab-
lish a revised borrowing base, reduce the aggregate committed amounts 
and modify the applicable interest rates.

Oil States International Inc. NYSE: OIS Houston $135 Priced a private offering of convertible senior notes due 2026. Initial 
purchasers were granted the option to purchase, during a 13-day period 
beginning on, and including, the first date on which the notes are issued, 
up to an additional $15 million aggregate principal amount of the notes. 
Proceeds will be used to repurchase for cash its 2023 notes. Any remaining 
proceeds will be used for general corporate purposes, which may include 
further repurchases of 2023 notes and/or repayment of borrowings outs-
tanding under its asset-based revolving credit facility.

Bonanza Creek Energy Inc. NYSE: BCEI Denver $100 Issued new senior unsecured notes due 2026 at closing of its merger with 
HighPoint Resources Corp.
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Just over a year ago, when the price of oil 
went negative, people who care about the 
oil patch were shocked to their bones. 

But they have stood back up to prevail once 
again. The rig count is creeping back up. U.S. 
oil production is likewise inching up again, 
lately right around 11 MMbbl/d, although it 
is still below pre-pandemic levels by about 2 
MMbbl/d, or 15%, according to the Energy 
Information Administration (EIA).

Coincidentally, on April Fools’ Day, 
OPEC+ announced it will gradually return 
2 MMbbl/d to the market over the summer 
through July.

The balance is delicate between what 
happens here and how much global demand 
there will be this year. We’re getting dizzy 
on the seesaw between extended lockdowns 
versus more people getting COVID-19 vac-
cinations, not to mention by how much U.S. 
shale production increases from here. If oil 
continues to bounce around $60/bbl, that’s 
good; most plays have a breakeven price of 
$45 to $60, analysts said.

U.S. gas production has been aiming 
higher too. LNG exports are doing the 
same: send-outs in March were a record. 
Venture Global LNG’s export facility and a 
sixth train at Cheniere LNG’s Sabine Pass 
facility will ship their first cargoes later 
this year, ahead of their originally proposed 
schedules. Cheniere’s third train at Corpus 
Christi came online in March. Total LNG 
feed gas demand is now about 11 Bcf/d, ac-
cording to RBN Energy.

Never say die. But at what price?
Jobs are coming back, albeit too slowly 

for many. That is one heavy price.
Another heavy price: what we are will-

ing to pay for using fossil fuels, both in a 
monetary sense and environmentally. We’ll 
debate this in more ways than one. 

The Biden administration, Congress, 
some of the largest oil companies, money 
center banks and others must try to solve 
the dilemma of the decade: how to provide 
enough clean, affordable energy without 
harming the atmosphere and without tank-
ing an industry that employs millions.

Should tax breaks for oil and gas produc-
ers be killed off? Should gasoline be taxed 
higher to pay for road and bridge infrastruc-
ture?

Shouldn’t the free market and American 
entrepreneurs and inventors be left alone to 
solve this?

Should governments incentivize energy 
changes or mandate them? 

Should big banks like J.P. Morgan Chase 
or Citi play a new role by stepping into the 
debate? Some are refusing to fund any com-
pany that drills for oil and gas. Should tradi-
tional lenders implement additional criteria, 
such as tying their loan terms to how much a 
borrower has reduced its wellhead flaring or 
otherwise reduced emissions?

The API should be renamed the Ameri-
can Energy Institute for its wise endorse-
ment of energy supply consisting of any 
and all energy sources that solve the di-
lemma.

The API surprised many when in March 
it declared it would support some kind of 
price on carbon, which by any other name 
is a tax on end users. The fallout was fast 
and furious.

“The country’s leading oil lobby, the 
American Petroleum Institute, endorsed 
a carbon tax or fee for the first time in the 
organization’s 100-year history, demon-
strating the increased risk and salience of 
climate issues for the oil and gas industry,” 
said analysts at East Daley Capital Markets.

“A national energy tax is an easy posi-
tion for big multinational companies to 
embrace,” said Thomas Pyle, president 
of the American Energy Alliance, a D.C. 
lobbying group, “because it gives the fed-
eral government what it wants (more tax 
revenue); attempts to appease the greens 
(it won’t); and compels consumers to pay 
more in taxes to the federal government in 
the false hope of avoiding future regula-
tions … Those who are left out of the con-
versation are consumers, small businesses, 
the poor and seniors, and those on fixed 
incomes—basically everyone.” 

He continued, “I have been advocating 
for years that the House and Senate should 
debate and vote on a clean bill to create 
a federal carbon tax so that the American 
people can clearly see where their elected 
representatives stand on this issue.”

President Biden’s climate envoy, John 
Kerry, said it is the private sector that will 
ultimately lead the fight against climate 
change. We applaud what he said: Regu-
lators and elected officials work best in a 
supporting role.

“No government is going to solve this 
problem,” Kerry said during a virtual con-
ference hosted by the Institute of Interna-
tional Finance. “The solutions are going to 
come from the private sector.”

Those embroiled in this taxing debate 
must listen to this advice.

A TAXING SPRING

LESLIE HAINES,
EXECUTIVE EDITOR-
AT-LARGE

AT CLOSING
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